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This report is intended to (1) serve in general as a source of information 
for geologists and operators, (2) provide data for the construction of structure and 
isopach maps, and (3) stimulate interest in exploratory drilling for oil and gas re-
serves in Ohio. It replaces Information Circular No. 28, which is out of print. 
It is a basic list of wells known to have been drilled to significant depths below the 
Trenton Limestone, most of which penetrated the Sauk Sequence (fig. 1). The in-
formation given herein is the best available to the Ohio Division of Geological Sur-
vey at the time of publication. Formation tops given are subject to correction as 
new data become available. These data sheets are intended to accompany a map 
of Ohio showing drill holes penetrating Sauk Sequence rocks (pl. 1). 
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to all those who make it possible to render greater assistance to the industry. It 
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samples to the Survey whenever possible. 
EXPLANATION 
Identification of Wells 
Wells are listed by county, township, lot or section. Division of Mines per-
mit numbers are shown in the left column. Wells drilled prior to issuance of per-
mits are identified by arbitrary "D" numbers, by county, or by "S'' numbers where 
samples are on file at the Survey. The wells shown by permit numbers which are 
represented by samples on file at the Survey are identified by sample number in 
table 1. 
Locations 
Locations are scaled from section or lot lines, where possible. In irregular 
surveys, footage is given from lines of latitude and longitude, or from township 
boundaries. 
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2 SAUK SEQUENCE DATA SHEETS 
Elevations 
Surveyed elevations are indicated by "SL" (spirit level) and elevations esti-
mated from topographic maps are preceeded by "T". Ground level elevations are 
followed by "GL", derrick floor elevations by "DF", kelly bushing elevations by 
"KB" and cement marker elevations by "CM". 
Basis of Geological Data 
The type of information upon which the geological data are based is shown 
by the following symbols: drillers tops "DT", sample tops "SAMP", gamma ray 
tops "GR", gamma ray-neutron tops "GR-N" or "NUC", laterolog or guard log 
tops "LL", and electrical log tops "EL". 
Geological Data - Ordovician Rocks 
The geological data show depths from the surface to the top of the Trenton 
Limestone and lower formations. The rocks from the top of the Trenton Limestone 
to the Knox unconformity are known to be Ordovician in age and formation symbols 










Upper Chazy Lime stone 
Middle Chazy Lime stone 
Lower Chazy Dolomite 
The Eggleston and Platteville Limestones are considered to make up the 
Black River Group, and the Platteville generally may be divided into Moccasin Lime-
stone (Omo) above and Lowville Limestone (Olo) below, on the basis of a shaly zone 
above the base of the Moccasin. 
Geological Data - Sauk Sequence 
The rocks between the Knox unconformity and the basement complex com-
prise the Sauk Sequence. The Ohio Division of Geological Survey considers it proper 
to designate the dolomite formations below the Knox unconformity by the formation 
names used for these dolomites at the outcrop in the Appalachian Valley. Symbols 















Mt. Simon Sandstone 
Basement complex 
To conserve space the depths of the lower formations are shown in the "Remarks" 
column, along with depths to the Lowville Limestone (Olo), the "B" zone (middle 
Copper Ridge) and the Lower Copper Ridge Dolomite (.§_lcr). Other information, 
such as shows of oil and water, is given in the "Remarks" column. The Chepultepec 
Dolomite corresponds to the lower part of the Beekmantown Group of rocks, which, 
CORRELATED LOG 
with the Copper Ridge and Maynardville Dolomites, composes the Knox Dolomite 
Supergroup. 
Correlated Log 
The correlation of a typical Sub-Trenton log is shown in figure 1. Both the 
gamma ray-neutron and self-potential-resistivity curves are shown with formational 
boundaries indicated. This reference will acquaint the users of this report with the 
basis for selecting the formation tops given. 
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Figure 2. - Geologic column for north-central Ohio. 
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Table 1. - SAMPLE NUMBERS OF WELLS LISTED BY PERMIT NUMBER 
~~1:~ _T~~11_tihip Permit ".'Jo. Sam_r}~~· __ " ___ County TO\\'JlShip Permit Xo. §E__rnple N~. 
--~----
Ashland Lakl' 1762 825 Hcnry Freedom 20 907 
Milton 1962 985 Richfield 11 660 
Ruggles 246 149 Richfield 12 661 
Rug-g-les 1784 845 
Huggles 858-1 194 Highland Concord 888 
Ruggles 1787 913 Fairfield 822 
Ashtabula Ashtabula 16 615 Holmes Berlin 1279 1175 
Dorset 53 874 Salt Creek 1283 1169 
Lenox 15 440 
Monroe 73 818 Huron New London 16 866 
Peru 11 163-R 
Brown Huntington 980 
Jackson 867 Jackson Scioto 48 569 
Butler \Vayne 940 Knox Hilliar 1489 1161 
Milford 1468 1055 
Clark Pleasant 1048 Pike 1418 984 
Pleasant 757 603 
Clermont Ohio 957 
Stonelick 939 Licking Burlington 2051 1198 
Hartford 1803 855 
Clinton Richland 831 Hartford 1998 1100 
\\'ashing ton 810 Hartford 2033 1165 
Wayne 837 Hartford 1836 906 
Wayne 757 Hartford 1979 1084 
\\'ayne 813 Jersey 477 324-G 
\Vayne 772 Liberty 1981 1083 
Wilso11 765 Mary Ann 1973 1056 
Mary Ann 1826 1062 
Coshocton Clark 96 159 Newark 1064 395 
Monroe 1330 821 
Logan Jefferson 31 1220 
Crawford Bucyrus 1122 McArthur 18 192 
Dallas 981 McArthur 23 551 
Monroe 20 199 
Cuyahoga Mayfield 117 268 
Lorain Brighton 795 926 
Defiance Farmer 31 1065 Henrietta 794 894 
Mark 28 1061 Pittsfield 455 176 
Pittsfield 434 251 
Delaware Orange I 402 Pittsfield 399 224-A 
Oxford 9 1034 Pittsfield 440 163-A 
Oxford 3 875 }{ussia 475 178 
Oxford 11 1046 
Oxford 8 969 Madison Union D-3 623 
Radnor 14 1103 
Radnor 17 1144 Mahoning Smith 123 920 
Porter 2 829 
Marion Claridon 14 1044 
Eric Berlin 1117 Claridon 3 627 
Florence 887 Claridon 18 1093 
Oxford 272 Claridon 8 1086 
Claridon 7 963 
Fairlie Id Amanda 195 438 Richland 15 1037 
Violet 287 843 Richland 13 1114 
\·101et 317 923 Scott 10 1020 
Tully 12 1057 
Fayette Concord 751 Tully 11 1059 
Jasper 767 Tully 9 1058 
Perry 830 
Cnion 750 Medina Granger 1201 812 
Cnion 756 Hinckley 1256 844 
Cnion 785 Hinckley 1325 958 
Hinckley 1143 819 
Franklin City of Columbus D-1 4Gfi Hinckley 1214 811 
Hinckley 1285 989 
Fulton Chesterfield 22 1194 Medina 1296 956 
Chesterfield 21 1099 Spencer 2 601 
Chesterfield 19 983 Westfield 1265 994 
Pike 16 911 Westfield 1293 990 
York 18 1012 
York 15 854 Meigs Olive 442 253 
GUl'l"llSf')' Adams 782 925 Mercer Gibson 22 530 
Recovery 3 120 
Hamilton Crosby 942 
Miami Lost Crc-ek 764 
H,uwock Allen 13 301 Washington 669 
Bi~ Lick 6 55 
Cass 119 1039 Morgan Deerfield 536 204 
.Jackson 118 1040 
.Jackson 135 1152 Morrow Dennington 72 1091 
Liberty 121 405 Bennington 103 1105 
Madison 117 1041 Bennington 77 1098 
Bennington 111 1108 
Hardin Jackson 74 1015 Bennington 53 1085 
Liberty 75 1119 Bennington 5 842 
Lynn 48 581 Bennington 110 1126 
Taylor Creek 47 464 
SAMPLE NUMBERS OF WELLS 5 
Table 1. - SAMPLE NUMBERS OF WELLS LISTED BY PERMIT NUMBER (con.) 
f~~!X Township Permit :\o. §_~11112..!_e );"o. ~ounty Township Pl'rmit ~o. Sample:_~· ------
Morrow (con.) Iknnin~ton 4 836 Perry Bearfil'lcl 1132 283 
Bennington 100 1104 
Bennington 7 856 Pickaway Deer Crel'k 1178 
Bennington 3 BOO !\fun roe 78G 
Bennington 2 713 
Bc·nni11gton 181 1246 Pike Bea\·cr 263 
Bennington 267 1174 Sunlish 28 1154 
Canaan 14 944 Lnion 27 1121 
Cana;m 75 1092 
Canaan 43 1019 Putnam Liberty 31 156 
Cana<m 16 954 
Canaan 13 968 Richland .Jefferson 266 1081 
Canaan 35 973 Perry 279 1142 
Canaan 49 1052 Troy 270 1095 
Canaan 55 1080 Troy 281 1205 
Canaan 10 933 
Canaan II 934 Sandusky BallYillP 10 392 
Canaan 12 1079 Townsend 77 895 
Canaan 96 1110 
Canaan 50 1054 Seneca Clinton 56 748 
Canaan 189 1151 Clinton 17 292 
Canaan 290 1195 Clinton 18 286 
Cardington 45 1053 Clinton 21 868 
Cardington 19 1018 Clinton 19 745 
Cardington 82 1094 Edvn 98 1120 
Cardington 39 1003 Fden 102 1153 
Cardington 31 974 Ho1Je·xcll 104 1156 
Cardington 51 1051 Scipio 25 104 
Cardington 48 1030 
Cardington 23 964 Shelby PPrry 12 687 
Cardington 27 9G5 Salem 13 702 
Cardington 64 1076 
Cardington 151 1138 Union Al kn 1008 
Cardington 301 1172 Allen 1011 
Cardington 92 1113 Claibourne 712 
Cardington 221 1159 Darby 1010 
Cardington 246 1160 Liberty 1009 
Chester 195 1150 Union 937 
Franklin 118 1111 
Gilead 84 1102 Warren Clear Creek 943 
Gilead 86 1101 Washington 941 
Gilead 29 966 
Gilf'ad 119 1125 Wayne Baughman 1188 951 
Gilead 146 1143 Canaan 1143 996 
Gilead 215 1168 Canaan 1186 993 
Gilead 205 1167 Canaan 1094 997 
Gilead 253 1166 Canaan 1195 987 
Gilead 306 1170 Canaan 1196 986 
Gilead 165 1135 Canaan 1221 988 
Gilead 338 1176 Cong-r12ss 1331 1050 
Gilead 155 1164 E.1st Gnion 1153 901 
Gilead 159 1162 Green 1316 1131 
Gilead 286 1173 Green 1335 1078 
Gilead 235 1171 Green 1295 995 
Gilead 297 1199 Green 1327 1032 
Harmony 175 1163 Green 1302 1001 
Harmony 41 1006 Milton 1133 991 
Harmony 36 998 Milton 1230 992 
Lincoln 124 1124 Plain 1268 1082 
Lincoln 129 1140 Wayne 1307 1027 
Lincoln 144 1133 Wayne 1360 1141 
Lincoln 62 1112 \\·aync 1105 1063 
Lincoln 134 1132 Wayne 1314 1028 
~. Bloomfield I 670 
~. Bloornfie Id 177 1136 Williams Jefferson 28 823 
Troy 71 1097 Madison 30 824 
Troy 47 1033 Madison 31 1005 
Washington 117 1109 
Washington 305 1196 V·./ood Bloom 206 1042 
Westfield 8 892 Henry 215 1096 
Westfield 121 1118 Plain 203 1013 
Westfield 33 1036 Washington 211 1043 
\\'0stfield 38 1035 
Wyandot Antrim 165 1149 
Muskingum Blue Rork 778 223 Crawford 72 99 
Salt Creek 787 203 Crawford 170 1177 
Salt Cr0ek 689 157 Richland 71 49 
Tymochtee 163 1071 
Pauld111g Brow11 873 


















P-1762 i660 EL 1020 NJ,,_Qf'_m;L=4--+-S=e=c=·~2~_-+'R~ .• ~S=t~e-~w=a~rt~------+-~--+-~-~~=~=~='-------
----~------------+---------+-----------1---+--------
Milton Township 
_P_-_1_9_§2 _______ 1+--.~-~-6_E_L_2_24_o_s_L_o_f_s_E_l_4 __ +--_s~~-1--_---~--+t:·==R_=_in:'~:il=e_r~=========:=-~---+~~~~~---­, Oran"e Townshin 
P-25 12760 NL 2150 EL of NE/4 Sec. 6 ILo~an Gas Co. 
! 
' Rurrf'les Townshin 
P-246 400 SL 490 EL nf Lnt L-14 hhin Oil Co 
P-1784 330 EL 380 NL of Lot L-14 halton & Hanna 
P-858-1 640 SL 200 WL nf Lot L-24SE IFierbau~h & Rin~ler 
JP~-~1~787~-+~~~0~~NT~T nf Lnt ldl__ __ _ 
----+------- ------------\ -·--- -
ASHTABULA COUNTY 
Ashtabula Township 
P-16 2600 EL 500 NL of Coro, l"-shtabula CitvN. Pinnev 1 N. Pinney 
1 c. Mueller 
! ----~~Dorset Township ==---t 
P-531320 SL 1320 WL of Lot L-2 --DeVonian G. & O. Co. 
- ---
----+--,,--Le_n_o_x_T_o_w_n-sh_i_p ______ _ 
-· ---~-----t------------+-----+--------- - --
P-15 1600 EL 1000 SL of Lot "H" Sec. 4 !Benedum-Trees 1 G, Corlett 
f 2-4-60 D&A 
~ 
1-9-62 ! D&A 
! 












1 c. Brvdle 12-16-59 D &A 
' 
Monroe Township I 
P-73 13100 EL 1900 SL ----t-L_-_l ____ -1~--'·- McConn~e=l=l------+-~-+---"~-c~~~-----+~---=-~~-+-----='-=_:_e_ __ _ 
----+------------+----------------------------+----+------------+-------1----------
1 G. Chester 6-6-30 D&A 
1 Rome Township 
~S~--~1~72=--+.-6~6~0_Wc..=L~l=O~O~N'-'-=L~o=f~NW-'-"'~/4~_4_,S=e=c~.~3~4~_~h-=-hi~o~Fu"-=e~l~G~a~s"---'C=o~.---1~--+--=----=-....,.--=-----+--"--"--'"'----I-----"'--''":__'_._ __ _ 
Sheffield Township 
S-201 700 NL 800 EL of Lot L-19 bhio Fuel Gas Co. 1 G, Kelsev ~-~~_2}_:-_30 D &A 
AUGLAIZE COUNTY 
I St. Marys~T~~o~wn==s=h'=io~--+----=---t----------t---+-----------+------1----------
D-l ---+='NR~--------~--+-~Se=c, 5 Ohio Oil Co. 1 Silvers fee ____ J_-80C-::--'0'-:2'-:--+--~D'----7&-'-A'-----~D_-_2_--__ +--'2_0_0_W_L __ 2,~00 SL of NW/4 Sec. 9 ______ P_hi=o-~O=i=l~C.~o=·-----+-1~--+~S~. Scott 10-22-00 D & A 
------i----------------~----------------------+----+---------+-----+---------
---------··-.---------- --
___________________ -+-_____________________ ---\ ___ -+---_________ _L__ __ __;c__ _______ _ 
AUGLAIZE COUNTY 7 
GEOLcx:;ICAL DATA 
Type ~ma I I T.D. Elev. Ot Oeg Opl Ouc Orne Ole Sch Ser Sc Sr I Remarks Info. ! 
I 
I 




1490 T-765GL OT 630 I 1280? 
I 





I I ! 
2629 T-942GL OT 1342 ! abs. 1855? 2518? 2626? I 
! I 
! I 




I I I ' 
I I I ; 





5458 L-1190DF GR-N 4538 4620 4650 5117 ' 5160 5205 abs, I Olo 4717 "B" 5359 
4550 T-10920F Samo. 3834 4456 ; abs. 4480 'so G & w 4480 
I 
I 
4717 L-1187GL OT 3898 'abs. 4565? 1 SO & G 4565-70 
I i 
5251 T-1114GL Samo. 3756 3833 3870 4300 4335? 4373 abs. 4414 4683 4772 4809? SO & G 4414-24 Slcr 4480 
1 Ssh 4907'! Sms 5125 
4441 L-1112DF GR-N 3750 3815 3856 4270 4330 4380 abs. 4420 SG 4425-33 Olo 3908 
4504 L-1104GL OT 3815 4433 abs. 4454 SO & G 4484-90 




5320 T-582DF Samo. 4445 5020 5050 5086 abs. 5115 
6354 L-1053DF LL 5682 5736 5773 6212 6248 6292 abs. 6330 Olo 58l:l 
6186 L-1003DF Samo. 5350 5935 abs. 5975? I 
! 
5710 L-860KB GR-N 5000 5100 5118 5550 5580 5630 abs. 5670 Prod. m "Cl" Oto ~rn~ 
I 
I I 
6004 T-878GL OT 5315 abs. 5945 
I I 
I 
5582 L-852GL DT 4925 abs. 15575 
I 
I 
2931 NR OT 1135 I 
1757 T-860GL OT 1117 1685? 
I 














Farm Name Date I 
Completed: 





_P_-4 __ --+-3_1~,_0_0_0_S_L_1_3 ,~O_O_O_E_L_o_f_t_w=p+--M_S-_4_0_9_9_-+J_._W_a_r_n_er _____ µ_s Gardner ==-----9:5-6C_::-_r- -- p &E:_~ = 
----+---"-J"'ac"'k""s'""o"'n~T""'o"'w""'n"'s'-"h._._io,,__ _ +-----_-_-_-_-_--=:=----+-----_-:__-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~----+r_-_-__ +---- --- - - ____ ,_ ___________ --- -
-~P-2~_--+-5=5~0~0_W~L~9~8=0~0~S=L~o=f~t~w~o. -+--------+M=c_C~~u=ll~o=ug=h~&~S~p~il=l=m~-ant-L- _H.___Rm:.k~_y --~ ---=-_::::_-9-::f~60~----i5 &_A ___ _ 
Perrv Townshio I · --r~- ----- -- ---t---------=--D=----l=---_-_-_-r+--l=-7:,-:·2=5~=0~~~E:;L::1~4~_,_~o;o:;o:=s-L::::o::f::t~w-m-;:_:-1 ~~~~~~__::_-__ -__ --+-J-._K_a_p_p_u_s____ --±..L+c:-Ni~~~ -[9_3jl__-~- - _D & A_ __ _ 
----I j 
----+-----------· ----- ----------+----------- _j ____ _j___ - -
BUTLER COUNTY ' I 
----+-------------+--------i-----------1--------1---------·---"" ____ -..-----------+-- -----------
Lemon Township i 
D-1 1330 EL 1500 NL of NE/4 __ -+-=Se"'c""._o_l 7_,_____--+"NR._.._______ J. Dineen " - -1925--t-----------i-J&A- -----
_D_-2 ___ --+-, 1_6~0_0_E_L~1=5=0~N~L~o=f=N~E=;/_4.~--+--S·~e~c,=·-_2 __ 8~ _ __,l_NR~-------~·_L_ NR ----------~ ___ f886-~--D&A ___ -
-- -----------+-------- -~--'-------------------+ --------- ----- ----
Milford Township 
~D~-3~--+-',' 1~8=0=0_W~L~l=O=O=O~S==L~o=f~S=W~l/~4~+-=S=e=c~. ~2=9 ___ +La=Dc~a=r=r~O~. __ &,~G~·~ Co. I 2 -~~~ ~~e _______ --=_10--.f:23 _______ D&A--
Oxford Township 
~D=--4~---+-' 6=0=0_S~L~2=3=00~E=L==S=E------+-~S=e=c~. ~2_2 __ +0x=f=o=rd~N=a=t.~G=a=s_C=o=,·~+' _o_l_+-_lIB_ ___________ _ 
A. Crist 
Pleasant Township 
P-2 12 200 s 40°00' & MS-4673 N. Edmond R. Brown 
1000 w 83° 35' 
Snrin!Tfield Townshin 




D-2 1000 NL 5500 EL twn. NR NR T. Jones 1887 D &A 
Ohio Townshin 
D-3 1100 SWL 6500 SEL twn. NR New Richmond O.&G. Ch. 1 NR 1887 D&A 
P-4 5900 w 84°15. & MS-921 Morgan Pet. Corn. 1 R. Hannika 11-15-61 D&A 
11 700S39°00' 
Pierce Townshin 
P-5 1700 E 84°15'&300 S 39°00' MS-514 MorP-an Pet. Corn. C. Calawav 2-28-62 D&A 
Stonelick Townshin 
~P~-~3~_-+'2=8=0=0~E~8~4~0 l=O~·~&~-----+--=M=S~-681 Continental Oil Co. C. Wikoff 7-3-60 D &A 
----t--7~9=0~0~S'-"-39~0~l=O~'------+-------~ -~--------1---+----------~+-----------------
Washincion Township 
D-6 at Moscow NR NR NR 1887 D&A 
CLINTON COUNTY 
Green Townshin 
~S~-4=8=2,__-+-5~6=0=0_W~8=3~'=40~·~&~---+-'M=S~--4"=3=97_,__rNR=----------+---'2'--+-NR~---------+-~1=8~8~7-+----~D=--=&~A.:.._ __ _ 
2100 s 39° 20' 
Richland Townshin 
~P,__-6'-----+='3~1=0~0~S~39='~3~0~'--=&-------t-~M=S~-~8=3~7. __ ~K=e~w=a=n=ee~O=i~l~C~o~·----+--J~---t--~W~a=d=d=e=ll,__ ______ +-~2~-~1=9--6=0~-+----~D~&~A=------






2100 T-1030GL Samo. 
1443--tT-945GL DT 







CLINTON COUNTY 9 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Remarks Ouc I Omc 
i 
Sch Ole Ser Sc Sr 
1272 1290 
; 
1433 1470 1690 
: 
! 
1375? so 1125-29 
I 1 
---"1~55~0'--~'-T_-_7_7_2_G~L'-+~~D~T'----~+-7~0~0----1~~--+~~-+-~~t--~--+~----+1~:2~5~0_7.-+--~--+--~----i-!------+-·-~+'-"-St~._P_e~t~erc___cS~s_"_l_2~5_0_!~-
1060 : T-657GL DT 630 ! i TD in Ool? 
1226 T-750GL DT 690 1180? 1 1204? : "St. Peter Ss" 1204? 
I 
1380 T-920GL DT 830 1325 1370 "St. Peter Ss" 1325? 
. 
I 
2933 . SL-990KB GR-N 970 991 1014 1290 i 1342 1413 1484 1952 2570 2773 2856 , Ocv 890 Olo 1090 
3250 T-590GL DT 516 : 1055? 1075? 2417? 1 2447? 
T 
! : 
~4=64=8'--~T~-~1=0=8=9D~F~~S~a~m~1n~·~~14~1=5~?~1~4=~~+1=5=0~0~~~-+-~~~1~89~0'--~1~9=4=5--+=2~17~0~?~2~5~7=0~?+27W 2830 ~G3W2Bsh30~ Sms3215 
P€ 3366 
3644 T-1249KB EL 1610 1675 
2400 T-lOOOGL DT 1200 
1800? T-890GL DT 
1000? T-500GL DT 
1176 T-490GL DT 270? 
SL-681DF GR-N 424 470 
3435 SL-817KB LL 672 722 
900? NR DT 
1788 T-1126GL 1226 
1678 T-1042GL 1235 
1745 2035 I 2070 
! 
430? 











"B" 2480 Slcr 2513 Bsh 3195 
Sms 3350 P€ 3623 
no loir a va ila ble 
no loir available 
1 Ocv 272 Olo 551 
750 1054 1090 1154 1220 1642 2444 2584 2674 Ocv 513 Olo 806 Osp 1184 
-SS!i ZHHK Sms :JU'I pt :J328 
'no lo.,. available 
I I 
I 
at New Vienna 
I 'no log run 














___ C_L~INT ON C 0 UN TY ( c ?_t:!_-_l_ _______ +------------~-- -----------+-----+---------
Union Township 
D-1 1 4350 E 83° 50;--&~~----+--M--s-523-Union Cent, O.&G. Co. 1 F. Pond 
-----~9000 8_39°30' - - - ~~~~T--~--+~~~-------t--~~--+---~~~---
1 N. fo-o 
I 
-----~+---~W~a=s.hington To_wnship --+------+-----~~---+---c--+--cc-----------+---c----+---------
_E_::4_ ~O E 83°50' & . MS-1458 Kewanee Oil Co. 
_ ... - I 12--650839° 2~- -----+-------~--~~=~~~~--+-~--+"~=<--------+~~~=---+---~~~---
_-::__-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_:1-::_-::_-::_w~a~y"ne Towns h-i--p·-__ -__ __, _____ --- =f--
_P-7 2400 W 83° 40' & MS-808Kewanee Oil Co 1 H McVev 
950 s 39°25' 
1 J Luttrell 
1 IVonPPlt 
-p~P-=~~--+-. ~~~~0=~_0w00c~!0~3;~~ ~~.1310 S 39° 25'.__~~= i~~i ~= -~~~:~:~;:~~~::~~°",:~~ g=:~~----i~~-t"-~~~~------+-~~~~+---~~~---
1 p Adams 
12, 800 S3ll"2.5.'_ _____ -t------+---------+----+---------f------+--------
P-2 I 8800 W 83° 25'.~& ____ -+-'M=S~--,1=0~6=5--rK=e~w~a~n=e=e_O~il~C~o~--+-~-r~~=~---·---t-~~~~+---~~~---
---~-_J]~§l_°.2_5_' _____ .,_ ___________ "! ________ __, ___ -+-----------
-------------------- ----1-------·--------+----------+---+----------+-----f----------
-----.--Wilson Township ___ +-------+--- ___ _ 





__ .C'QSH OCT 0 N COUNTY 
: . crarF TownstiiP---_-j 
p::§6-Tl6oE L 340 NL ___ J_-L~ __~-_2=o~ __-__ -_ ----1~0~h~io-O~il~C-o.------+-~2--+=c~ha_n_e_y_-~M~e-y_e_r----+-~-------~----
____ , __________ --! --~~r-~----------+---+----------+-----+---------
- ---~· ___ Monroe Township 
P-1330 360 NL 276 Wlc __ _ _LL_-_32 __ =-JG. __ ~N~ve~e=t~ al____ +--1~--H~ Johnson 
-----··· -- ---------+---- --· - ---r---------r----+-------------+-------1--------=--c RA w F0RDcou-NTY -+-------r-----------+----+----------+------+----------
Plains Exolora tion J. Blicke l&c22 
-------·--------~---------1----------+---+----------;------+---------
-----+--' -=B=u~wnship 
_1'_:_5___~NL 660 WL SE 
----+--' ---------------!------ -+----------1----+-------------+-----t----------
__ ____j__ Dallas Township :·Sec. ~l~l=w---+----~-----+--+=--~---------1-~~--+---~~----
P-4 ! 1200 EL 440 SL SW ~ Reliance Oil Co. 
--·--_c=-__ . __________ __.' ___ --·------+----------+--+-----------l-----+--------
-----~- _ L_iberty Township 
1 G. White 
__12-L_~4_0Q_W_L_J140 NL NW 1 Walters 
~---~ NR Lykens To.ll'llship __ =P-"-"-'-~l=S __ +NR~-----------+~~-i=~--------1--~~---J---~~~---
----- j____IJQ_lk T~!l~lliE__ I 
NR NR 
D-3 I NR i NR ----- ·-t ------ NR NR NR -·---+------------+---+------------+-----+---------
-~- -------+----o--- -- ·-· --~----+------ ----1----------1----t----------+-----+---------
' Texas Township 
1 c. Oder 
1 w Riedel 
2 w RiPdel 
-·---~------·--------------+-------------+-----I=----------+-----+----------
1 D. Crum 
-=--~----ri~~V~e=-rnon__Iownship +~-~------+=---~~----+-~-+-~--------+-~~~~-+---~~~---
_P_-_6 ___ ~_8_50_N __ L __ l].6j EL-NE--- -+§e_c:. 3_ _ _1!aynes _O_. _&_G_. ----+---+-----------+----__, ________ _ 
! I 
___ cu~ AH oG A co u NT Y - I - -==-~___:__------·----+----+-----------+-----+---------
-----+---~~~--~---1------+----------1----+-~---------+-----+----------~-~· __ Mayfield Township 





Greenville Township __ -+-----------------------+--+----------+-~~~---1---~~~---
S-371-A? lk mi SE Greenville? Sec. 1 NR NR E. Barnes 5-26-06 D & A 
-----+------------+--------! -----·--------+--+------------1-----+--------------+---J=a=c=k=s=o=n_T~o~Wl}~hiP__-~--- --· 




Info. Ot Oeg Op! 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 








DARKE COUNTY 11 




1758 T-1038GL Samp. 1150 1630 1680 , -~'---+---~-'-"-=+---'-=-ccCLC._f-::..::...C--l---+---+----l----+.::.::..::..:::_--1-:..::..::..::_+---I----+-··-+-----!,----------
----+------+----1-----1-·-·--'----+----t--!--+----+-:---+-----1--,--+---+----+,----------
I I 
_,,_3"'3 5"'1'---F;; L=---_,1=0=6=-9 C--._M"-'1---'E'--'L'°--t--'-'10-.-8,..2--1_,1..:.l ..:.4 6:'._+-': 1214 14 80 · 15 2 2 15 9 6 ' 16 7 0 1910 i 2 5 7 0 2 700 · 2 77 4 T "B" 2 212 Slc r 2 2 48 
----+------+-----1--------l----l------+--...,'1-----+----l---+---i-I --+-- 1 Ssh 3032 Sms 3288 
__,,3-"46"'5'---JS_,,L.,_-_,l"'0_.,,_8._7C"-'M"-'!---'E,_.L'°--i-'-'12"'0'-'7--1_.1_..2,.73,___+-1"--'3'-"40 1610 '1654 1755 1782 1970 12640 '2780 2877 : "B" 2260 Slcr 2330 Ssh 3089 
-c-c--+----c""C""Ccc--+----t-----t---+~--+----1--~---+---i-'' ---+----t-', --+- Sms3310 P€ 3463 Sp!. 
1983 SL-1112CM GR-N 1310 1378 ! 1423 1702 1743 1803 1853 I 
3259 RL-1092KB EL 1188 1240 1 1308 1520 1546 1590 1630 1960 , 2600 2704 2804 1 "B" 2193 Sier 2280 Ssh 2984 
----+-----+----+------l---+----l----1-----l----+---+----1--1---+----l-___j. ]ms3140 P-€3228 
_,,3_,_45,,_7,___.jR"'L=-~1~0=8=0_.,,_C"'M'f-___,E~L"--+--"12'°'0'"""0'--l-"'1260 1320 11600 1645 1690 1 1743 1940 2600 2760 2860 i "B" 2240 ];ilcr 2300 Ssh 3050 
' , ..Sms 3206 P€ 3371 
----jlf------+-----+---+----+' ---r-_.1--_--+-1 ---+-----· ! 
---....,....·----+----+------l-----+'----1----1-----l-------+----+-'--+---l----l------·----
_1R_5_0_...,:_L_-_l_0_4_7_C_M+--E-L--+-12_2_6----l-1-3-0-3 -+-13_5_7-i-1-6-40_._' 1_6_8_4 -~1-7-50--1-8_2_5_]~!.---~1· --~:------+---'+--: ·---------·--
! I I : 
I 
----+------+----+------l---+----l-----i-----+----+---+---1-------+----+-----------
5660 T-792DF Samn. 4732 4856? 5464 'abs. 5520 
----r-----+----+--------1---+---+---I-------!----+---+---+-' ----l--·--------'-'---------------
1 ' 
~5=84=5,__...;S=--L=-~1~1=2=9D==F+-~G=R~-+-"-48.,__7._,,2--1....:4:.::9..:.4=-5-+4:..:9c.o8=8----1e-:5..04:..:42=--_..c5,__,5=0=0--+-"5"-57.:.:2:___:' ao.ob..-.s._. --+=5.::.61,__,5'--+----------~-~-=S=S-=G...:&:::...:::0_5::.:6::.::1"'0--"0-:.lo::.:=5.:::05,__,5:._ 
"B" 5777 Slcr 5816 
----r-----+----+-----t---+---+---1-----+---+-:--+---+-----+-------------
----r-----+----t----t---+---+---1------!----+-,---1~--~----~-----+-------------
2875 SL-1004KB GR-N 
2532 SL-952GL DT 
2884 T-1020GL DT 
2545 NR DT 
3445 T-1182GL DT 
2564 T-894GL DT 
2433 T-907GL DT 
2530 T-910GL DT 
3879 T-1087GL DT 
~823 T-1019DF Samn. 
2850 NR 
17R4 T-l 124f:L DT 
2108 2160 2183 2600 I 2637 2694 i abs. 2737 
! 
I 1 
1855 2428 abs. 2458 
2280 abs. 
i 
1930 abs. ~blU. 1 
T 
2822 1 abs. 
! 
~;rnlcl abs. ~'129. 
1804 abs. 2410? 
1825 , abs. 2446? 
2850 3450 abs. 3480 3660? 3785? 
I 
4980 5075? 5550? 5610? 5669? abs. abs. 5692? 
1164 I 1630? 
l 
I 
"B" 2737 Slcr 2824 
, Olo 2269 
: no log run 
. In Galion 
oav 2410-25 
I 
I SSO 5 It>~ 
I Bad info. probabl~~drilled 
I ---t---------
at Union Citv 




Div. No. I 











DEFIANCE COUNTY i I i 
-==-Farmer Township-----~:-~- ===~--=±---=-==-====-=-~--- ~=--=-----_-_-___________ _ 
_ P-31 990 SL 100 EL SE --~ __ Se_['.,__19 IWand Oil Coro. __ µ_1 Saltz111a!l_ -------i-_ _l_-1_5-_Eil -+' ___ D_&~A~---·-
-----t---- ----------l--- ----------------- 1---- ------ --------------
~=i~----+~~tif1{ifth~E-=--:-~:~:-h--- ft-~~~:~-~ 1 ri -f~=~~;et§==----=- :_ -~~~lf~~ g ~4------------------ ------------+---- - -- --------- -------------r-- ·----r-------------
--------~-- --+--------------r-----
e----- -- --- --- ------+-----+------------- ----~-----+---------
' Berlin Township -------------------- -+---t-------------------+1--------
D-l -- --~5(JO-WL330 SL L-27 (lQ) :NR I ---W. Rowald prior 1933 ___ D_&_A ____ _ 
--------+---- -- ---:::_:_____:-:_-:__ _ _j___::::__--=----=-=I--- I ----------ii _________ _ 











__E_-l __ ___.3_QOQl';L 680NL _______ ~_L-11 j('. Wiseel_<i_l H. Vance D&A I -----r--=--f---"~~~~-------~O--C~~---i--~~~----
~~~i-i=~~~~~;~~~~~----11'ls, B.-_Qi~.~---=t-i~~-;o~gers iff~19=63-- ----o&_A ___ _ 
P-9 1000WL330SL _; __ i,.._5 ___ Wh r ta_l_ _______ rl___~_L.~n _____ ~ll-62 D&A 
P-3 501 WL 422 SL L-8 Monk 0. & G Co. . _j___l _I ('_,_ Lee 9-20-60 _ D & A 
P-'3 Jll'-NL rn54 WL H: Gi5 DoJ 'IDLillLCo. _ ---1 l~W, Awlomo• 2-25-61_ D & A 
__E_-l_L__il42 NL 2780 EL I L-24 --Jnenton-&...s_windle.r__ ~A, Urban 11-26-62 D & A 
__I'_-:§_ 193 SL 150 WL L-36 ---isteamt0Wrl6if c:~-. -- -~-2 Smit.11 _______ 12-6=61-=t=---~A_ ____ _ 
Porter Township -----~---- ·-· -- · -==t: 
P-18 7380 SL 330 ELSW/4_ t\VE_· : L~8----~ --rLauck Dr lg. Co. u·-- _~1-_-_-+--_§~._-_=F~le-t-ch_e_r-----~1~1-~ II D & A 
P-2 716 NL 750 EL --l--L.-1.6__ __ 1JYI_Qnk...Q. & G c.~ Thurstou ------c------3-_2_5_-_6_0-+ ____ D_&-=_A-_-_-_-_-_-:_-:_-_:_ 
_-_p-_-_-li_-_-iI6 s-_1_-_-7fili_ WJ,, - __ i=L,-u(i_Q_) -1so_. ___ In_g_e--pe_n_d_e_n_t ___ ~--Chandle--;:-:r:a-th_r_o_1p--~---20 ___ 5_3 __ ,_I ___ D_&_A ___ _ 
--1'.=.llL_ 1090 NL 1280 WL 1 L-24Gravtex Drlec. Co 1 F. Port~L__ ' 10-1-62 ; ____ D_&~A~----




; 205~a~te\lfiJ'thip----~r11 -:~~--------__ -----]''=J-. _A_d_a_m_s--------t-~-w~-Hiimphrey : 5-18-63 i D & A 660 NL 660 EL L-21 J~.-A_d_a_m_s-----+-J--1--+-~G~.-F-r-y~m~a-n~----+-7~-~1~3--~5~3--+---D~&-A ___ _ ------+------+---------
___________________ _J_ _ - --+---------r-------r--------------t------+----------
Trenton Township ' j I 
P-19 '1600 NL 520 WL NE ! Sec. 8 (lQ) ·Pan American Pet, S. Reppart ' 12-20-63 D & A --·--·-------· ~~-----=-=1---------------+----------+--~-=+---_- --+----
--ER IE ___ C_OUNTY I ---i 
--------B-e--rl_i_n_T--o-w-nship - ----t-----===+-===-::_-::_-::_-::_-:_-:_-:_-_--:-__ - __ --l+-1 - ----~----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-T+---_-__ -_-_-_-_-_-_++----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ 
P-9 --~-5160 SL 660 WL NE ! twp. Floto & Mammoth I 1 Z. Willis 7-10-63 D&A 
- - ~-----pi0-rence--1'owns!l~-_;_-------+----- -- ------ ____ , ___ --t------------t------+----------
_P_-7 ____ ~_1_3_5_o ___ N_L_1_2o_o __ w_L ____ +-1 _L_-_4_8 _____ +-ohi_()_ Fu_e_i_G_a __ s_c_o_. __ +j1 __ +-M-. _Sa_y_1o_r ______ +-1-o-_15 ___ 5u-+----u-&_A ___ _ 
Huron Township --\ __ -------------1------ i _ll-_L__~L 1000 SL_ ----~_L_..2_1___ ____ W~.Jkinbe_rl'"er 1 1 Straus_§ ______ -----+---1~9cc1~8_?--;---~D_&~A~---
P-1 ' 640cgxt,,.?[d l~~Q5b£fL_twp. -1-=~~3 ----~~nterpri~+-w...-. ~Mac-o--c~k~-----r-.-1~2~-2~3~-~4~,9--+--~D-&~A-----
, I 1 r 
Portland Township i --+---:----=--~---------+---+-----------;-------+----------
~D~--2 __ ~_2..Q()O SL 13, 000 EL tw_ll.__J__ NR ----+--NR--t-_NR _________ --+-- ~t{ ___ L._ D & A __ _ 
FAIRFIELD COUNTY I ------------ ---------1------+---------+--t------------t-------j----------------- -+ -----~---------- ----r------+---------
P-195 -~?-~~l~i_p__i_sec. 30 Lancaster Gas Co. -- -1- --E. Brown I 
------t----:L.b . ---~ 1 erty Townsht!'_____ --------+----------t-----+--,---=-----------+-~.--=--+----~~~----
12-.L_---0illQ_NL 1850 WL NW Sec. 17 Ohio Fuel Suoolv Co. D. Lawrence 8-1-20 D &A 
5-1-51 lf&A 
----e--~P-~le=a=s=a~n-~t _ _'.!'ow!l§l:l_ip ____ c-------- __________ _! _
3 





Oeg Op! Ouc Orne Ole Sch 
FAIRFIELD COUNTY 13 
1 I 







----+-----+----+-----+le----' ___ If----+------+---+----+------------+---------- __________ _ 
I ==3:~:uo~==:s~L=-7~5=2~K~B=!===L=L====~~1~83~5==~2=0~4=0=!=20:5=5==':2:2=84==~'=23=0=0=~=2=3=30===2=3=4=7=~1=2~4=56==:2:1:1:3-__ -_"2_"'9i-0--'--3-oo-8--.~~l-cr-2:52:2===========----
----+------+----+----1----+----+,---~'----+----+~"--------1------+---r----------
2300 SL-722DF DT 1765 2285 1 
-3~6_0_6-+-S-L--7-0_2_D~F-+--L-L--+-1-74-2-+-1-9-9-4-+-2020 2194 i 2218 
1
2242 , 2260 2330 2670 2826 2900 , Sier 2445 ~sh 3103 ~mS3390 
: i 
I ----e----r-----+---+-------'-----1---~------ --------
----+-,, ----+----+---f----+-- -------+-----+---+------+-----+---+---- --, -----------------
----t-----t----+---1----+-----+------+---+---+---+---i---------------------
i : I I ! ' --,--------+-------i~~---+-----+---+~--+----+----+-- ~~'----------1----~-_.,2~7=55,,__-+-: -------t-~D~T~-+-"2~12~5'---f----+-----'-----t----+----+----~,.-----c----=r::--_.__.._H~F~W.'--""-27~5~5c__ _____ _ 
~4~29~1~_,'_T~-~9_2~0=D=F--+-~S=a=m~10~. -+-=21~0~0--+i_2_1~58~+-' 2~1~9_2--+:_2=5~60~1~2~5~9=0---+_2_65~6 ~- 12679 · 3160 i 3238 -3318-0l~-2250 Ssh 3520 Sms 3722 
----+------+-----!------+----+---~,- --------1----+----+1- _ _______;__}l£_3Jl_~~-------
---+---~- --:----- -----------
----+-----+----l-----l------+-------1---------i--------+----------+---- --~--- -----~ ~3=25~0~-+-T~-~9~7=5=G=L--+-_~D~T~_i-=22~7~0--+ _____ _,r ______ +=2=85~2~_,a~b=s~. __j_2880 i 
~4=03=5~ _ _,R=L=-~9=9=6=K""B-+--'E~L~-t-=23~1~0--+~2=3=60~+' 2~4=0=0--+_..2~7=90,,__"-'2~8,,,2'-"4---+_~2=88=3,,___,a=b=s.._. -~ 3245 i 3390 . 3515 Olo 2455 "B" 2980 _31cr 3060 
i ' +-- __ ,_ ~,;)1_3680 ..Sms 385JLP£ 4010 
~3=0=05~-t-=T~-9~6~7~D=F-+_~D~T~-~2=24=8~f----+------+--------+'~2=8=39~~a=b=s~~'~2=89=6~ 
3100 SL-985KB GR-N 2272 2320 2343 2756 2792 . 2854 abs, : 2910 --=:==::== __ ._9ltl4_2l__"IL' 297(3__Qler 3025 
~-t~T.__-~9~7=9D~F-+-_"G,,_R.__--"N'---+-'2"-'2'-'1""8--l-_..2_..26""2'----+-'2"2"'8_..2---+_..2"'68~4~_,2,_,7_.,,3_..2__,_. _..27,__,8,__,7--+_,,a"'b"'-s.,__+' 2,,_,8,_,0'-'-7 ___ ' SSO 3528 & 3588 Olo 2368 ----+-----+-----+---f----+----t----------+----+--------,--~·----=_:_:_____ "B"29Z1 __ ·____ _ 
__,,3=6=25,,__-+-T-"--'-9=6~4""D""F-+-_~L,,,_L"--+-""2~10"-'1'--1'--'' 2~1'-'-7"-2-+-!_..2""19,_,4.__,..,2.,,5.,,_95.,___' '°'26"'1"'5'-+-"2.,,6,,_84:__. _.c' a""'b;s. 2741 ; 3053 '3180 3328 Olo. 2250 "B" 2790 ,Ssh 3470 
----+------+-----1----'---li---l----+----------4---~----+----~-----L-----+---- - _3lc£__2840 - - ---· --
----+------1-------+----+-------1-- ------+-----!-----+---- +--~' --' -- -t- -------- -- ------ -
----+-----+----+------+---+---+----+----+---~---+--· ---~-------1---------------------
-:3-=:5-=:40:---'c-T~-lo.c0-=:9-=:0=G=L+--~NUC 2794 2850 2878 3290 ' 3320 3388 , abs. 3448 r I Olo 2942 
3739 SL-1180DF LL 2954 3000 3022 13440 3480 3540 ~bS:-3600 -r----'s""o"'--'34""1'-'"o"'-&-3_6_2_0_0_10_3_0_97-
"B" 3728 ----+-----+----+---f----+---+-----'---1----+----+----------+---- -~=-c-c~=-'-----------~3~7~90~-F-S=L~-1~1~7~l=D=F+---L=L~_~2=93=2~f--"2=9=9=5-+=30=0=8.__l-"i3~4=34~-3~4~6=6'---l-"3=5=28~_.' a~b=s,_._1588 l--~------- Olo 3082 
__,,3~7~49~-F-S=L~-1~1=9=3K~B-+-~N~U~C'----+-=2=92=8.__'--"2=9=9=0--+=30=0=3.__'-"-l 34,22 · 3462 3524 abs. I 3584 _I_ Olo 3077 "B" 3698 Sier 3730 __,,3=64:__4.__-+"T_-:__11~6=0=D~F-+_~D~T.___~28~8~6'-+---+----+---'----1-=3~47~6,,__~a~b~s.._.---+.,,_35~5~4.__~l-----+------+----S~0~_3_5~~51~--=no==lo=,~~ru=n-
I ----+------+-----l------+----+----+-------+----+----+------------+--------------2~40 T-922DF GR-N 1660 1716 1730 '2124 '2166 2224 abs 1 2250 i ' ·Gas well at 568' Olo 1800 
3018 T-917DF NUC 1644 1700 1717 2114 ' 2152 2212 abs 2250 D6151S 2742(S)l3003(S)' Olo 1788 
i 
3714 SL-1081KB LL 2790 2840 2856 3280 ' 3318 3370 abs. 3402 [ Olo 2928 ''B" 3530 Sier 3592 
i 
j 
3523 SL-664DF LL 2836 2915 2943 3363 3414 3457 abs. abs. 1 3476 I Olo 3017 
4417 SL-819DF GR-N 3710 r 3732 3790 abs. abs. 3834 3988 4058 Ssh 4238 Sms 'IJUo ~· 4400 
3123 T-605GL DT 2492 abs. 3100? 
2965 SL-710GL Samo. 2420 2486 2929 
2960 T-593GL DT 2303 2892? abs. 2930? 
I 
3263 T-950GL Samo. 2637 2706 2740 3090? 3106'? 3181 32607 SO 3~oJ 
3672 T-905GL DT 3011 3667? 
4058 T-912DF DT 3310 















FAllRFIELD COUNTY !~ll__-----------------------i--------1------ -+--- _________ _ 
----+--~~~-----~--+------- ---- --+----r'---------- ------ ---- ----- ---------




_3_5 '_& _____ ---l-·-----l-------C-----+--+-----------+-l_l_-2_5_-_5_8_ J D & A 
2250 N 39°35' i ----------:-------------
---------~--- ------------1----------
Perry Township , 
__,P.__-__,6,___--+'-"1-'=1'='50"00"0-ocW~8'-"'3=0 2~5'--'-"'&'-----+-'=_ce_:~-----l'"-"-''-""""--"--=o._:--=----+-_._-+-"-"_..==~----~~8~60 _ _j ____ D & A __ ___ 
9000 N 39° 25' 
----+--~-~~-~----+---------+-----------+--1-------------+--------------------
Union Township I 
_D_-_1 __ ~14_5_o_o_w_8_3_02_0~·-&-----+-~-----rNR _____________ -+-_NR_-t--NR ____________ l_8jl_6_~ _____ D_&_A ___ _ 
13 200 N 39° 30' 
D-3 rwash. C.H. G.&O. Co. 17600 W83°25' & -- 1 Wash. C.H. Ice Plant __ j __ ~-_3_-_0_4 ________ D __ &_A ___ _ 
13, 000 N 39° 30' I 
=P=-=1=====~3~0~0~E=~B~3~0 2~5~·c~&~----t--M=S~-~6~6=3 __ fK=1e~w~a=n=e~e_O~i=l~C~o=·---+-l~-+..cE=·~H=o=pk=i=n=s ____ -_-_-_-_-__ +-L, -_7~~--1~2--=5~7-
700 s 39°30' 
D&A 
10,000 W 83°25' & MS-843 NR 2 Stutson &Beck 1904 
----+-1~3-1=5o~s-3-9-0-3=5-,----+--------+------------+---+----------~------~ 
D-2 
---- b~&_A ___ ----
_P_-3=-----+8~2~0~0~E~8~3-0 ~30~·~&-----+---------tK~,e~w=a=n=e~e_O=--il_C"--'o=·-----+-1=----+-E~.~C~a~v~in=e~e ______ l---7---~3_1_-_5_8-+-__ D_&_A ___ _ 
, 2500 N 39° 30' i 
P-5 11 200 E 83° 30' & MS-3675 Kewanee Oil Co. H. Streitenberger I 12-11-58 D&A 
200 N 39°35' 
D-4 
Wavne Township -------+-





FRANKLIN COUNTY j I 
City of Columbus 
---------------------\----+-----------1-----L' ----------
D-1 · 14 100 s 40°00' & State of Ohio state House 10-1-1860 D&A 
550 E 83°00' 
Hamilton Townshio 
S-398 2700 EL 1500 NL NE Sec. 28 S. B. Hortman 1 Fee 1905 D&A 
1 Jefferson Township 
~ NR C. Klamforth prior 1_933 D&A 
i 
D-2 J4750 EL 8200 SL twp. 
Madison Township I 
S-369-A 500 WL 330 SL SW Sec. 15 il)owler 0. &G. Co. 1 E. Simms 1939 D&A 
D-3 1700 NL 2000 WL NW Sec. 17 jNrt 1 Rohr NR D&A 
Mifflin Township ' 
D-4 i900 WL 650 SL twp, -- Stretton et al 1 T. Leonard i 2-24-il D&A 
FULTON COUNTY 
Chesterfield Township 
_P_-_2_2 __ ~13~3-0_N=L-~33~0-E=L ____ S=E-+--=S_e_c._~l=O __ +N.,~._A_m_e_r_._o_rl~g~·~C~o-·--+-~1-~B_.~D_e~y_o ______ +-12~-12-6_3~-+--~D~~&A ___ ~ 
P-21 1660 SL 660 WL SW Sec. 26 Amer. Liberty Oil Co. 1 I. Jones 5-r.r=-o3 D & A 




Ot Oeg Op! Info. 
5095 T-956GL DT 4010? 
3410 SL-821DF GR-N 2600 2654 2694 
3328 T-827DF GR-N 2592 2656 2687 
3245 T-810GL DT 2580 
3312 T-840GL RL 2662 2730 2759 
3232 T-825GL DT 2572 I 
3412 T-825GL DT 2664 I 




3494 SL-1017CM GR-N 1282 1350 1402 
3410 SL-1043CM NUC 1265 '1310 1337 
I 
1879 SL-998CM Samo. 1335 '? 
1, 
' 1880 T-958GL OT 1350 1579 '? 
1955 T-995GL DT 1300 1570 
4708 SL-965CM GR-N 1374 1436 1502 
1795? T-965GL DT 
' 
1920 SL-993CM GR-N 1334 1380 1450 
1991 SL-986CM EL 1346 1414 1486 
2180 T-882GL --
2775 T-760GL DT 1984 
3656 T-720GJ. Samo. 
3310 T-1005GL DT 2590 
2903 T-745GL DT 2280 
2675 T-732GL OT 2140 
2630 T-785GL OT 2110 
3215 SL-815KB LL 2498 2720 2733 
3100 SL-814KB GR-N 2414 2720 2730 
3047 T-797DF GR-N 2390 2640 2652 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Ouc Orne Ole Sch 
\ 
3070 3120 3176 3240 
3061 3110 3170 3230 
! 3170? 3225 
3140 3182 3240 3310 
I 3222 
i !3293 3356 
3068 3118 13174 3246 
! 
i 
1654 : 1700 1750 11768 
I 
I I 
1625 1698 1756 11812 
I 
' 









1722 ' 1768 11824 1860 
I 






3098 3114 3140 abs. 
3010 3022 3046 abs. 
2980 2991 3020 abs. 








3306? I I 
I 
I 
1998 '2596 2758 
i 
' 




' I -+- ; 
I 


























I 010 2743 
nav 3230-40 Olo 2734 
! nav 3225-29 
St. P. 3300-10? Olo 2812 
nav 3222-32 Olo 2812 
: Olo 2742 
Olo 1508 "B" 2266 Slcr 23 06 
340 .Ssh 3028 Jlms 3228 P£ 3 
: Olo 1380 "B" 2200 Slcr 22 40 
330 Ssh 2937 Bms 3198 P£ 3 
\ 
no lo~ run 
I 
' 
I at Wash. C.H. 
1 ("St. Peter" 1850?) 
at Wash. C.H. 
("St. Peter" 1780?) 
I Olo 1630 "B" 2331 Slcr 24 00 
548 .Ssh 3108 .Sms 3320 P£ 3 
, Olo 1572 
Olo 1614 
Under State House Annex 
Ssh 3351 
S0'1848-50 
T!J m upir 






















LTON COUNTY (con_:l~--d- ____________ j ---+--------+-----------
-- ------~----Clinton Township 1 ----------==--------1-~-----f-1-1 ----------+----
-~~+, 655 NL 662 WL NW ~~1_7 .)_~bat 1 ~_. Vonie~____:::_::-.::_~~_:3_:6~ t=D __ &_A ___ _ 
Pike Township I____ 1 __J_=i____ _ I 
P-1§__ 1986 NL 990 WL =t~:-_3_2~--:~ Du:_ =-t ~~~k~nda~_1 ______ -_:_3~6-61 , D & A 
-----1-_York Town~-$[-- ______ L___J_ • • 
_ _P-18 ___ 13_3_Q__g, 330 WL_ SW Se_c. _8 ___ _.:Cov_eyji_N~-- -~-1-~swander 5-30-62 ' D & A 
_JJ-R____:_l!ili_O WL 810 NL SW Se_-". g1_ ___ Ri~eb_en. lnf_. _____ __LJ_ ~tM. ~r_1:1<_m:__-=-=----_ 7-9__:_®__--+--------=D~&~A~---
___ G_E_,_fUGACOUt·fTY---±==-=---±~ ____ __ --E---: -=- ______ _ 
=-=- -1 _Chardon Townshi 1 =t 
S-64 110, 550 WL 26~_ tw • L-_1 --1E_astOh10 -Q<!_~C2_o. -1-1--=f G_. _c::'lj~:===-=~ _2_:7-41 _:_: ____ ~D~&_A~---
---G-R EE N_E C 0 Uff~ ' --=:________+-____:_=---=----=--=-- ,--~1--===-=--:.__ ~===~ ---+-· _______ _ 
Beaver Creek To~=P I ----=----::---- ----_r:-- ---==-----=--=----,- -----t 
D-1 ! 1980 WL 7095 ---~4S_"£_.__12 __ ~--------===--+~,_-NR __ ----l-l '-'pr:_ci:.::ocr __ l__:9_::_3_::_3-t--i-1-::_-::_-::_-::_-:;D~~&~A~-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-= 
------_ ---- ~--------1-------------1----+----------- - --+------~~ffi:f-~~~-=+M[-2~§_ Sun OiT~-_:_::__---~~ E. _garshall- :__-:- --- 1~-2.:f-3gf-- D & A 
S-75~_j5100 w 83°50' & : MS-2812 Sun Oil Co. ---+1 W. Henr_y ___ ----_:-;r-15-40 - D &A 
: 3900 N 39°35' _ --+------ : ---------+-------+--- ____ _;_____ ---
----- Miami Township -+------- -----t---f- --------- ---------,--------
~S~-~2=7=0-----i-oi 8300 SL 13, ooo WL twp. I Sec. 19 --!Vffdwestl5e-v.-co-:-----~A.Peterso~----__ -_ -'---z:2-38 ___ 'c-__ D_&_A ___ _ 
--------+-- -----··-______j________ ----- - - -----------------
: Silver Creek Township I' D-=3~4000 E 83°45' &- -- NR 1 Jenks ~-~--· D&~--
I 3800 s 39"40;------r- -7 
D-2 14200 E 83°45' & 1 -- NR -------'--'1~--_.-_o_~,__. _,,S._ _.h"-'i"'-'le"''~'---===-----==--~-i,~--~lB.,_.~'--'7--+1--_-__ _,D~&--'A_.__ _ _ 
' 4100 s 39°40' 
------+-______fuir_ingVall~~n~sh~i~1n'--T--::-::=-c~;-;-----t---:::--:--------+--=---+-=--:::----------+-~=----+---~~----
S-290 1'2700 W 83°55' & MS-1044 D. Buc_,_,.ha,.__.n_.,,a'-"n~------t---=1-+-'S,,._._P._,,,oa'-''f!ll""'-e-----+---1"-'9~3._,,9_-+----"D'--&~A,___ _ _ 
1000 N 39°35' I ! 
D-4 12500 E 84°00' & -- NR 1 NR I prior __ l~9~33'--1---=-D_&-'-'A'-----
-----f-12,Jill.Q_ N 39° 35_'-------+-------+-------------1----+------- -----+-' ---!-----------
----+----- - --- ------·---+-------+---------------j----j----------+-----t----------
1 I I ---G-U~E_R_N_S_E_Y __ C_O_U_N_T_Y __ _,_ _____ +---------~-1----'-------------r-----+---------
---~~c~~-~--~~~~~~~--1---------- ----------'----"------------+-------l---------
' Adams Township 
P-782 ! 625 WL 547 SL SW Se=-c=._15~--t-L=a=k~e~S~h~o~r~e~P~·~L=·----=-C~o~.-t--1--+-_W~·-M=a=r~s=ha~l=l----+---S~-=3~~---ol---,-' __ __:D~_&A--'-----~ 
HAMILTON COUNTY 
____ J__ I 
D-7 i Ca~% ~a~~~~i~~.ti -- Banner Brewine: Co. 1 Fee prior UJUo u & A 
D-8 I Broadway N of Court St. -- Broadway Electric 1 Fee 
D-9 -- Cincinnati Gas Co NR Fee on W. Front St. __ 
n-rn : nn Fo ota"" A ua -- lrincinnati Ga~ NR I Fee 
prior 1906 D&A 
I nrior 1906 D&A 
'nrior 1906 I D&A 
D-11 I Sixth St. at Mill Creek -- Gaff Distilling Co. 1 Fee 
D-12 i W. of Mill Creek -- Mill Creek Distillery NR Fee 
prior moo 1 D&A 
prior 1906 1J & A 
D-13 INR -- Schmidlapp & Clifton NR NR 
I Sor. 
D-1 ion Ludlow Ave. -- Clifton Sorine:s Dist. NR Fee 
n-? 'Front St. between Rose St. -- Cincinnati_Gas Co. NR Fee 
prior 1906 lJ &A 
prior 1906 D&A 
prior 1888 D&A 
& Gas Allev 
D-3 NR -- Moerlein Brew. Co. 1 Fee prior l\JUo 1J &A 
D-4 NR -- NR NR NR prior 1906 D&A 
--~-~~~-~~-~-----t-------lt---------~t----+-----------+-----1---------~ 
Crosby Township 













HAMILTON COUNTY 17 
GEOLOCICAL DATA 
Ot Oeg Op! Ouc Orne Ole Sch Ser Sma Sc Sr Remarks 
2186 2432 2443 2765 i 2780 2800 abs. 2826 Ola 2505 
j 
\ 
2358 2620 2630 2910 2930 2960 1abs. 2976 Olo 2679 
j 
! 
2183 2430 2440 2718 2736 2767 abs. 2790 . Olo 2500 
2014 2260 2270 2550 2578 2610 abs 2624 ' Ola 2330 
I 
' 
j -l---+l'--_,1:----------=~6~10:1:==~11 T:-~1~0~3:1G:L:~=~S~a~m:•P~·==:~5:26~0==~5~3~5~0=~:53~8~0==~1 5~7~90:_-+-=-1 58"'2"'0--l+-'_5-=-8_-'-7_o'=-=-4;:_a'=-b~s"-._-?_.~l~5_9_2-::_3'=--=,+-11_6'::_0-::_3~0 _ :: ===---:i---_-_-_-+t--•~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~:_-~~-
I 
j I 
1700? T-952GL No log. 
I I 
I 
1725 SL-981DF Sa mp. 1110 1161 1466? 1488? 1586 11622 
! 
1958 T-1017DF Samp. 1141 · 11357 1554? 1578? 1646 11703? I 
i I 
I 
1846 T-1022DF Samp. 1198 1239 1689 1720 I 
I I I 
l 77ti T-lU38liL -+--+-+ -----+------+----+---->-------+---+-' --+----+---+---- ___ _,[--~-+----+---+---------~ 
1 ] At Jamestown. No log. 
At Jamestown. No Jog. 
1700? T-1038GL 
1575 T-942GL DT 1059 1512 1537 'At SorinP' VallPv 
1500 T-765GL DT 1450? 
T.T 1nsn Ii?." R?.A1 6770 RA1S fi\ln? fi%fi n11 70~1 A122 8149 0106356 Ssh&Sms-abs 
P€' 8355 
600.:t No log. Water well 
l~UU No loo:. Water well 
11fi0 I No !OP'. Water well 
1475 No log. Water well 
1265 No log. Water well 
1441) No loo:. Water well 
17SO No loo:. Water well 
1917 No log. Water well 
1473 DT 218 838? 906 St. Peter Ss 838 Water well 
2408 No log. Water well 
2007 T-476GL DT 300 St. Peter Ss 920 Water well 
2730 SL-815KB LL 668? 688 710 988 1040 1110 1192 1913 2650 Ocy 564 
i 















HAMILTON COUNTY (con.) 
----+--=~~---+-----==1--------1-- ---- -- -- --- ----·- -------·-------------
Mill Creek Township i +--· --- ----------- -------------------- ------- -
D-5 : S/2 NE/4? I Sec. 27? !Keck's Fertilizer c~ Fee prior 19oo+---o&A ___ _ 
~ f'o::·~OUNTY ~ T" "--~===----=-~±NR~-== ---~-:- 1887 • D&A --~c--c-- ------ -+=--=f-- ---:--=-= +-=t=--==- ---- -- --c--------:------
1250:,~:::·;~:"' 8' J SeC B --1"" o" ~--~±t~~~~~3r=-_---Ga-~--=~ 
330 WL 1800 NL NW §<e__c_._ _ li_ _ __pi_\ln Oil Co. ____ =tJ=±_c. Heminger _ ___!Q-:_14-37 ---~A_ ___ _ 
I 
Cass Township L- t----- -----
_ 330 SL 330 WL Nyec~ 16_ IConttnentalon C-0-.---'LL_,-1--i-B----:-Baker- ______ 4 ___ 2_5--6-2~D&A. ______ _ 
_::~_::_::=i=;:i_::_::_:::. ~=~=~=D ~:e:t_::w_:::_:::_::~:_::E:::t:::w:::n:::s:::h:::ip::::::_-~~-W-1-1-l;~: :>~~----JJ~=;;";--===~iL-~L=~ 
-P---1~3-~6~---_.~~8-~0~o-J;:;~c_L~k-~s~~:;;=O~~T-E~0~L=wn~_~_s~_h=i~------~-N~W-+-Sec_. 4--- I Plunkett & Shields 1 -- F. Elsea ===~ i():3:'~~;:------ --
P-118 I 330 SL 330 WL SE Sec. 21 Continental Oil Co. ±-L B.-~_u_ tier __ ___:_:__- _ 4~1-62 D & L-----
_P_-1_3_5 __ ~' 1_9~8_0_S_L_6~6~0~E=L~--------~S=E:-tseZ. 21 Plunkett & Shields_ -- _l __ _h_l)oty_ __________ 9-25-6_3_+-~6__ 
--~--+J~~L~i_be_rty~T_ow_ns_h_i~p ___ l~--------+----------h-+-- ----------~----+----- -----
P-121 ,110::~0:6:::~hip N=~I s~~-1o_:a__o~-- 1 - -----~=-1:-:-L D~/\_ ___ _ 
P-117 . 370 EL 330 NL SE-Sec. 17Continental Oil co--:--=t~l I c. Esse~--- --=-~=~----~&A--
----+- . -
___ ___)___Marion Township I 
S-477 : 200 WL 1500 SL SW ; Sec. 3 J. Fen~ I 1 D. Norris----------r-- i9T2-1---D & A -----
~~~-+-'i ~~~~~~~-~~-+-~~~---!"-"---"-= --------,---------
-------i-----------i-------+----------1----l--------- ---- -~----L-- ----- --




S-299 CNL 330 WL SW f Sec. 2 Travelers Oil~ 1 McCaulev Hrs. ---=-,p=:F_--D-__ & A ___ _ 
HA,RDrn COUNTY -1 _ f- ·---
1 Blanchard Township ~ -- ---- _ ~- __ -1---~oo-l--~~~-----
_n~___:~-~~-L ____ _8,E=t~~~- l'IB__ _____ --+illL~-------- :prio~1~9~3=3_,_ ___ ~D'-"&c,A-'---·-
, Jackson Township 1 1 I 
n-::2 • 330 WL 200 SL SW ! Sec. 6 __ Sun Oil-CO:- 1 N. Wright ---~~10~-~5~-~2~1-+l--~D~~&~, A~----
_1°_~-4-+:~~~~SW I Sec.~ ~mtmd---~----~1 D. Jones 4-10-62 t-----D __ &_A ___ _ 
, Liberty Township ~ _ ---- - I' 
-P--7-5--t-, 1~9~8-Q-_N--L _660 EL __ ___l,ijLj_::Sec.__1§__ Humble 0. & R. Co. i R. Marling 9-25-62( D & A 
I I I ---+--~~--t-----~----
1 Lynn Township 3: _______ . ----~- e--- l 1
11 P-48 ____)_]500 Wjl_3°4Q'__&i_MS-13938 Scioto Valley Oil ____ i_l __ L .. Laubie 8-17-~51 l' 
----+'-~2800 S 40°40' ______ _ I _ ----1---------+-i------_-_-_-__ --_-_-_--__ - -_-_-_-_-_-
---- T3vl2!' _<:'_r_e_g_k_'T~_;;hip I =-- ---------=t + I ___ __ 
S-403 ~-1700 W 83° 40' & ___ , MS-10000 --~_sun Oil Co. ' 1 P. Sponsler ___ ---+-Jl-:_20-50 -I _ _Q_&l_ A __ 
P14 500 s 40°35' i ___j__ ---+-o-
P-47 110, 800 w 83° 40' & -~-9999-- E::-Wa-rct ______ _j_--_-1-+-~-M___-. -w-1-,1-~-n-=:=:_::=:-_=- _ t--~1§-_!5_1___j_ ___ D & A __ _ 
• 12, 700 s 40°3:· 1 _____ -~ --+-- . L_ I 
____ 1 __ -=1 _ ____ _t=F ! . 
HENRY COUNTY _______ 
1 
i ---J--+---------
1 Freedom Townshio ---J-. -~ 
P-20 ! 330 WL 990 NL NW Sec. 23 Lesh Dr lg. Co. Badenhop ~-,,--2~_!l~_ti_~-"".--t1--~D~&~A~---
H,rriM" Tnwnshin ------- --t-- I 
S-189 ! 250 NL 990 WL NW Sec. 24 McAfee et al 1 L. Damon 6-30~3'1-+-i --~o~&-A~---
-"-~-+--~-- ---r- -~----- l 
Richfield Township ---~------ ----------~- --l-----H----l----------
330 EL 990 NL SW Sec~z-z---v:-EilST- ---- 1 0. Inseiillan-------tu=rn~ O&A 






Info. Ot Oeg I Op! 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
! 
Oue \ Orne Ole I Sch 
I 
HENRY COUNTY 19 
! 
Ser I ~ma Sc Sr Remarks 
: 
+r ! i I ! ----+----· ----+----+--+---+--+- --+--; --- +------+---+-----+--------------------1------t-,-- -1---+---~--+=--+1----l--~,-+----+----+---------
~!~~ j__- ===--t==-=-+- -L-± -~---,---=--t----+-._~_-_-_+_:--_-_-_-_-,'::_1-::_-::_-::_-::_:-::__-+----+-'~~~~~~~'~=:-~~:=~:=~-:~:=:~: __ 
----+! ___ __J-_. ! ' ·----~---"------'' --+----!--:---+----+-------------
-_-_-_-_-_-_ '+---~- j__ __ -=±~=t--+--- 1-- -~· --+-~----+---=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=--=.+:=.-::_-:_:_-:_:_-:_:_:-:.:.-:.:.-:.:.-:.:.:1 =-=----~---_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -----_ -_ -_ -~--_ 
~~-824DF] San1v.~!l15~-=hiso :==t~l===h84Gbs?+-'1~.a~!5::::0=:1 =====::=====:====-_.!---:=_============== 
i =±= -+-- ' ' ' -+-~--2_0_0--:-T---8-'7ii> 
1 
· &m;:t,. : !~_,- [ __ I 1955 f':-' ""_ -+---+-----i----------
LJ --+-- Ti -+--- ±=l---=t=------
2150 SL-779 +==~--i-~ 1354 - ,_1386 ~--=-==' ~807 _,_abs. 1837 : 2070 t J_---+------------
1947 T-840DFt=sarr;p=t-i278-tT~__;_--,---~-ab8:-- I 1aa3 ! I ---+---__j_BCJ.lo~g~r_u_n_. _____ _ ~=T-857DF DT 1297 
1 
--+-----==+=--'--- 11861 ~'- fJlll.i_-il---+----· --+----, N_o~lo~g~r_u~n·~·------




, --~'-O--l-0~1397 "B" 1825 .Sier 1890 
2326 ; SL-833 _ GR-N 1289 1398 1464 l·J780 1836 . 1871 abs. 1885 2130 I 2227 ' "B" 1930 Sier 2023 
__ill]_SL-820KB __ EL __ __l_189~ 11402_ :1684~1722 1773 abs. 1777 ,---- 0101448 "B"182~.Slerl887 
, i ', I ------i-
_2_4_70_,
1
_T __ -7_8_2_D_F--+_S~a_n~1P~·--r-1_27_o_: ___ ~ - ' I ~36 abs. 1955 ~_7_j___ i , __________ _ 
I ----r-----t-·--t---+-=L--~--- t-~ L I ·-----1---_J.__ __ 
_]_lli_~-891K_Il___Q_R-N 133~\i495-t-~1Jl-~.Lrf1~s._ 11~0D12240T233272'3~9-~o-:~.s-1c_r_2=0~1~2-.. =B-.. -1~9~40~---
---~-----+----+----i,----~, --- I ----r-- i ! 
-2~9-39 _ __,;_T--a-3-o~G=L-+---D-T---+-c-1-23-3--1-3~2~5---+-14-0-1--+. =f~-~b~-~ 18.1L_ 
1
1 
_ ~------__,+~~~----~' =-_s_m __ s_2_3_6o_P€ _ 2_1_60 __ _ 
1943 I T-777DF SamP. 1198 1 i 187611919 1 abs. ? h933 ' ----+------+--~-+-----l---+----t- _j__ [ I ---+-------------
I 
1865 T-940GL DT 
1921 T-915GL DT 
2834 SL-941KB EL 
1985 SL-946DF GR-N 
i 
1907 I T-990GL Samu. 
1996 SL-1054Gl Samp. 
2048 T-1087DF SamP. 
2636 SL-718KB GR-N 
2513 T-677DF Samu. 
2431 T-689GL SamP. 





1423? I \ 
1250 1305 1320 '1693 1740 1790 abs. 
I i 
1800 2110 i 2250 '2300 · Ola 1390 .Ssh 2528 .Sms 2570 
P€ 2830 
1355 1420 1436 1790 1 1833 1880 !, abs. 1912 Ola 1520 
I I I 
1348 1443 I 1835? 1871 Jabs.? 1877 so 1907 
I 
1417 I 1912? 1940 abs.? 1985? so 1940-42 
1460 1972 'abs. ? 2012 
I l 
i 
1960 2198 2210 2530 ! 2553 2582 abs. 2601 Otis 2020 Ola 2270? 
1741 2087? I 2378 1 abs. ? 2394? I SO 2480 
\ 
1590 1830 I 2218? 'abs. ? 2266? : so 2220 
1582 i TD in Black River 




Sample, I \ 11 
Permit, : Location 1 Sec. Lot. 
I 
or Tract [ Div. No. I 





HENRY COUNTY (con.)~ i 
-----~dge\'iu:-Township- -.::::T-=::~~------- --=-.::::F-=---=f==---==------==:=-~-r---------
-P=-19- _ 793_ WL _2257_SL-- --SW-:-S~·- 20 -tr:- ~rey--=------=-'1 , Fee __ ----1-__1_961 -+ D & A 
--t---------- --L -------+--------=!== -~- _ , 
I ! , ' ± , ! =-~~~;;T::~;~ ~t-=-=- t :- . -~ i-- ... ~;-J~~ - ~=-= 
=-=-=- ~3 760 SL H, 4_2~~~+- _____ ~br"-e D= Co. ; ~~ Swe~i___ 12-7-60 • D & A 
~ Dodson Townsh__iQ___ · I , ---'--' -----------'---- =-'-----~ ____ _ 
-s=-36_§!3 . 551o2 :S0~5'~5~3 ~4 ~-, ____ t-M__§-917 _ ~fI.eiimrg__!__Workum TL~-" prior 1906 D & A --- --~ -=.L----------------+---------L--- -
_l2=L ____Ji_700 \V__k_Jl_()P_ SL __ _t_w_JJ+M__s_-_13 5 82 _ __;_!-lig_llla nd-Brown_Q._Co. j N!LJ Mc Mullen ____,1'-'-9-"'2'-1--+----D-'-&--'A"------
____ __j___ --- ---------+-----------+------------'- I---------- , ------- -------
Fairfield Township ~ : .::::+- ' 
_p=1_-=_-15ooyC1_3_,7oo NW~-twp,_~~--2298 ~anee 6T1 co~--T~lH. J>avey-- ----~-11=1~5~-~ D &A----
- ---- ----- -----~+--=.:::: - 1---- __::-:-1-_ -------- ' 
Liberty Town~ ' ~oc---------+-~~=----j---·----~~~ S-4~~:___ ~OO__B~ of s& w Sts. - ~=='>~Oro-_ INR___ I NR e 1887 D & A 
JJ~2 -=-~loctJ11:1rn~hip---.::+Ms-f83_Q_--7hio FueT Gas- co.:_-=:b_~-cope 
S-303 __ _li, 600 S 39°20' & MS-1830 IHunderlock & West h-~'-· _C::co::...P:_:e ______ ~ __ 9_-_2_1-_4_2_j__ ____ D_&_A ___ _ 
11,000 w 83°25' ~- -------i=-+'---
----- __I'_a_mt To\\l!lsh1_IJ___ ---r::_ I _ I ___ -r _ ____j_ _______ _ 
-1'=]_~ __ IM_4-0 c UJ, 050 '" >wp. : MS-230 '_ jQhio V• Uey_O.&G. Corl t O._Pe.6od~- 6-29-"3 
1
D &_A ___ _ 
---HOCK I NG COUNTY-- -+--- --=+==---- _ ------______ __;_ --1 
~-:-A ---25~G;~~w::i~ NW/ Seo~ J••Um on Co -F I T. Weig>t _______ 1 ,;_~1----~~---;--&-A.::::-:__-_-_-:___ 
HOLMES COUNTY 
NR -+---r5 & A -----
-----i I ·1 i I 
---~_[erlln Township ___ ~- -
1 
_l'-_1~7000...filo_ 660__fil.__ ___ t\VQ._;___k:12__ Amerada Pet. Co. I i ___ ,__]_, Gelb ____ -:_-=-~--_++-, -=1=2_-_::_3-_6:_:3'--_1===-=-~=D~_~&~_:_A'=:_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_=--
-----r-sattC~eekTown-shliJ=t= l : ------+j--------
P-1283 :660~_}YJ. ---s~TS~2~ p~~_~-=i-+-:~_~;·_Troyer __ ~2-63 D&A 
HUR ON COUNTY ___ ---i---------+------ _ += 
~~oQlfe~r~6~d ET~~wPf L-40 ---'I>--ureoi!__<:'<i._ ____ _µ_ ~~r ----+--5-_-2_9 ___ 5_3-+1---D-&_A ___ _ 
=~=---:=-=--=--==-----==t-===: ___ - ---- --~~?=--~~~==-- ! -~-+------
______ ___lie_w London Township i __ ____ ' _ I -+ ___p_-~1_200 WL 8600 NL twp. I L- -17NW __ Hanl~Bird 1 H. Johnson +=10-17-SIT D & A 
-12=-L__ t 2300 _EL_ 368Q__§_1__~ __ L_-_2.s_E ___ Lo an Gas_ Co. 1 _____(_!h__'fhudium __ 6-1_2_-2_5_+-l ___ D_&_A ___ _ 
I ' I -+--- ! ~~~--i3~~~~1it~P-~~~~-~ 1E. ~~~naway i 1 ! c. K~=-------+-5--_-2_-6--__§_-3-11----D-&_A ___ _ 
_:::;-JI>,';"~l: T~;;";~f- ~ --=t<--:_:::::_-::1 ;, w::.;:::::- __ ti F~i~g -:- 1~1_-_22_-_3~7___,~ __ D_&_A __ 
' ==t _____ , =+== --~ 
i Richmond Township : _ : ,--.--+-r.---,. 
P-30 -~~-~~L --.::::_::=~t~=:= __ ReTiancecm:::===r~G~~dermeier 





Info. Ot Oeg I Op! I 
HURON COUNTY 21 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Remarks Oue I Ome 
I 
Ole ! ~ch I ~er I ~ma I ~e i ~r 1
1 J I 
--+----T----,r------+- _l_ _~--~---+-l- J __ ~.-- 1---d_-~--- - -~--
~3=35=5~-ros=L--~7=2o~D~F~-=N=u=c~-+-~19=5~4-l----+2=0~5=0~.~, 2~5~04~ • 2522 I 254~,1;;=~ ------+-----~ s~ 2964-~-~G 3 320-3;-
---1----,---1------~' ~~---: ;_-~-~~ ~~~1=:-~~- '. _--~:- 01,21~ - ~ -
I T-1030GL ~~;-=i~2~~ ~ --!~~--=:=~ J__ - : - -:=~-+-~ ___ T_iSin_atl _ -- -= -1432 
----+-----+----~--r-----------+--~ ---· ----. - -1-------+-- -+----- -- ---------
-1-~H---,~T---.G-Q~"-'-L-+-!'b--~n--+-l9_6_0_~1-10-0-----+---+'- 11460 j 1520 --:--._)___--,----~- --··----· --L"""-''----+-A..-=-<"'-"'"'-'=4---""1..il4'.o--+-'"-"-''--~"-"---'------+----1-------r--+-- i .j__ ________ --------
_115_Q___+__T_-_l 0_1_5_G_L-r-_D_T_-+1_9_80 _ _,__ _______ =J=__ ----~"?_)_5'7_3_n= _ _:-:----=---==-~ -~"S_t_._~s" 1550-73 __ 
----1>-----+-----+-----r----+--- ' . + -----+---+- ___ __)__ ·-- -- ·-·------
_35_1_2_-+i_SL_-_1_0_4_3K_B+--_E_L __ +-1_2_6_5--+_1_32_6_+-1_3_9_1 ~..12()_5_ 1 176Q__J_@:J=J:2o_3_0__:}2-§:J:t[_J7_9i)::: i 2925- Qlo l~I3"' 2270 Sier 2~50 
----+------+-----+--'---+----+----+i ____ ===r-___ ----f-- ______ _;___ --, ___ ~_hl.Q_~i_.Sms _B15 __ 
----+------+----+-'' ----+[----+----,' 1 ' _J__ __ P€ 3515 est. 
! i I ~ __i_--r--~ -----------
::::::1:::15:::0:::::::::::.:::T:::-:::1:::06:::5:::G:::L::::::::::s:::a:::m=1p::::. :::::::::::::11::::0::::5:::::::::1::::2:::16:::::::::: 1::::2::::1::::0-.-.--------j--11570---ri:695-l-_i:::._-_--~==~=-=-~·_'_s~i>~---s::'"_]~?-= 
~1=89~6~-+,-T~-~9~2~0_G~l,___DT · 11oo+-- =+=---=----7800 1865? ~=-~==-=-~ '"§t.Peter Ss'-;- 182_Q:O? 
--------+-----+---1----+---+-------1------------' ____ _j__ ___________ _ 
1700 1 T-822DF SamJ). I 1179 '1221 1274 , __Jl§_fill___· ---~' -·--r------ . __ ~Q_1_()_2_()_ ______ _ 
I I I I 
---+-----+----+---t--_J__ I --=----+~ -·--L---;-- ------t---=~=---=--=- ---===== 
_3_16_0_-+-T_-_8_8_0_G_L-t-__ D_T __ .,..._13_5_2~-~--1====----~T957---l211~-wK.:ID:Q::~§3 - .Ssh 3l58_~==== 
---+--'--+-----+---+----+-: ---1--i-,-- :L:~~ l -;- •.• 1--=~ ::::::::; __ -~ 
~4~72~4~-+-T~-~7=2~0=G=L-+_=D~T~-+-=-29~8~5__, __ -+1
1 
__ -+----,--1---: -,,----t--=-r=+ "St. Peter Ss" 4715_? __ 
-·-+,----1,---+--- I 
~----+-----t-----+---__,-~-+---+---~--t--~ l__-~----~--------+-----+-----+-----+---+----+-~-----+---~---1----l-----+-;---+1 ___________ _ i ' 
! 
6693 L-1088KB GR 5612 5708 5744 6236 \ 6280 6354 abs. '6396 1 , Olo 5816 _§!er 6693 
I 
i I I 
7369 L-1314KB LL 5632 5720 5762 6254 ! 6296 6370 1 abs. 6418 .6584 16654 , 6668 Olo 5830 Sier 6444 Ssh 6918 
I I I ! --t----t----t-----i----t-----t----t----t---r---r--·--t--+------t-------
I 
I 
3865 SL-891KB LL 2640 2704 2732 3156 I 3190 3240 abs. 3260 3418 3476 3564 Olo 2798 "B" 3270 Sier 3326 
I Ssh 3740 Sms? 3822 
I 
409R T-955GL Samo. 3334 3506? 4003? labs. 'abs.? 4033? ' ·,"St. Peter Ss •· 4033-43 
4410 L-1027GL DT 3645 abs.? abs.? 4361? I 
I I 
I I I 
3321 T-720GL DT 2653 i 3265 abs.? abs.? 3302 I ! "St. Peter Ss '' 3290-3302 
I I I 
I 
abs. ? 13135? i 3435? i 3535 ?° 4270 T-751DF Samo. 2505 I 3105? 3600?-.,-St. Peter" 3180 ]sh 3647? 
Sms 3800? P€ 3901? 
I 
I I 
3249 SL-956DF DT 2520 13122 abs. i3130 I 
I I 
1=2 
i ! ----3840? SL-913GL DT i Unreliable log t- ' 
I I i i 
I ______J I ! I ! 




Location Sec. Lot. or Tract 
WELL DATA 
Operator Well I I '.'lo. Farm Name 
, Date 













Ole I Sch 
I 
LICKING COUNTY 23 
Remarks Ser I Sma 
I -
Sc I Sr 
I 
4868 SL-1211KB GR-N 4045 4093 4146 tr5~46~~abs. 47~1--I- -- . ' Olo 4213 "B" 4820 
5745 SL-1253KI3 GR 4068 : 4133 4168 !4590 464fW.4706 abs. \4760 '.5052 \ 5190nz&i---n:>Io 4236 "B"' 4850 Slcr 4962 
___J , 1 ' . ---r- 1 llsh 5424 Sms 5650 
I I I 
' i 
4617 I T-996GL Samo. 3750 ! abs. 4390? ' 
I 
I 
4215 SL-1152KB DT 3432 ' 3988 4048 abs. 4108 
4379 SL-1275KB DT 3447 ' 3906 4058 1 abs. 4093 
4345 SL-1176KB DT 3362 I 3810 3969 1 abs. 4004 4300 
! ' 
I I : 
I I 
I ! I 
4349 SL-1099KB GR-N 3556 3624 3638 .4076 4112 4172 abs. 4230 I Olo 3720 
4354 T-1060GL DT 3500 i I abs. 4307? ! so 4307 
4262 , T-1035GL DT 3475 j I 'S04195: so 4245 
I ! I 
I I 
5023 SL-1132GL DT 4043 4668 4724 ! abs. 4772 Olo 4260? 




SL-1047KI3 GR-N 3486 3546 3556 3995 ! 4032 4096 labs. 4158 =i · Olo 3636 I I I I I 
I I I 
5360 T-860GL DT 4360 ' i 5110? 5221? I j "St, Peter Ss" 511U-2ll 
"''"' T-11ld<;r:T DT 44R!i I I I so 5155 : so 5130 : SG 52 14 & 




~AA?. IT-11 A7fflc 1\TTTr 3195 3310 3340 3685 ! 3725 3795 ', SO & G 3820-38 Olo 3415 
4492 lsL-1180DF LL 3202 3316 '3350 3700 3740 3792 'abs. 3860 ·4130 4350 4454 , SO & G 3925 "B" 3965 
I I : ' Sier 4030 
4027 lSL-1179KB GR-N 3196 3246 3266 3690 ' 3730 3780 abs. 3816 I : Olo 3336 
4227 SL-1161KB LL 3081 3140 3153 3584 I 3624 3678 : abs. 3704 4200? 1 Olo 3228 "B" 3860 Sier 3 927 
3814 T-1167DF NUC 3042 3202 3241 3540 I 3628 3678 'abs. 3690 : SO & G ~·1rn-22 
3956 SL-1164DF GR-N 3168 3280 3312 3655 I 3704 3758 ·abs. 3814 
I I 









- p:47-c~::-Twa-·fi.: 3500-SL - - tw1i._ Sec. -21 = L_ib_e_r_t_y T_o.\Vnship_ 








I Date ,1 





---1--6-4r · -- - -o& T ----
-+-------- -- ----
-,-----_ Mary /\_rm Townshijl_ 
P-1973 - 3720_NL g_o_o_o WL twp. Sec. 
J'-_[_sz6 590 \\1_1' 552() Nk - NE . twp. 
·Lake Shore P. L. _Co._ 1 
= ~L<,ke shore P. L: Co. ___ 1_ 
w. Bieber_lla_cl1__ . ff~3-62-' -- -D &-A 
L. CrQWlIT_ __ _ 8_-_15-fil-------~ -==-- D &::'A___ _ 
- --- - ---
___ .M_c:_Kefill]'OWJ}s_b_ip ___ _ • _____ _ 
_ Sc_3_24_!3_ _. 76_80 W_1 64_2_QSk_ _____ u_"'_Jl._ _ ,Na_tionalDrlg. Co. 12_&A_ --
__ _Newark TownshiL--~--- --- ---
D-7 25, 500 NL-960oWL - - -twp. ----iCartcr Oil Co. _ 1 G. Tish - - -- -11-24-24 · -- -22_!3_0 - --
-::;:3z4E: --1i.66owL-25;soo!'>!r_,----:--twp: - -·r>urc&W~hrte 1 H. smith 10-1-=.-24-· -65BoAs -
$_-_324D . 97iJo=\i;·L ~5, 700 NL=- -::: iV,p.=--~ _ -~Pure & Wehrle 1 R. McDonald 10-=.15:25- --o&A. ___ -- -
_S-3()_1!3_ __ JQL4_0Q_yi_L___]_4, _ 70Q_1'!L __ ,_twp. ___ 
1
Weh_rle 0as Co. 8 W. We_hrlc 4-26-24 ~ --36BO-- - -
_:3_-3_~4_ ___J_Q,0_00 WL_ 24_,_0Q_O NL, ___ t\\'l'·-- __ [\\l_ehde_Y.as__Co~_ _9 W. Wehrle 1~1:25- ·--- -75BO 
_P-1()64 _H,JlOO_}V_1=_26JiOO NL_ tw_p. -+W~Jll'ie_ Gas ('Q. _____ , _5 -r A.-Z~rt;.;1a-;:;- -- -- 10=29-24 ;-- -D&A-- ---
_[J-6 .10, 200 WL 2:)_, 4QO NL_ twp. Ohio Fuel Gas Cg. l_ _; Lickitii Afil_._ _$oc~-~----------T:::i_F~_5_-== - 0£1'.. -== 
St. Alb<1_ns __ J9wn__o;_hip _ __ 
- - +-- - - j - - ---
_ 12--lJ __ . 7\li)O W_L 10~ 50_()__$1,,__ tW]l_._ _ L-11 -~CJJJun_illi<!_l'lat.. G"-"- --~ l_l_J~ Mossman __ __ pr_ior _193_L. _ __1) & 6 _____ _ 
__ _ ___ __ _ UQipn_]'0\\'!1S_hill 




- I -- - ----- T 
Bakes Creek Township --· - --- ' , 
'3_:372C- NR------=----- =:::__=:-__ --::::~'1s~§i55__:---:-_~Nis-r1ei_i3ros:--::_---=~--:-X-__tl'fail!s.daie --1-1906 - - -15&~=- __ 
------- - -------- ---·--- -- _J_ -- -- -- ---- ---- _ _. __ - -- -- --------· --
---- _____ ~fferson_I@·nsl1ill_ ___________________________ ----· ____________ , ____ 4 ________ _ 
_ D-1 __ __]3_QQ_SL___J_5, 300.WL _Jw_Q_.__ M_S-311ll __ Clay O.~_Q_.__[_o~-~ l_ ~.~h9Q1:s _____ __fl-_Q_-1_9__ '. ____ D &~A~---
_P-31_ ___ 1_4,__5QiJ_S_L_ fj_ful _E"_L _ i'fillL~~Y!S..;i088 ---:Hu_ml)k.0,_ol.:J~, CQ~• _ _l_ _ __j_H~H"min~_ __ _ _ 9-4-§1_ -t- __ ~A__ 
=--=-----~=--=~1eAit_hl!!'T~":1lshiL-=-=-~--:--__ _J_-____::: ___ -_~-:-----=--=------1__==~---=-----=---=~=--:-·---:==----==-== 
_l'_-18 __ ___2_5L(J_50_Fk_ 4500 Ji1' _t\VJl. ___ M_S_-_99]2 _'Ohio Oil rQ. _ _ --:- l_ i _ _y_. IQhns __ • _ 8-_(l_-4_7_ _j_ ____ !l__ & A ____ _ -- -- --- ----- --- --- _____ _. - -- J -- ____________ _:__ __ ,_ --------- -- --,----------i--------------
~=PL -{~~ ~t i:g~-f_t-_f~!~ ~~~~~~&~t~g-=-13~~~~~°:_~--: ~ J~~ ~~1~~1m=_ =-~-i~=~=~~_j---~-::_-gt_~=== -- ~- - __ [::: --- - -- -- -f --- -- - __ ; ______ ~ -- - ---
J>-~o:::--:::-·13~~361rift1fi~~)EL_:::t\'ll~= ~\S-3224 E. Ta it-=----=-------:::~-::__1-::__Jr. 11c~~_ver -=~-~ T 1~27:43_:r-_-::-o.J.--A --=-~-=-
T.D. Elev. 
Type 
Info. Ot Oeg Op! 
LORAIN COUNTY 25 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Ouc Orne Ole 1 Sch Ser Sma Sc Sr Remarks 
_4_3~-o-~;_T_-_9_2o_n_F-+--s-a n_'_P_· ----+-3-482 + ~f ~ £5/' ~~:~- >t _J_ ~--- ~~ ~ 
1
, i ' ' '1 
-2-0-52--+-T--1-0_7_0_-" --+-S-a-m-1p-.-+----+-r---- ~· ! ~- : 19~0"=~-=-1,;J_T=-=--=-=~ ( ~ • _- - _- . 
2105 T-1150GL DT 1480 +------1· ----- ·11670?~ · 2080? ----r-- --;-------------- ---
-2-37-7--+S-L---l-3-85~D-F+--G-R---N--+--17_3_8--+-1-7-90_T_1_8_1_8__,'_2_15-7--2-198 
1
2256 'abs. 12298 I -:, --\V23Q1(5lQ18~---
I i ~ ----+-----+-----f----li---+---~--------r-- ----t----------
------+-----t-----+-----+---+-----+--~-1 __ 9_6_4__ 2020 ' abs. =-tzo10 ' 2480 12618 I 2690 O_l_o_1_6~3-2-"B-.-. ~2-l 9_0_S_lc_r_2_2_20 3361 SL-1192KB EL 1510 1560 11591 i 1920 
----+-----+-----f----!---+----+----'---+i~2_0_6~7-t-a_b_s_. -+' 2087 =J=_ I .Ssh 2910 .Sms 3105 pt 3240 
2084 abs. 1 202L+----+- I I no log run 
2292 I T-1150GL SamP. 1573 
+= 2527 T-1284GL DT 1590 I i 

















--,~--+-------+----+--,----j---+1----+---f----l- ---~'--~1 ____ ·,r-cc-"~' ----+----' ----------
DT 3620 , abs. ? 'abs. ? I 4220? : 
i 
4513 ISL-887DF 
4590 SL-850DF NUC 3310 3385 
4285 T-820GL DT 3520 
4299 T-815GL DT 3547 
4230 T-830GL Samo. 3550 3645 
4356 SL-804GL Sa mp. 3620 
4157 T-805GL Samo 3498 3600 
14383 




I 14200? I 
'4182 14239?' 
3685 14090 4105 4180 I 14208 ' I 
I 4241 abs. 'abs. \ 4266 I 4300? 
I I I 
abs. iaiJs. I 14113 I 1 4135?1 
I : 1 I 
I 
1 SG 4469-73 Olo 3751 
i Olo 3470 Ssh 4350 .Sms 4485 
pt 4585 
"St. Peter Ss" 4200-44 
' "St. Peter Ss" 4239-60 
'SO &G 4217-30 
I 
26 MARJON COUNTY 
WELL DATA 
Sample, 
Sec. Lot. Well Date I 
Initial 






Div. No. Gauge 
LORAIN COUNTY (con.) i 
---·---~------ ~--------- --··------1----
--------!--~ I Sheffield Townshi ' I 
D&A _p~14 ~i 4400 EL-''°°'' "'~ <W~ J -= I J. Coo'-cg I 1 I='"""_'": R~• '"_c_o_._--1-_5_-_1_6_-3_4~-
.. . ~UC AS C 0 U liTY ==-~ ~ ~=::--i=_. . _ _ _ _:: 1 . _ _ __ __:::_::::_=-_-:::_=_-:::_=_--:::__=::::_=_-:::_~~= 
--1- _Sy_lvania Township ~--__j_ &h ___,_ ___ _ 
D-1 !2200 we 1~0°-"L tw~f '· 13 . ±"'·_ ~~~--=-:--Ehomas - ----r-Prior 1933 D &A ___ _ 
MADISON COUNTY _ . _ 1 :::_::t-:::_ ______ _ 
---+- ------+---- - ----------+-----+---
' Darby Township --+-- · ' ~i at Plain City --!---=--=---~---- ( 1 T"" "'°' 1933 ' D <A ---'1-- ' ---+ : ---: ~~-~+-, --=---=---
- , PleasantTownship +-- - - ., ---------------r--- : - : ::: _ :;~~;~, ==-r~,~ -=-'.~'.:~ ~~1~ ~ ~::f~'~°'..:--~~1 :::"-t:--~:-:~:--~---
11, 000 S 39°55' ---L-----r------------+--'---------------+--------l--------
::::_--~;;-();; N~~O~w; i-l-::::_ -~ . ~-.:: =:[::=:: ::::__-:::...:::__:-_::_ - •--~----=== 
_ _ SmitllTownsh1p 1 -- - --- +-- , _'""' M~::c 0s::;=~-=:L"" '::_-='El~"~"'""~-~ ,_ w~=-' -~ Hl-6~---~n~&-A~---
------ · _(:laridon Township~---~------1--------------'--+-.----------+ 
P-14 I 660 SL66owr:--- SE . Sec. 3 J. Adams 1 H. Key TI-21-62 I D & A 
P-3 i 990 NL 990 WL ---N-w/s;;:~- H. White 1 S. Baker f6-2-54 == D & A 
__ll-_l 1 800 WL 2450 NL NW · Sec. 10 Caledonia Oil Co. 3 F. Ulsh , 1919 _ _ D & A 
D-2 \ 2100 WL 1700 SL SW I Sec. 10 Caledonia Oil Co. 4 F. Ulsh I 1919 20 BO 
D-3 1 2000 WL 1100 SL SW I Sec 10 ~edonia Oil Co. 5 F. Ulsjl, ______ +1--'1'--.:9-=1-=-9---+---'2:.::5_B=O----
D-4 I 3000 WL 250 SL . Sec. 10 NR 1 J. !rev 1919 Gas 
_D_::5______i_lQOO_WL 600 SL S'l!___ Ser 10 lnhin Fuel Supply Cn 1 G. Laffertv 9-19-19 D & A 
D-6 I 2900 WL 2150 SL Sec. 10 Caledonia Oil Co. 1 C. Norris 10-29--zT 10 <>V 
D-~f45o SL 2100 WL __ SW Sec. 10 'NR -°-NR'-=--1--'NR-"'-'----------+--=1-=-9'°-'19=----+---o,,_1:.:c"l ____ _ 
-12-lL___,_2.3.5.Q WL 2600 .S_L_ __ _filV Sec. 10 -~NR _______ NR NR 1919 Oil 
D-14 '1600_.wr,~L-~~k!:._10 ~= NR NR 1919 Oil 
_D-lli____::::_j:lOOO WL 1550 SL S~ Sec. 10 NR -----+~NR~--+-~NR=-"----------"--'°1_9"'1°'9'----+-----"0'-"il'------
_ _E-_L7 11445 SL 450 EL _ SW SPr 1lL l.T drlo~c 1 E Seck~~l~------+---"4~-.._3-_.6~3-+------'D~&'-"A-'-----
~ 1 500 EL 400 SL _--.SE Sec 11 +r.\..lll"''l.U.C~r.uua· "-'"wz.~~---+--'1-~R"'--'B""bu.r"-'n"-'h"-or'-'t'-------+-"1"'-2-=.-2"-'1"-'-'--'2'-"4c-+---"D'-'&"'-LA'-----
_J)_-7 1 800 WL 6_00 SL SW ...Sf.c 15 NR~---------+-=1-+-J,,,._K=e=nn=e,.,d,_,_v ____ -+-'o=r~io=r~l-'=9"'33"-+--~D_.&~A'-----
_I>_--1__ l 66 NL 200 EL_ SW Sec~-- E,_McManaway t--=1-+-W'-'-'-. _,B""r,_.o,.,c"'k"'le"s,.__,b'.,}__v ___ e_."-7--1=-4=--.c:5.c:4_-+---"'D-'&=-.'.CA'-----
D-8 i 380 EL 1550 SL SE4 Sec 23 - Loo-an"--'G'-"a,_.,s'--'C,,_.o,,. ___ 1___,1,__+--':H"-.~H"a""l.,,e_,__v---,-----~~9~---;1~5--1;"9~!-----'D:'.-';&'-'Ac'-_ _ _ 
P-18 ) 60(l_SL_filO _ _EL_ NWJ SAC 2~ T Ad0 ms ------t-~1-+-C=·~G=a~te~w~o=o=d'------+-~3-_1=9,__-_.6=3-+--~D_.&=--"-'A'-----
~~ SL 660 WL NE_ ~ec 27 United Prod Co ' 1 _ H. Mitchell 3-14-62 D & A 
D-9 _ ~O_ EL 2300 NL N_E_ _Seh 33 Chartie_rs Oil Co$,l_ ~ C. Miller -==s NR $= D & A 
P-19 ·11371 SL_l2_U _ EL NE '"'" 36 W Shrider 2 H. Ault -- -7-=-13-=63 D & A 
--1'-o.7 660 EL 660 '<T NE ~ 36 W Shrider 1 ---+~H=·~A=u=lt'--------+-~l_-7,__-_.6=2 __ ,_ ___ D_&_A ___ _ 
P-22 150 SL 50 EL _ NE~-~-~-- +-G ~hoonmaker 1 _ _,H=.'--"A._.,u"'lt'::_-::_-_--::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-::_-_:_-::_-::_~-::_-"1_=:2_--_-_4°:_--:.6".'._3-::_-::_~_-::_-_-_-::_-::_-_-_D~-&-A ____ _ 
Gr_a_nd Prairie Township I -----l------------+---+-------------l--
_12=ll)_ 16800 WL 5500 NL twp: Sec. 20 Innix et al 1 L. Brown o_rio_r_1~9~3'~3-1----~D~&-A ____ _ 
I I =L Richland Township ---+---
P-15 660 SL 660 EL NE Sec. 10 Clinton Oil Co. 1 M. Stose 1I-""3U-02 u 111. A 
P-21 _ I 1120 EL 200 NL ~N~E-t--;os;-'e-~c.c_;;2~4--t;M.~'°'w"'a""1rn--"'-e"'r-="------t---,-1-hE".-~B:--=-u::cs"'hc_ _____ -4-rr10-'·l'-'"'ti3--~--u~111.~=;....A---
P-13 : 2180 EL 100 NL SE Sec. 25 Jenkins~-'C"-'o__.. __ -+-_.lc_+-::_:R::_•_:H::ce:.:i:::m:::l:_:_ic::_:h_:_ _____ -+-_1_2-_4-6_2--+----u_& __ A ___ _ 
I 
I Salt Rock Townshio 
~P--2=3'---+-' 990 WL 330 NL 
I 
S-15 
' Scott Township 
0-IT-166QEL1650 NL NE Sec. 26 
Meese Bros. I. Lane 12-29-l>'J Ulll.A 
NR 1 C. Coulter prior 193"3 D & A 
P-10 i 2040 EL lo_o_o __ s __ L ___ S_E_ Sec. 21 :::_:::_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_---1_:~---_----=---------=-=---------'-1--------=------~-__ -'-
1 
U-n-i-te_d_P_r_o_d_._C_o_. __ .L___ l__1__C~-:..._· =P=u:g:h===============c5=-2=ti=-=ti=2========u="'==A======= 
T.D. Elev. 
Type 
Info. Ot Oeg Op! 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Ouc Orne Ole I Sch 
I 
MARION COUNTY 27 
Ser I Sma Sc Sr Remarks - I -
I I I -----~·-----+-------+---+------i·----+'---'------t--------+-:-·_-+----'--+----t-----+----------
4443 T-638GL Samn. 3662 4300? 4335? abs. abs. 1 4360 so 4330-35: so 4370-84 
i 
' -----t-----i----+-·--+------i---t ,: : ~ 
-22-20--+--T---67_5_G_L--+--D-T--+-1-5-45_?_. +---~---+----i---+---,f----+---i --..+---~---+---',-W-2-22_0 ______ _ 
I ! I I =-~-----+----1------i----+-~---r-~ ' I I 
l 
i 




I , ! 
1858 1 T-875GL DT 1420 1 ~----·-+-----t---1+-. --+-S-0_1_8_0_5_i_n_O_p_l ___ _ 
----+------+-----t--------1---+----+----,----+1.::~~:: ___ +---+'---+---+------+-----------
-~~---+-' =~---+----+----!-----+-------~~·--· J_------+----l------+----------
_2_1_22 __ '_T_-1_0_4_5_G_L+, --D-T--+--l-58-5-l-----+:---+--------1:------±====-+----ll-----+1--~--L' a_t_c_o_u_rt_h __ o_u_se_. ____ _ --~ ! ' -+---~--+-ii -----ii-==------~----+-1--~i _________ _ 
---------r --- --l-----'------+--t---+----i------"----+---+----1------"------------------
i 
8031 fSL-1069KB LL 6778 i 6902 6937 7450 \ 7480 7552 7640 7875 '--+---+: __ -+-O=-=l:.::.0_~7:..::0:..::4=.2 _____ _ 
--·-----r -~---------------
-------+-' ---·------+--·---+---+------+---~~' =t=-· .. ---r--+-----+-
• I ' --r -===r-=--·--'---,+---------+------------
_-~2~8-~B-2'-----_;~s~L-::_--g~-9~9~D~F-::_-:-::_-::_~N~U~c-::_-::_-::_-:~2~1-3,_-7~-:'-'-2'-'1~8~3-::_-:~2-2=.c-l,_,-1~---'-"'2~5~2~7-:_-L,-=-2-6=-=-5c..:7-::_-::_~2-::_7~2-1=-----"""':-a=-b"-=s-.-_-'--' ±__7_4_8-,---· --.· _).i ---.-0=1-0~2~2~8~5 ------
_2_7_11 __ ,~T--9~9~0_G_L-+_S~a_m~• P_. _+cc20_7_o_1r. 2_l_8_3 _? +---r2_5_6_4 _? _' _25_9_5_?_-+--2_6_52_~1 __ ~26~~--i=::---_=I=r-----"B_"_-2_6_9_0_? _____ _ 
2742 T-992GL DT 2123 i abs. 2727?' --+-' ------------~2.~72~6~-+-T'---~9~9=2=G=L_,__~D=-T~-i-=-21=1=2--+---+-----+-------r--------1------''a=b~s~.--1~2~7~08=-?~· -· __ ~_.__ __ ,__ ___________ _ 
2731 T-992GL DT 2115 abs. 2706? 
2780 'T-993GL DT 2141 'abs. 12746? 
2762 1 T-992GL DT 2132 i I , abs. 2732? 1 
2750 T-992GL DT 2115 i I abs. 2741? 
2720 9 1 T-993GL DT 2126 I 1 , abs. 2706? 1 
2750? 1 T-991GL DT 
2750? I T-992GL DT 
2760? ' T-992GL DT 
2870 SL-999DF NUC 
2828 T-990GL DT 
2705? I T-991GL DT 
2756 T-995GL DT 
2893 SL-978GL DT 
2_~SL-995DF GR-N 
3672 iSL-lOOlKB GR-N 
2788 T-985GL 

























2204 i 2607 i 2647 
I 
2312 i 2730 2766 
2186 12583 I 2628 
2331 2746 I 2781 
2336 2756 2784 
2341 2764 2790 
2712 'abs. 
2800? : abs 
2716 I abs. 
2760? , abs. 




















: 3140 3266 
' so 2732 




1 Olo 2384 "B" 2895 Sier 2974 
W 2765 Olo 2265 "B" 2796 ~lcr 2884 
' Ssh 3420 Sms 3580 P€ 3661 
' 
Olo 2405 "B" 2930 
i SO & W 2857 Olo 2410 "B" 2930 
Olo 2414 "B" 2962 
~2~49~0~~i-T'---~9~5~0=G=L,-+---~D=-T~_~l=62=5c__i ___ -+-·----'---1-----+.~2=-21~0._~·a~b~s~.-t~22~3~0~?_,_I ---+------i---,-~W~2~2~4~5 ______ _ 
I I 
I i 
2909 T-981DF NUC 2135 2190 12208 2604 '2650 2682 ! abs. 2702 I W 2738 Olo 2280 
2847 2920 SL-992DF 2270 i I '2817 abs. DT 
i Olo 2364 "B" 2890 Sier 2948 2820 2220 2352 2695 2734 2791 2977 SL-983DF abs. NUC 
I ! I f 1 
I ,---~---+---+---+---+----+------------
' 2118 i 1946 2006 abs. ! 2008 
1 
I SL-892DF DT 1446 
----r-' -----+------+---+---___;__ =+--~-=r=·-l--,---',---+--~---------
~2=8~0~3 -rT~.-~1=0~0~5G=L-+---~D=T~-+-"2~17~0~1----ti __ -'- ' abs. :2765 I · W 2803 
2884 lsr -1016KB GR-N 2090 2150 £21:6 2.T651 2610 , 2670 ab""s."--+'l 2::0-6~_9:o~~i~~~~~'IL-:::::::: __-::::-::::_-+~t·::::_-::::-::._-:::_~t---:--'0~1o-=o:o;2:;;2;-.4~3~"B~ .. ~2=7=3o~s~1c-r~2839 
·- ---~--------+---,_________~--+-1--±--,-- -1--- I I . I ---~-----~----~--~-- __J_ __ __l__ ___ _l_ ___ l___ ___ _L_. __ _L. __ _j__ _ _l_ __________ _ 
28 MIAMI COUNTY 
Sample, I 
Permit, 












MAR I 0 N C 0 UNT Y (con. ) +----------- _________ -------------+----------
----i-------~-----t---------'e-----------1------------------ I ---------
1 Tully TownshjQ___ -----t- f 

















8 EELL SSWE Sec. 30 iLake Shore P. L. Co. -+--1~--+--~H=·~C~ra~w~ba~u=ur~h~-----fii'-47,_:_,22,,,26'-:co66=-22-+l--~DD~&&~· AA~---Sec. 30 ! Lake Shore P. L. Co. 1 R. Landis 
-P--l-6--+--6-2-0 NL 913 WL NE Sec. 31 Hogan & LeOJlllrQ___ __ _,1~--+-~K~e~H~o=""--H~ona~k~e=r __ 1 1-1.~7_-~6~3--+--~D~&~A~---
P-20 2100 EL 580 SL SE Sec. 9~ I Obie & Shaw_ ___ --+~1--j--"E~,._Cox ---·------t~-7~-_,2~6~-=6~3-+---D~&~A~----
1 : 
-----f--- Waldo Township T --+----+~------------+' ------,-----~----
_E-.Q__ __ ~L 1900 NL twn L-4 !Atlas Expl Co I I r:·::D:e:n:ze:r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _ __,1_10_-_3~_1:--:6-:l:::::l::::::::::::::::::::~D_~_&::A:::::::::::::::::::::= 
~-M-im--NA COUNTY I --+ :±= ; I 
---
1
, Brunswick Township 1 ----=i--t--E-+---:_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_~_-_-_-_-_-++-:_-_-::_-_-_-_+f-~ ~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~ 
D-1 . 800 EL 800 NL L-6 Sanford Tr. I Ohio Fuel~ Co I 1~ Lytle I 5-3-30 D & A 
---~ I --+- ---l------+---------
______ Granger Township h ~ ------+- ---- --~---+----------~~ 786 WL 540 NL L-42:µl~r_,__ ~~~--ti-~-=-::-ner r 8-25-59 Q & A 
Gmlford Town~----+--------+------------+---+--+--------------+-------+------------
P-14_3_L__4 550 SL 100 EL NE Sec 3 r. QQtlmille_r__ 1 __E_,___S,bQQk _______ --+-! _1~0_-=3--6=3~-+---~D~&~A~---
=-~----_ ---- Hi~cllii_T_o-wn-s-h1-.p--+-----i---+--_-_-_~::::::::~--~--= --~----==------------=====~----------+----------
J>-125_6 · 1000 WL 1000 SL 'i L-52 '!Wiser Oil Co 2 T n;unlrn i 8-9-60 D & A 
P-1325 ! 50 NL 0 EL _ L-540hio Fuel Gas Co. lB Cleve. Trust Co, 11-27-61 i D & A 
P-1143 821 WL 853 NL · L-69 Wiser Oil Co, lA_+f~mith_____ 1-3-59 1 200 MCF 
P-1214 527 WL 1-2~5~0--s~L-----+-.-L---7-o----+W--is--e-r-01fco,_ _ }ii1_I!.__~--------~Q_~5~--D-&_A ___ _ 
_1'_-_12_8_5 __ ;4-3_5_:-~-d-~-~---7-:6-0o_wn_s_~h--i-p-- ""! L-7' w;""' on co. i2A i?:>':"_~ j ':' __ 5_-_6_1 __ : ___ n_&_A ___ _ 
P=I296il100 NL 450 WL I L-2 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. ±1 IT.__Qe~s_s ______ ~g::§.!_~ ___ D_&_A ___ _ 
I -----------------t-------+------------+--+------------~-------+----------
----f-' -~Spe~n_,c-'e~r~T~o~wn~s_h~iP~--+---------~--~~,----t---+---~--------~-~-~-',----~------~P~--=-2~-:_-::__-_-+-r-15~9~8~0~E~L==~90~0~~S:L::::::::::::=::::=t~w~·p~,.:1~s=-~6:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::M:_c_c_re_a_&_D_i_tc_h ___ +---1-+--C-·-B._i_ll_m_a_n ______ ~r_1_-_1_-_4_o __ +l ___ n_&_A ___ _ 
'I Westfield TownsllliJ__ __ +----------+--------·--+----+---- 1 j 
330 EL 1700 SL L-14 1 7-19-60 D & A P-1265 I. Porter 3 Fee 
P-1349 King Drle:. Co. 2 J. Robertson 
P-1293 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. 1 D. Reynolds 
I 
MEIGS COUNTY 




Sun Oil Co. 2 c. Eichler i l_0-8-04 I D&A 
I 
D-1 
I Black Creek Township 
--~ 
Gibson Township ·-
&G. 1 Rush Creek O. v. Snyder 
_ J._Fitchett 3 u. Ables 
7-8-52 D&A 
2-11-55 D&A 
P-22 : 200 NL 198 EL -~s-=w=--t_S_e_c_. ~1=5---+=--~~---~---t~-t---c~~-------+-~~~~e----~~~---








~P~--,3~_-+'3~3~0~S~L~9~9~0~E~L--~-NW~--+-~S~e=c·c~1~3 __ ~N~a~t~io=n=a~l~A=s~s~o~·-P~e~t~·-+---1-+---E~·~W~a~lk_e~r _____ +--'-l~0-_3_0~--5_8---+ ___ D_&_A ___ _ 
1 Washine:ton Township +,--:::::p-t'---~ =P=-=1=====~1"=3::::0=E=L===99=0=:S=L===--==--==-NW=--==-~:=-s=-e=_c_.==-3=--===="+S=u=n=0:1_·_1=c::::o::::.::::======~---~:-~-;i:-+-R=.==L=e=ve=r=i=n:g========:==9=_=3=_=5=5==:=====D==&=A========= 
T.D. Elev. 
Type 
Info. Ot I Oeg I Op! 
I ' 
MIAMI COUNTY 29 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Ouc I Orne I Ole : Sch Ser i ~ma I Sc Remarks 
-----r---+--·---+ -~-_L _~1, ___ l _____ +-- t--- _i__ ___ - t---~1---+-11 ------





--c::~oc--F-~~~-=-+--G:ocRcc--~N~---+-co-2~25:oc4cc--1rc2o-o3-oO-o--Ol2_324 12748 2780~_8_3Jl_ I abs. '_2!1Q____f-· _ _I I Olo 2406 "B" 2913 .Sier 2995 
GR-N 2278 I 2362 -12381 I 2755 t~ 2855 _ Tabs. I 287~_11L__ Olo 2433 "B" 2920 Sier 3026 3052 SL-1006KB 3245 SL-1011KB 
3034 SL-1005DF NUC_ ~~_6i_+2]~J_2_7_7L1fil_2 i 2868~_ab_'3_.__m0_9 ___ __j_ _ ~--' .9lo 2447 "B" 2974 



















•~mm ~r~k~"l··~•'·~;~-~·~: ~~nH === 
: ------+- '-----. ,_ __j ____ ~-----=r=--._---~-- -- --·~-----------
SL-llOOGLLIIT t864 \ -=-----t-=--=-~ --:=-- _ -abs:-1.~-:s. ?~ 5580-: _-_ - . ~---~~-~86 ' +----+----' --+ ____ _;_ __ ---+---, -----1---- _;_ _ __)_ ____________ _ 
f>L-1117KBI LL -ho10 15143 : 5196 ~_5682-+-5-752- ._a__b_0~- 5800 i9_50 -~~!0525() Ssh 6165~572 
I ' ~=---,---=-=-- __ -- ~ -• --~-~~ :_-- ~-P£ 6662-------
1 T-1152DF i DT 
1
4982 ------+ ---+ ------=-~6fll abs. -L3----~=t=-~--l---~'----------
' . . , I SL-1250DFl~-[5~194--:5229 ~5750 '5820 _abs. ~s_. -· 587o___(=-- "-----~so & G 5909 Olo 5318 
SL-lOOOKB' LL I 4850 1 4902 4938 , 5433 5468 5529 abs. , abs. 5580 5680 5817 Ol_o~50,0~2~7~~~~~-~-
SL-1200KB LL 5058 5120 515U~ _5_6~0__'._:;]_3_13 _ abs. ~abs. ___:J_7~0-l 5fl_10 _ _()O~_Qlo 5243 l;>sh 6160 l;)ms 6512 
SL-1237KB LL ~\ 5140-:-SW6=t5232 ~~ 5_752 "J"§_~o abs. Es. 587~ _ 0_990 ~-: o:5;g;o --==-~ 
1 T-1200GL DT 5111 5781 abs. abs, 5832? 5960? ' --:---- ==t-:-_- --_;:____--=---=---:-L-=-__::::-J=- -=----=::;:_::__:- ---------------
~ L-llo~D F GR-N ~ '· 4972 i 5014 ~ 5498 1
1
5572 -sbs-:-1 abs. 5604 5710--;-- Ola 5074 
I +----- ' ---. --r=:-=- f ~_:_:_:_-:::_~~=- -- . -~--=-~-=-----
' T-928DF Samp==t4o9o' 4l7_6 [ 4210 • 4638 4661? 14725? . abs. ,
1
• 4776 i 4905? _' --~---------
' I 1 - i +--------------
5~45 "bs 15389 5416?\ 1 SSG5360 ' T-1150GL DT 4650 i 
T-1055GL DT 4716 5412 :abs. 5455 
T-1012DF GR-N 4638 4720 4760 \5220 ' 5250 5330 abs. 5360 I i 
I ! 









i TD in Op! Prod. in Oriskany 
I I : I 
: ! I I 
! I 
' 
\ I ', 
T-820GL DT 1092 i 1625? I ·Prod in Ot 
I I I 
T-946GL Samo. 1105? 1615 i I I , Prod. in Ot 
T-1052GL DT 1204 : Prod. in Ot : 1707? 11713? ----t--+l------/i---'-~=~~~-----
1 I i -2-015--+--T---9-3_5_G_L-+-S-a_m_1 n-. --+--10-5-7-~--+---+-· ---r----05 55? 1 15 77? 11 I 
I 
I 







' i I 
i 
I 
(I, 2632 i "B" 1890 .Sier 1910 Ssh 2848 
Sms 3077 P£ 3255 
I ! 
' I I i I 
3411 SL-995DF GR-N 1168 1223 1246 1504 ' 1546 1600 1626 I 1798 I 2230 t• 2504 \ 2580 I "B" 1842 l;>lcr 1870 l;)sh 2808 
----+------+----+---__,~--+---t---~' ---+----+- --f--- : _ =+= ~Bms 3032 P€ 3373 
--~--~--~~~~-~-~'-~----L_ _i=_J__ _ _f=±_-----t--------




Location Sec. Lot. 1









MONTGOMERY COUNTY I I 1 125~dti;~~ iiwnship sE ~:;=-f ~~:::o~---r~~~=---==~~:-__ -_-_~1-a~s:7:=:::::-_,~-:::::::::·~_-:n~_&-=-=-_A~~:::~_-:::~_-:::-=--~ ==r-· ~P- . ,-S-624 
Miami Township I ~=±=--- ' 1 -D---1--+l-9-80~N=L~O~W~L~~~--N-W-+-S-e·-c-.-2-5---+-NR~~~:._~--- -----+l'IB f-IDL _ -------"-+-----1-8c-8-7--+-1---D-&_A ____ . 
----~--·--------~--------~-------~---++-_-_:_-_-_·-_-_-_-£-=-=-=-=-=--+- -[~-=-==-~-- ---t'-----":-----------
M 0 R G A N C~O_,U,_N'-'-"T_.Y.__ ___ --+------ I . 
---+---------+-- -~+--=:.~-===-t_--=r==-----------+--------+-------700D~et~6~ ~~wnshio N~-+-~~. 12 =1Nili0na~&-Q~-pf 1-f-i1 _-'"M"'"--"'B"'a,_rn,,.·e~s,___- ___ ~-'6,_-_,,2.,,.6__..-41__,_ ___ D~&~A~---. -+-1---+----·-------~----+----------~M~O.,.l!R~R~O~•W~~r·~ 011J~N~T~' Y~---+----·- =i __ ---~ - i =j= - ~----'-----
Bennington Township · L --'-------~P--9~1~-~! 7=2=5-N~L-6""'0~0~E=L~--~-+--oL--~2~·(~2~Q~)-- Clinton Oil Co. .. : 1 ' 0. Arnold-·----:5=2~ 65 BOPD AA 
P-197 '1500 EL 450 NL ~L-2 (2Q) Clinton Oil Co. --=~---~. Arnolct-..:__ __ ::.::::r-12-T~ 225 BO AA ~P--1~4-'7 __ 1_7_0~0-'S~L'-'5=2.c.5...cW_L=-----1-=L~-~2~(2~Q=)).___.,.=C.=li""nt=o=n-'O"'i~l C._o. ____ ~_!_ _B,.·~-- ' 9-10-63 · D & A 
P-137 : 450 SL 436 EL L-3 (2Q) Keener Oil Co. 1 L. Fuller I 9-7-63 
1
,1, 150 BO AA 
_P_-_11_6_~1_4_5_0_S_L_l~3_00_E_L ____ -1-_L_-_3~(2_Q""').___.,.J"-'.~Sha=r_))___ 1 Weber 7-1-63 . 68 BO AA 
P-122 450 N,L,=-1=2=3~0~E=L=------l--~L~-~3_ llill __ ~,_S~---- 1 J. Weber ' 7-11-63 175 BO AA 
P-168 I 214o' EL 450 SL __ _!,::!_(~ __ h_§harp .-- _! __ ._M.._(''!0___. ____ .: 9-12-63 : D & A 
P-256 ! 7560 WL 6550 NL two. L-4 T. Weed ··- 1(2) Agee:Bandy _;._1.9-19-63 I D & A ___ _ 
P-102 ! 700 SL 1600 WL L-5 (2Q) R. Stewart 1 Agee-Bandv '. 7-25-63-r---D &A 
P-167 i 475 NL 3508 EL I L-6 (2Q) iJ. Sharp 2 J. McAdams ' 9-5-63 D & A 
P-267 1550 WL 475 SL 1· L-13 (4Q) 1Bra_sel & Brasel ____ ~_ ._JS_Cleveland --t-fz-19-63 I D & A 
P-72 ! 660 NL 660 WL L-16 (lQ) Brasel & Brasel . 1 W. Ri~ 4-5-63 I D & A 
P-103 : 1080 WL 330 NL ±L-20 (lQ)- J. Moore -- -1-· ---v.Ilorst 6-15-6:i D & A 
P-181 : 1771 EL 640 NL · L-21 (2Q) Clinton Oil co:- . 1 Taylor-Fisher ;-lg.:24-63 
1
1 D & A 
P-188 11590 EL 940 SL -· _ L-24 _ Graytex Drlg. Co. . 1 C. Fisher. _______ ;__Jl-29-63 D & A 
P-15i____J 460 NL 330 WL ~-5 ___ .. Tri-State Prod. Co. 1 D, Edwards ~10-1-63 ! D & A 
P-161 1330 SL 330 WL I L-31 Mammoth Prod. 1 W. Fishburn ~ 10-7-63 D & A 
P-77 i 1774 WL 451 NL I L-34 l10 Keener Oil co: 1 F. Gifford --+ 4-24-63 I: 209 BOAF 
P-169 r 600 EL 450 SL L-34 (lQ Keener Oil Co. 2 F. Gifford · 10-28-63 ]I D & A 
P-115 450 NL 330 WL L-34 (lQ J. Sharn 1 Burns ! 6-28-63 D & A ----t-~~~~~~---
P-111 1085 WL 340 SL L-35 110 J. Sharn 1 C. Thomas 6-21-63 52 BO AA 
P-53 451 SL 880 EL L-35 110) J. Weaklev et al 1 W. Palmer 1-7-63 92 BO AA 
P-5 660 SL 660 EL L-36 (lQ) K. Wehmever lA L. Fuller I 4-23-60 I ]) & A 
P-125 660 WL 400 SL L-37 (10) Preston Oil Co. 1 R. West ! 8-23-63 D & A 
P-142 1244 WL 330 NL NW Sec. 13 So. Ind. 0 .. &R. Co._ 1 S. Cramer --+ 9-19-63 D & A 
P-110 650 NL 610 EL NE I Sec. 18 Clinton Oil Co. l_ N. Covert I 7-20-63 65 BO AA 
P-4 330 SL 330 WL NE . Sec. 21 Lynn 0. & G. Co. 1 G. Myser 3-28-60 D & A 
P-100 2385 NL 920 WL --NWfSec. 21 Investment Oil 1 I. Bennett =+=tl 7-25-63 2450 MCF 
P-7 635 SL 910 WL SW Sec. 21 Monk 0. & G. Co. _ 3 N. Monk -10-60 D & A 
P-40 11650 SL 660 EL SE I Sec 22 Brannon & Baird 1 N. Monk 6-19-62 50 BO AA 
P-94 . 330 WL 0 NL SW Sec. 22 Investment Oil 1 J. Probst 5-21-63 D & A 
P-3 1591 SL 150 EL SE Sec. 22 Monk 0. & G. Co. 2 N. Monk 12-8-59 95 BO AA 
P-2 1040 EL 252 NL SE 
1 
Sec. 22 R. Bishon 1 N. Monk 6-30-57 D & A 
P-252 11446 EL 867 SL SE Sec. 22 Fulk Oil Co. 1 J. Probst 11-18-63 D & A 
. Canaan Townshio ___ L__ 
P-83 , 1980 SL 660 E=L~---~S=E'--'~Se=c=·~4 __ ~J~. ~A_,,d=a"m""se __ . _____ µ_+----'-~=="-----'--"'--"--'·~.-f----=--.:=.=----
D-1 1300 NL 750 WL NW Sec 6 NR __ - .. ---·--+--7'1-~c=o=-"'~=----+"~~::.-;.;;:-,f----.;;-;::.-:.;.-----
P-63 . 660 SL 660 WL NW Sec. 7 Lohmann-Johnson --+-~1-+--~~~~-----l-cc~~~---+----=~~----
P-290 '1350 SL 200 EL SE Sec. 11 S. Casst,,,d~v-~S=r~. ---+~1-+-~~==>==------f-=~~~-+--~_;.._.:.:-__ _ 
P-14 1980 SL 660 EL SE Sec. 17 S. Cassidy, Jr. -+-0.l_+-' 
P-75 750 SL 750 WL SW Sec. 21 Ashland O,__&.R=·~C=o . __+--7-l-i-=~c===~-----+-~~-=0~----=~c,=----
P-310 430 NL 98 EL SE Sec. 22 Comanche_ Oil 1 
G. Cochran 5-8-63 D&A 
Miller-Lvons 'Prior 1933 D&A 
R. !rev 1-30-63 D&A 
K. Klinrrel 12-29-63 D&A 
F. Lyons 9-17-61 D&A 
L. Linder 4-10-63 D&A 
.f.,. Harvey_ 12-24-63 D&A 
P-43 660 SL 660 EL NW Sec. 22 United Prod. Co. 1 D. Kernan 8-3-62 D&A 
P-136 1150 SL 1120 WL SW Sec. 28 Gravtex Drl,,.. Co. 1 V. SnPidel 8-6-63 80 BO AA 
P-13 66 NL 2471 EL NE Sec 28 C Tho~nson 1 W. Schmelzer 9-27-61 D&A 
P-20 660 SL 660 EL NW Sec. 28 United Prod. Co. 1 Ault-Hall 9-23-61 D&A 
L Bader 10-17-61 10 BO AA 
Bush-Lever in" 8-11-61 250 BO AF 
P-22 '""'ST 660 EL SW Sec 28 United Prod. Co ----r--~1_.,__~~~~-----+--'~~-=---t-- ",::.,,.:=--'..:.:.~--
P-15 2025 EL 621 SL SE Sec. 28 United Prod. Co. 1 
P-16 660 NL 660 WL SE Sec 2R United Prnd Cn 1 Hall-Leverino- 9-15-61 15 BO AA 
R. Sellars 10-9-63 85 BO AA 
H Sovers 11-24-62 126 BO AA 
E. Snvder 2-1-62 151 BO AA 
E. Snyder 11-7-62 D&A 
R. Archable 1-8-ti:J D&A 
Bader-Pfeiffer 2-25-62 D&A 
P-189 12250 WL 700 SL SW Sec 29 Ashland 0 & R. Co 1 
P-52 . 1220 SL 59Q_E L SJ<" ''°~ 2Q p' TT.uu.ndtal&Y,!c...'Pc.;ru.·n.,,,d.__,('..1.Lo.n. __ +--"-l _µ.._,cliU~"------+-"-"'=='-i--~"-"-""'~"'--
P-35 660 NL 660 WL NE Sec 30 ILnhmon &Jnhnson 1 
P-49 i 660 NL 660 EL NE Sec. 30 Wood Rider, Inc. lA 
~~SL 660 WL ___ __l<~,__§ec. 3_1_-·hw...-o-od-.-.R~i'de-r~,__,,..In~c~.---+-·1--+-..~c-'c~~- ---+-~--,,-,...,r-+---~~----
P-37 j 660 NL 660 WL NW Sec. 33 Gravtex Drlg. Co. 1 
P-17 I 660 SL 660 WL NE Sec. 33 United Prod. Co. 1 Hinds-Marton 9-9-61 D&A 
T.D. Elev. 
Type 
Ot Oeg :, Op! Info. 
i 
I 
~'i'tU T-'/bUGL DT ~'IU 
! 










3445 1SL-1134DF GR 2822 2880 I 2898 
1"nn IST-11fi40F GR 2840 2896 i 2914 
1o;o;R lsr -1 rnRnF O'!' 271'7 
3506 SL-1174DF GR-N 2864 2920 2940 
3485 SL-1160KB DT 2836 
3520 SL-1160KB GR-N 2840 2892 2912 
3543 ;SL-1165KB NUC 2852 2910 2930 
3475 T-1132DF NUC 2780 2837 2856 
3484 iSL-1117DF DT 2785 
3515 SL-1139KB NUC 2810 2866 '2884 
3516 SL-1170DF DT 2878 ! 
3806 ~L-1229DF NUC 3012 3062 3091 
3860 SL-1248KB GR-N 2992 3054 3070 
3277 SL-1075DF NUC 2656 2714 2731 
3507 SL-1161KB GR-N 2817 2870 2888 
3759 SL-1220DF GR-N 2950 3014 3029 
3615 SL-1170DF GR-N 2896 2971 2994 
3521 SL-1185DF GR-N 2902 2958 2978 
3572 SL-1190DF GR-N 2908 2962 2981 
3560 SL-1167KB EL 2870 2914 2944 
3997 SL-1187KB GR-N 2890 2948 2965 
3534 SL-1081DF GR-N 2910 2970 2986 
3574 T-1160DF GR-N 2850 2900 2926 
3573 SL-1173DF DT 2883 
3555 SL-1171DF GR-N 2882 2940 2960 
3541 SL-1163DF DT 2867 
3878 SL-1227DF Samo. 3048 
3745 SL-1207KB Son 3003 
3774 SL-1196GL DT 2982 
3755 isL-1188DF GR-N 
3750 SL-1177DF DT 2880 
3731 lsL-1187DF GR-N 2967 3009 3042 
3800 isL-1184GL Samo. 2975 
3820 SL-1183KB GR-N 2945 3005 3022 
3186 SL-1037DF NUC 2409 2480 2501 
2988 T-1005GL DT 2235? 
2957 lsL-lOOlKB NUC 2230 2278 2304 
3207 isL-1057DF GR-N 2530 2590 2600 
3098 lsL-101 lDF GR-N 2366 2410 2432 
3168 SL-1031KB GR-N 2390 2437 2459 
3122 SL-1030KB DT 2450 
3049 SL-1037KB GR-N 2425 2486 2500 
3106 lsL-1018KB GR-N 2366 2422 2444 
3101 T-1025DF DT 2406 
3110 isL-1027KB EL 2381 2440 2462 
3140 isL-1018KB GR-N 2380 2430 2460 
3202 SL-1018KB GR-N 2370 2430 2452 
3206 lsL-1023KB GR-N 2382 2442 2464 
3116 isL-1016KB GR-N 2308 2402 2424 
3070 isL-1020KB GR-N 2372 2428 2448 
2885 lsL-1006KB NUC 2292 2336 2366 
3064 lsL-1003DF NUC 2304 2360 2380 
3054 SL-994DF GR-N 2271 2318 2347 
3078 SL-1004 GR-N 2380 2422 2454 




Orne Ole I Sch Ser Sma Sc Sr 
I I I -+- I ---+ i ; 
! : 1380'? 
i -~+ i I 











I ' I ' 
! 3316 
---r------: I 
I 3350 3401 abs. 3412 I 
3334 3370 3422 1 obs '3444 
"°"" oho ~'11 ~ i 
3362 3399 3449 , abs. : 3480 I 
I 3427 
1 
abs. i 3458 
! 
3338 ', 3372 3427 1abs. --f~ 
3356 3395 '3450 I abs. 3510 I 
'3280 - ! 3320 3374 'abs. 3438 
'3400 abs. 3427 ! I 
\ 3300 : 3344 3397 'abs. 3430 I 
I 3460 abs. 34_il±__L 
I ! 3548 
-
3570 3610 : abs. 3664 ' 
3489 3530 3584 abs. 3610 1 -+----r 3138 ! 3180 3 229 _jJl!J~ 3242 
3300 3357 339~l~bs. 3421 I i i ,3493 1 3515 3553 abs. 3615 I 
3400 i 3423 3490 1 abs_.__ 3546 --~ 
13398 3432 3484 a!J~ J509 I 
3406 I 3444 3496 : abs. 3560 
3370 3406 3462 abs. 3524 : 
3387 ' 3422 3474 , abs. 3496 3900 3980 
3400 3446 3494 abs. 3520 i 
3350 : 3390 3445 abs. 3483 
3469 abs. 3525 
3382 ' 3420 3469 abs. 3504 
1 3450 abs. 3475 
3640 abs. 3700 
' 3518 3584 abs. 3615 
3584 abs. 3648 
3454 • 3485 3554 abs. 3600 
abs. 3550 3735? 
3452 ' 3497 3559 abs. 3604 
3550 abs. 3617 
3450 3490 3544 abs. 3600 
2886 2932 2990 abs. 3034 
2900? abs. 2935? 
2706 ! 2750 2802 abs. 2814 
3030 3060 3122 abs. 3150 
2864 2900 2952 abs. 2983 
2875 2921 2977 abs. 3005 
2973 3038 abs. 3068 
2910 2954 3010 abs. 3022 I 
2858 2886 2941 abs. 2944 
2988 abs. 3020 
2886 2914 2968 abs. 2996 
2868 2912 2966 abs. 2992 
2872 2898 2945 abs. 2948 
2888 2914 2966 abs. 2998 
2840 ' 2875 2925 abs. 2942 ' 
2864 2900 2952 abs. 2966 
2782 2810 2858 abs. 2860 
2800 2834 2886 abs. 2912 
2765 2799 2851 'abs. 12888 
2874 2910 2963 abs. 2998 
2904 2933 2988 abs. 3034 
MORROW COUNTY 31 
Remarks 
I 




' ''Rose Run" 6630? 
i 
I 
' Olo 2972 
: Olo 2889 
' 
i Olo 3016 
I Olo 3002 
1 Olo 3006 
Ola 2940 
I 
, Ola 2962 
I 
, Ola 3166 
! Olo 3146 Sier 3810 det. 36 44 
Olo 2806 
[ Olo 2962 
: Olo 3107 ''B" 3733 Sier 37 44 
Ola 3049 det. 3528 
' Ola 3056 
Olo 3057 det.3532 
Ola 3020 det. 3487 




no lo.r run 
so 3648 
oav 3612-20 
oav 3594-3720 Olo 3117 
so 3740-60 no log run 
Ola 3046 
I 
, Olo 2556 ''B" 3105 ~!er 31 
'Ola 2380 "B" 2928 
Ola 2685 
Olo 2518 "B" 3080 
Ola 2541 "B" 3110 
Ola 2578 
Olo 2520 "B" 3064 
no log run 
Olo 2536 "B" 3066 
Ola 2540 "B" 3068 
Olo 2526 "B" 3070 .Sier 31 
Ola 2540 "B" 3074 .Sier 31 
Ola 2506 "B" 3034 
Olo 2522 "B" 3062 
I Olo 2440 
l Olo 2454 "B" 2970 Sier 30 
"B" 2948 Sier 3029 
Olo 2530 "B" 3058 










Div. No. ] 
Location Sec. Lot. I, 




Farm Name I Date I 




--- -~- --- -----------!---+--- -- - -------I--~-----------------
P-207 i 35ocg[di~~J0~lownship .lc-§.§_E_ -n-1-'f·_1'!oo~----- ~--~nton- ======li-6-63 -----=TIQ:~XA. __ _ 
P-454 
1
2020 NL 1000 EL NE Sec. 3 Ashland 0. & R. Co. 1 H. Click 12-19-63 500 BO AA 
~=H : ii~ ~t ~~~ {E=. ~$f[ ~f~ ~f.fif=- --. +.+ .~-~:_.~. ~t.~W!- _. ----L i~~I~i~--=--=4~~ ;g ~t-=~- .~ 
P-271 I 438 EL 345 NL __ SE -t-Jlec. 3 rI'_ ..__ Ft111<_ ---·-r:1-=t.I{_.__J>' . ..t1.e_rt:~---- --l ll_-2~~_j__. _-5.Q.O BO AA __ _ 
P-333 '800 EL 250 NL S~~-3 ___ P.,__Eulli ________ I __ 2 _, R. Wuerg_. ____ J_l2-ll-:§3_1 ._:!.OQ. BO ______ _ 
P-45 '660 NL 660 WL S~ec. 3_~ra~tley Co. =jjCL!h. Wt!<?.rt~------~--15-=QL _ _l)_§iA___ ____ _ 
P-32 660 NL 660 EL S~~.___3 __ Gra tex Dr!g,__Ql,___ __l _ _j_A_,_J;rnith _______ j_l:!_:29-61 I D & A 
__1>_:_2_3_[)__' 66o_i;:_k_l_()oo N.!o_ __ NE 1 se_.c,_±. __ ·~ain_e~r-tg ..__. c_.o.__ . _1_U' N.,_ __ .qi.11!>.E'T_. ·----. _'._!l-_21-6u__ .. 400 Bo_ AA .. ---
P-17_Q__;.l15_ WL_ 800 SL - _swl-~ec,_ 4 __ Je_h_e_swell_QiL('Q,__ --+_l __ jl. ... \\Tloit[l<?Y_ -- - _,_fl:-_31-61.__J_ __ ]QBO AA ---
P-54 I 330 NL 330 EL -~~£._4 __ __J_C:._ll-ingl<?I"__ ___ __ _.(__ L _J'<.._('ljrlg<?£_ _ _______ 1.:9-6_3 _i __ D & _ft.. _____ _ 
_l'_-_1_9 1 660 NL ~60 EL ~~,_4 ___ __jQ11ited Pro~=t+' 1 J_ N. Clinger ----·-~-24-61 . 5 BO AF ___ _ 
P-8~0 SL 660 EL SE : Sec. 5 -~shland O. & R. 1 I V. Adams • 4-23-63 I 96 BO AA 
P-196 I 175 SL 1127 WL ___ SW j Se_c_.=5~---=--#.15hlan9_o._&R~ Co_- . _l_+_I3_ur~f!.~'.<:>.t.nm,(CBS#1[10-10-6_~ __ 400 BO-A~A---
P-139_~' 720. SL 860 W. L ___ . SW;_~~· .5 rshland 0 .• _8..i! .._S_o.~I B\\l._B_11l'gl"_.~f1_. ---.---'--8-.1-_():3__ _ _,_ _ _5_3_5 B.O~_ 
P-157 . 707 SL 1520 WL S\\l_j_ Sec. 5 Mammoth Prod. I -4--+ 0. Miller . 8-31-63 I 160 BO AA 
P-183 · 1146 E_L- 200 SL-- _sw+.~e_c. }i__:_~- Ma-.mmotD Pr_o_{i,_ - =t 2 1 o. -Miller=---:_-=.-:_=-=--.9~:30_:_6.3 , -=9oO_BQAA_-= 
_p-173 ---t4.327 SL 1146 E:k_ _s~~ec. 5 ____ JMammoth_E~ __ 3_] _Q._Mille!'__ _ __ 9-[1~3. J____o_&_A ___ _ 
P-151 .J_§_fl_O SL 660 WL SMec. 5 IC.~ 1 1 I J. Kelly__ 9-3-63 · D &A 
P-328 • 8538L22DEL ___ sE sec:6 -!Ashland 6&Rc~=r11E.-olitt - -- --- _, r2-6~5-3---o-"fiA-·---
P-105 '551 EL 808 SL ____ ii!W'sec:-6 - Oxford Oil Co. ,-1'-----[-J.-Haenz-ei----- .. ~7~9-63----:-----o&-A ___ _ 
-P-46 j 660 SL 660 EL N~. 6 OxfOrdOil Co. +~TB.Llllsfedt--=··. 1Q~25-~ 30 BO AA --
P-39 1660 SL 660 WL NE ! Se.c..__tl_ __ Oxford Oil_D>_,_ ___ --J---4----1---E· Potts 6-21-62 I 92 BO AA 
P-31 . 660 NL 660 EL SE /sec. 6 __ Jiri.ited Prod. Co. 1.__ C. Linder , __ 12-22.:~ 35 BO AA 
P-42 1 660 NL 660 WL ~ Sec. 6 United Prod. __ Co. 2 E. Potts · 7-15-62 'i 100 BO AA 
P-48 : 660 SL 660 EL ~ec. 8 J. Adam? 1 H. Rush ___ _J_lQ:§-62 . 192 BO nat. 
P-141 / 1980 EL 660 NL ~ec. 8 J. Adams 2 H. Rush i 9-10-63 ! D & A 
P-206 1142 NL 1209 WL ~ec. 8 Ashland 0. & R. 1 J\:1.__.§_mith tc:'_l3_S#_2_) _ _j._.!l.:_2~ 400 BO AA 
P-81 . 660 EL 330 NL SE 1 S~J) ___ Atlasj'Jg>J,_J:::().__ _ 1 H. Betts 1 4-_1_:!_--n-+_~D~&~A~-----
P-51 i 660 SL 660 WL ~,;;-/sec. 8 United Prod. Co. 2 H. Rush ! 11-14-61-+-- D & A 
P-246 12350 NL 330 WL -----Nw--!Sec. 9 Ashland q._~L- ! 1 __ g_. KeUy__. ilt-4-63-+-_D==&=A=======-~---
P-23 I 660 NL 660 WL NW1 Sec~_9 ___ .S,_!'.;'assi_c!Y,__-Ir_. __ ll-:_,_l!arto_11 _______ ____Lfr2-61_ , --~D~&~A,~----
P-123 ! 1256 SL 96 WL N\0 Se_c;. 9 R. Lei,,-hton --t:r_,_l)~BartQ.l!__ i 8-20-63T 50 BO AA 
P-44 I 2290 NL 1900 EL Nmec. 10 Atlas Exp!. Co. ==t 1 P. McChesney I 7-25-62 i 90 BO AA 
P-27 I 660 SL 660 WL N~ec. 10 Houchins Orig. Co. --f.---k-- ,_A. Smith 112-11-61 
1
. D & A 
P-67 1 513 NL 990 WL NW• Sec. 10 C. Ringler +-i- A. Smith . 7-29-63 . D & A 
P-64 i 1980 EL 660 NL NE Sec. 11 _ J. MQ_ore ________ +l-IB. Hess LJ-15-63 D & A 
P-301 i 1970 SL 490 EL SE Sec. 14 Ashland 0. & R. Co. l~R. Martin i 11-27-63 D & A 
P-222 ~L 768 EL SW Sec. 14 F. Foust 1 L. Jones i 12-19-63 D & A 
P-92 ~L 80 WL SW Sec. 22 Jenkins Eng._ ____ _-l-_L- Cardingto11 Unit ____ -L-A-:30-63 ' D & A---~~==--
P-2zl I 2120 NL 250 EL NE Sec. 2l__,bshland O. & R. Co. -T 1 J. Mosher ~6~63 
1
1 400 BO AA 
P-298 , 476 SL 741 WL _NY.l_~Sec. 23 Hobson Oil Co. · 1 J. Patterson 112-29-63 . 400 BO AA 
~--rs27 NL 938 WL __ ___Bj<:~ 23 Foil< & Schwetz 1 Sansota Co. . 12-17-63 500 BO AA 
-----t---------------t-------t------------+-----t-----------+------t---------_P~--1~9~5--t-"'4~970_c=~~s\e;o ~o~ship L-4 (2Q) · Felmont Oil CorP. -- 1 J. Yoder ~fl.:6~3 __ 
0
, __ =D~&~A _____ _ 
~=:8 i~i~ ~i ~~~O s~L twn. ~=~4 140) g:1li~n~::;:;t Co. i ~: ~~~~ring ----+/ ~lc==""~c:.g.=.:5=3~11----~g~~-"~"------
P-184 700 SL 660 EL L-21 130) Tri-State Prod. Co. 1 C. Kidwell 111-16-63 
1 
D & A ~p~.--2~4~0--+-1''50 SL 150 EL L-26- (4Q) Hadson 0 & G. 1 W. OQ-den . 11-18-63 . D & A 
I Congress Township I 
-P--2-8_7 _ _._12_2_o=o~s=L~2~4=5-o~E~L~=-sE-+--s--e-c-. _9 ___ 'Che8weil6iiCO:- -- :-c-1-t--cw=~ • ..,P~r-·v------+--~12~-~3=0~-~5~3-+----~o~&~A~----
----r-~~~-~~-~---+-------- ___________ _,_ __ t------------t-------+--------~ Franklin Township 
P-95 221 WL 100 SL L-9 (4Q) Oil ~vestm __ e_n~t-·----+1~2-+-_H_. _R~e_e_d_~_ 5-1\J-ti~ 1J & A 
P-61 11442 EL 570 SL L-15 (4Q) Oil Investment 1 W. Alspach -·--+---.1---..-..-14-~·ti..,--~+--~JJ~~OLA.-------
P-79 i 660 NL 47=5--E-L-========:=L:::-:=1::1-:::1::;40-:;:~\-+0=il~I=n~ve~,s=.-t~m.=e,,n=t ______ ,_J __ +-'E~.~R=e=e=d-~-------+---'5=--.c6,_-_6=.=.3_+--_·-"2e.14~7.cB=-O=-.oA~A"-----
~P~-~9~9~-+-'I 90c3~3~N~L~3.~30~E~L~------- L-21 Oil Investment 1 _R_._R_h_e_in_b~o_lt _____ t-_5_-9-63 D & A 
P-1081126 'NL 823 SL L-2113Q) Oil Investm~e=n~t----~~l-~L=·~~R~in=e~h=a~r~t------~~6_-_22_-_6~3~---D-&~A~----
T.D. Elev. 
Type 
Ot Oeg Op! Info. 
3174 f3L-1022KB NUC 2384 ""'"'.l ""'o" 
3081 SL-1027KB GR-N 2406 2464 2482 
4100 RL-1016KB GR-N 2385 2442 2462 
3195 \SL-1041KB GR-N 2458 2503 2532 
3143 SL-1029KB GR-N 2438 2485 2514 
3074 SL-1027KB GR-N 2427 2477 2503 
'l?1'l l<:T -1fl'lC\V<1 r.o _"' '?MiH ?i:.?n 1?l;~J. 
2937 SL-1046KB GR-N 2466 2522 2532 
I ' 
3180 j -- DT 2468 
3240 SL-1040KB GR-N 2456 2510 :2520 
3025 SL-1029KB GR-N 2420 2475 2496 
3023 SL-1023KB GR-N I 2422 2478 2496 
3131 1SL-1028KB GR-N I 2443 2500 2520 
3048 SL-1044KB GR-N 2457 2512 ,2532 
3124 SL-1051KB DT 
3145 SL-1026DF GR-N I 2450 2504 2526 
3109 iSL-1027KB GR-N 2445 2500 2522 
3000 SL-1015KB NUC 2396 2450 2470 
2977 T-10020F GR-N 2348 2402 2422 
3039 'SL-1021DF OT 2430 
3210 IS1-1027Kl'l r.t>-N 2416 12472 2492 
3052 SL-1004KB GR-N 2340 2386 2414 
2950 SL-1013KB OT 2300 
3049 SL-1013KB DT 2300 i 
3056 SL-10120F NUC 2317 2375 2392 
2910 SL-10120F NUC 2299 2354 2374 
2941 ISL-1016KB NIT( 2325 12382 2402 
3082 SL-1012KB GR-N 2340 2392 2418 
2978 SL-1020KB GR-N 2318 2376 2394 
3080 SL-lOOlDF OT 2296 
2900 SL-10060F NUC 2305 2355 2383 
2874 1SL-1001DF NTTr 2290 2337 2368 
3096 SL-1023KB GR-N 2310 2358 2384 
2923 iSL-lOlOKB ""'-N 2300 2346 2376 
2902 1Sl-9920F NTW 2330 2377 2405 
3046 ISL-10050F DT 2349 
3187 SL-1013KB OT 2522 
~nirn l"T -101nvn '"-"'-N 2154 2400 2428 
3076 \SL-1013KE r'.R-N 2345 2400 2420 
3033 ISL-997KB r.o_N 2349 2403 2422 
3071 IST -1007n1' r.o.N ?.3SA 2400 2434 
2942 \SI -9950F NUC 2340 2388 2414 
3043 SL-1041KB LL 2445 2500 2520 
3190 SL-1025KB GR-N 2423 2480 2500 
3122 T·10190F DT 2430 
3300 SL-1044KB NUC 2508 2556 2586 
3187 SL-1055KB OT 2522 
3130 SL-1034KB GR·N 2473 
3073 SL-988GL OT 2408 
3325 SL-1050KB GR-N 2496 2560 2574 
3234 SL-1041KB DT 2463 
3075 -- --
3892 SL-1147KB NUC 3025 3085 3106 
4180 T-1280GL OT 3320 
4163 SL-1227KB LL 3272 3328 3342 
3794 SL-1205DF GR 3128 3194 3208 
4102 SL-1184KB OT 3202 
3805 T-1325GL OT 3072 
3968 SL-1223KB GR-N 3265 3320 3340 
4286 SL-1340KB LL 3374 3436 3454 
4009 SL-1245KB LL 3260 3318 3337 
4107 SL-1321K'f1 GR-N 3330 3380 3400 
3843 SL-1203KB LL 3060 3120 3140 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Ouc Orne Ole Sch Ser 
I I 
' 
' i281q I 2898 abs. abs. I 2fl2tl 
2898 '2932 2982 ·abs. 13014 
2876 2912 12962 i abs. 2978 
' 
2955 ', 2987 3037 labs. 3064 
12920 : 2961 3020 labs. 3055 
2914 2944 2998 'abs. 3000 
12<:)C,Q \oho oho I ,ho '20'76 
' 
' ' 
I 3072 3085 abs. 3108 
2944 2962 abs. abs. 3002 
2914 ' 2936 2990 1abs. 2998 
2900 2928 abs. abs. ,2966 
2927 2970 13020 labs. 3060 
'2936 2960 abs. abs. 2988 
' -+-------I-
2947 2982 3027 abs. 3054 
2938 2971 13020 abs. 3060 
'2862 2910 abs. 'abs. 2936 
'2849 2886 2930 abs. 2950 
3000 ·abs. 3029 
2910 2945 ·2996 "bs 3034? 
2804 I 2862 2910 labs. 2932 
' 2792 2835 abs. 2837 
2805 2861 'abs. 2863 
2800 2834 'abs. abs. 2878 
2773 '2797 abs. abs. 2814 
2800 2850 2896 ·abs. 2912 
2836 : 2875 2926 abs. 2982 
;2806 2836 '2890 abs. 2914 
2814 2876 abs. 2920 
2780 i 2825 2876 1abs. 2890 
2775 2800 abs abs. 2855 
2795 : 2820 2876 abs. 2880 
2790 '2818 2875 .abs. 2896 
2810 2852 "bS abs 2892 
2980 abs. 3046 
3040 3100 abs. 3112 
2845 2885 2934 abs. 2978 
2840 2880 2927 abs. 2970 
2840 2878 2926 1,bs 2958 
2850 2890 2940 abs. 2970 
2830 2860 2908 abs. 2913 
2937 2965 3014 abs. 3018 
2920 2958 3010 abs. 305ll 
3017 abs. 3060 
3000 3034 3086 abs. 3120 
3041 3100 abs. 3112 
3069 abs. 3096 
2909 2988 abs. 13033 
2996 3014 abs. abs. 3068 
abs. 3027 
3534 3570 3618 abs. 3068 
3766 3806 3850 abs. 13885 
3630 3672 3712 abs. 3742 
3784 abs. 3826 
3665 abs. 3718 
3755 3803 3853 abs. 3871 
3892 3928 3973 abs. 4016 
3757 3788 abs. abs. 3811 
3816 3849 abs. abs. 3870 
3562 3597 3650 abs. 3688 

















Olo 2540 "B" 3Ul!4 
I Olo 2556 
Olo 2536 "B" 3070 Slcr 31 52 
002 .Ssh 3690 .Sms 3856 ~ 4 
I Olo 2610 "B" 3150 
· Olo 2590 "B" 3130 
i Olo 2577 
-Oln 2609 
Olo 2618 pay 2670-2750 
. Olo 3068 
Olo 2604 "B" 3180 
Olo 2570 
Olo 2570 




: Olo 2543 
i Olo 2500 
1 no loe" run 
Olo 2566 
Olo 2488 "B" 3020 
' 
Olo 2464 "B" 3010 




, "B" 3013 
1 Olo 2455 
: Olo 2445 
Olo 2460 "B" 2999 .Slcr 30 80 
: Olo 2476 
1 Olo 2504 "B" 3032 





Olo "~Ill "B" 3110 
Olo "oou "B" o"l~ 
no log run 
Olo 2648 "B" 3232 
i 
010 :mm "B" 3821J 





Olo 3536 "B" 'll 78 Sier 42 38 
Oio -r.Ii 7 
Olo 3480 
Olo 3217 














MOIRR;r:nk~1:~o:::i~::o::~----- --=---=-=--=-=---+--- ---- - -- ---+---:---=~------
P-118 1130 NL 1549WL_ NW I Sec.--rr--~llnvestment Oil 1 _F_. Kunze ____ _1 7-6-63 - ID & A_ --== 
P-101 _ 119_5_Q___NL 2030 _E'.L NE I Sec.10- W._ Shr~----+-Y:::Jc. Eng~nd ~-63 D _&l__A ___ _ :r= ! • 1 =t , I {:ffi---fi~i~~~hip -t~-T-- =ki:e~~ g:1 ~G.=--=~- -~:~ ri~ftt~n_ ~~--~--~---1t-~ii=f+_-_-_-g_t __ -~--== 
~----n:ssifSL-38WL------SW -~Sec._1 ~R. Sem111_ler ------=· _1___ G~vering ------_~. rr=N-=-63-:-~oBo -=---= 
P-304_ 1243 SL 727 E~--~ __ Sec._~E J. Cass_i_cly__ _____ ______r-___l___ V. Bloomfield ____ ! 12-20--JL+ LJ& A _____ _ 
P-84 11091 SL 1500 WL ___ S_W Sec. 2E __ j_en. C-onstruction-So. I l_ Diocese of C()l!!mbu'3__~-1 _5-7-~ D & A ~_13 _ ______ill)_6_Nh___8!l§_~L SE Sec~_ Gi_~()n Oil_ ----i--1 .[._Otter_bacher_ 12-8-63 ' 400 BO_P_D __ _ 
_ P-88 11143 EL 189 S_~ ____ NW . Sec. 2E M,__ll;i_?tings __ -------'-=ttsEd ill_~!l ___ __;_____"1_:16-63 I D & A _ 
P-291 373 EL 208 SL SE S~c.__-2E-=tvestment Oil _--rt_• 1 __ A. Heimlich - '_12-26-63 · D & A 
P-269 957 EL 448 NL NE Sec. 3 eillor & Clark _1 _ C. Machen • 12-3-63 · 400 BO PD 
P--=254 10 NL 112Q_ WL _ SE . Sec. 2E ___ - U. Patr_ick -==----Ll__-tlo.stic Um-·t __ - - - ! j2-29-§3_j______JJ_Q_O BO AA __ 
P-261 324 NL 441 EL SE Sec. 2E .Patrick Pet. Co. ! 1 J. Bostic I 12-31-63 ! D & A 
P-220 905 SL 493 EL-- SE §_e_c_. 2E-------=-- Patrick Pef. C9. - _±1::___ ___ - E._ Claypool _--==~ 11-30-63 I D & A -----
P-363 526 SL 148 WL NE Sec. 2E Patri_c_)(_ Pet. _<;'.Cl._____ l__ t_!VlcLain ___ ----~1-63 [ D & A 
P-152 1650 SL ~60 EL ___ SE Sec.__1_E __ iR,. Semmler --------t___l_- __1)_.__C_l_aJ'I'CJQL_ _____ ___;_l_l-16-63 · 135 BO AA 
P-300 
1
750 NL 1150 WL SE Sec. 2E_____-=+.1;.i:_i;i_rigle & Jenkins 1 2 Fail'_gr_ounds __ ' 11-28-63 D & A 
P-303 . 120 SL 860 EL NE _§_ec. 2E__ iR. W!'__a'j__ _______ _Ll_ Bloomfield 1 12-12-63 D & A 
P-21.i__ _ ___E__NL 145_W_k____ ___ l'&----l~'--~- H,_Afh;i_____ ___ -----+--2_- Pea~. E. Uni!!:!_)_ 1 11-6-63 500 BO AA _E-12L__~___!iL__lQQ__F.1__ ____ __1'-!K_ I Se_f.___1'.\I__ H. 1',,lli<!.___ _________ lj __ _ . Ed\Vards (W,_Ecl.___Unit) Lli_-1_5-63 _!00 BO P._P.________ 
P-73 1 1750 WL 660 NL ________fil'I ~-~' 2W Comam:k_Qil __ --+' __ l_ E_.___13rinkman _________ l:_2_(3-6~ __ 1 _25 BO AA 
P-80 737 NL 672 WL NW Sec,_ 2W Comanche Oil 2 M-' Brinkma ~ . 5-18-63 D & A 
P-255 170 NL 645 WL NW 1 Sec. 2W __ C'rJ;nanche OilCO:---J3A E. _Brinkm;i_r~ i 12-5-63 1 - 50 BO AA 
P-248 170 NL 600 EL NW ! Sec. 2W Comanche Oil 'C-4 E. Brinkman · 12-20-63 I 250 BO AA 
P-249 _ 10 NL 1150 WL N\Vi-ses~ 2w_ ~- .Comanche-Oi!CO:--- - i cR E._ Brink111an _ ~-12-20-i3i- - 250 BO AA 
P-34-3 4-38 NL 500 EL__ _ N_ft __ S_e__c_.___2W ___ -+Coma11che O_il ___ ---+--_ _6 __g_~r_itli<man _ _ ---+-_ , _1_2-29-63 4_QQ_BO A_~--P-2~!2_§ NL 1~1- NW Sec. 2W !Fulk Oil Co. -++----- E. Brinkm~ ___ ; 10-16-63 r400 BO 
~1_8_______;li58 NL 170 EL NW ~c,__1\\1__ ___ !Fulk Oil Co. __ _ _ _j_3_ _ __L___!kinkman _____ _j_)£-15-63n+- 250 BO AA 








__ -~33_--l-- 250 BO AA ~15o8 WL552 SC-----------:NE Sec. 2W Kin-Ark & Moore ~- P. Thomas ----- u 1 577 BO AA 
P-275 _ i 1076 SL 78 EL NE ! Sec. 2W Kin-Ark & Moore ____(___1___ ~T_homas_ ____ __ -;-12:4-63-- 600 BO AA __ 
P-325 j 1200 NL 460 EL NE ' Sec. 2W Kin-Ark & Moore 3 P. Thomas 1 12-14-63 400 BO AA 
P-234 1660 WL 146 NL NE 'Sec. 2W LT. Moore Inc. __j_B-1 B. Scott --------i 11-7-63 700 BO AA 
P-158 12396 NL 534 WL NE Sec. 2W J. Moore L_ _Scott-Thomas Unit ; 9-2-63 515 BO AA 
P-208 1181 SL 75 EL NE Sec. 2W _!'_atnck Pet. Co. 1 Bd. Education =11-7-63 ' 800 BO AA 
P-293 fi151sL462EL ___ NE Sec. 2W __ Efilrick p_et.__J:'Q.____ 2 - BCi:-EctucatiO!l- =x12-20-63 I 500 BO AA 
P-192 ·500 SL 100 EL NW Sec. 2W R. Semmler 1 E. Brinkman ' 10-10-63 52 BO AA 
P-205 1295 WL 130 NL NE , Sec. 2W __ B. Vaugh_t__ _ 1 - R. Scott I 11-7-63 840 BO 
P-160 :1362SL 878_~ ___ ___fil;__j~.,_c,___L_H_C_gmanche0ll_~---=+' L ___ J. N"-"'§_(l_ll__--==-- 8-30-63 D&A 
P-113 i571 SL 796 EL NEJ_&_c,_:i___ __ Comanche Oil ____ __l__J. Newson I 7-22-63 D &A 
P-65 11400 SL 290 EL SE _ _l Sec_,___3__ Comanche Oil 1 Westbrook Comm. ~ 2-26-63 240 BO AA 
P-244 1100 SL 1380_ WL _____ ~_Se_c_.__1 ___ Fulk 011 ~_!h__- ' 1 M. Har~---- 11-19-63 D & A 
P-277 379 WL 7fi_N_1____ SW +~~ ____ J',___F_lllk _ ------+-1-fo- R. Sine " 12-5-63 D & A 
P-226 '51_6 SL 23_:LY{k__ __ NW ~E'._c_,___3 ___ .Ir!_y_estment Oil , 1 _ N. WrifTht 12-30-63 D & A 
P-176 11200 WL 66 SL SW ~- _!&___Leighton _ _J__l_ i---B-_S~ 10-30-63 D & A 
P-342 I 1473 NL 248 WL NE 1 Sec. 3 Lvnn 0. & G. 1 L. Weaver 12-17-63 D & A 
P-280 I 97 NL 91 WL NW Sec. 3 1J. Moore =::::t=1 N. Kincade 11-23-63 600 BO 
P-182 11341 WL 1691 SL NW &c-:---3-- --c:-s;;hoonmaker ==:J:=L_ E. Snyder 12-5-63 D & A 
P-86 11764 WL 1090 SL NW Sec. 3 Wausau Pet. ____ l__~E. Snyder 4-26-63 i D & A 
P-135 .710 WL 375 NL _N}Y_ Sec. 3 T. Weed -----~-_._J. N. Kincade 9-13-63 615 B~O<-A~A---
P-321 i 990 SL 990 :WL NE Sec.. 6 Simcox Oil Co. 1 H. Shinman 12-23-63 D & A 
P-179 
1
1571 NL 606 WL SE ~7 ____ ~1llifil'Y____ 1 D. Anslev 11-18-63 D &A 
P-29 .W,'0 NL 5-60 WL SE 
1 
Sec_~_l_O__ Grantlev Co. 1 P. Shaffer 2-7-62 'I D & A 












3 D & A 
P-109 600 NL 890 EL NE ~<;_, __ 10 __ J. Moore -+ 1 R. Mosher _ D & A 
P-22~ 1316 NL 1380 EL Ji!L ._llec_,__ll_ __ j;ffeld & Falese __ -f--__l__e--W. Hull 2-28-63 . D & A 
P-28 1560 SL 760 EL NJL Sec. 11 _Atlas Exol. Co. I 1 H. McWhirk 2-9-_§l______j
1 
__ =D~&~A ____ _ 
P-85 l'330 NL 330 WL NW Sec. 11 Pil,,-rim O. & G. 1 J. Mosher - -- I -5-16-=63 I D & A 
P-98 21Q3__E_L____ll_8_L ____ ____8-E_ -~-1_2 ___ J:'_assidy & Gibson I 1 Smith-Dumbaugh · 6-5-63 D &_A _____ _ ~ ( 990 NL 2310 EL _ __NE__ _Sg_c:.__il_ W. Patten _l_l____ ' H. Kim_mIT_____ I 8-22-63 D & A ____ _ 
P-212 I 1050 NL 1350 EL sw SM 13 -~_):lhore P. L. Co. 1 E. Vau"hn 11-1-63 D & A 
P-297 I 1100 NL 1220 WL NW Sec. 13S ~iangle Oil 1 E. Brallier 12-15-63 'lUU ov 
P-43.li--11100 NL 1600 EL NE Sec 13S So Trian<'le Oil 1 M. Dumbaugh 12-19-63 D & A 
P-270 190NL 1430 WL SW Sec. 14S H. Fisher 1 S. Gear l/ f2--Z3-63 1 D "'A 
P-259 1910 SL 546 WL SW Sec. 14 L. & H. Service Co. 1 C. Berry 12-22-63 D & A 
P-368 '50 SL 50 EL- NW I Sec. 14S ___ R_.__8~mmler ____ c_ 1 J. Carden 12-22-63 U & A 
P-306 1673 WL 818 SL NE Sec. 15S Algonquin Pet. Co. i 1 McGillivray\Hortif T2-1-0!r D & A 
P-262 1916 NL 117 EL ____ ~~c. -15S 
1
-~oar~ __ __:_____ 1 C. Walton 11-12-63 , --u~-----
P-338 100 SL 1370 WL SW Sec. 15S J. Moore - I 2 C. Walton 12-31-63 ~vu l:l~--
P-307 11220 WL 520 SL SE--~C.-i5S -- PugriiTI0.&G--.-C0;-T1-J.-LeWi_s ______ ll-26~03- D &A 
---------





Info. Ot Oeg Opl Ouc I Orne I Ole • :;ch Ser Sma Sc I :;r Remarks 
I i 
--------+--. ------------+----1--- . - -- ' -- ' - . _ j ---+-~--------' ---t----~ -~------c-- -- ------~-- -~- --+--·----+---- ---------
403' ',L-1311KO . LL - ' 3250 1,,M : 3'24 i'754 ' 3796 !'"4 '"""--~" i 'mo 3104 
3791 SL:-lWIDF _NUC _Ll_g90 \ 3_046j]o6r t3_483 
1 
·3533 _ 3587 ! aGQ_3-f3:35-_: _ ~. --=-L-- Olo 3150 ~.=.B~.~. 3~7~6~1---
, I I I ' ' ' ' ' ---+-·1 ------,-------;------- . --. __ . - t---+--~-----r--~----
3377SL-1150KB1 ____QB:_N I 270S~-(2?7Q_-_278(J_3200-- 3_238 t3284-~ibs. ~--::l)QC-- - ---==---=-Ola 286_2 ____ _ 
3308 SL 1155DF DT ~rr= __ , ___ ! ____________ ,abs_._j~2_7_4 __ --~'---- L _____ _ 
'! ~-~~~ I 2~5~· 1 3080~~;:=n~~~ _ ~~~: J m~~ ~~---~J =----=i~ 13°t3=~;~0 
~ 2-613?: 2672_269o _ _Do72_._3_128J-abs. __ , __ abs_. __ +3J_6_4 ________ ~---- +--- Olo 27~6_4 _______ _ ___;_z6~ __ _ j__ ,__ 3228 _ · abs._---+---31.51-----' ____ __j__ _ SO 2946 no lQg__ 
~_6_()_3__+.2765 _____ :_ __ __:wl]_ __ _3_2_6_2_, c1bs._fil9_6___; ________ _:_ ___ n_o log run ______ _ 
J._2.5.8.L.j _ _2__fi;&___ ___ ·__ __ _
1
, g_IL':i. ~ab;;. _ , 31~_1_· __ __ __________________ _ 
, 2608 I -~ -+- __ ___3_1~_L '!_bs_. __ ____'!i)S. ..3J50_ ----~· ___ -+---~----------
-- 2620 __ , ---" 2111_'?_; ________ JJ50~6 __ ____g_Q;;. __3_140_ ----~·- -+-~-----------
' 2694 ' 1 3222 ! 3268 abs. . 3290 I Olo 2834 
12652__: 1 275:0'' 2766fj154-:::3186_ \3240 ib_s_._::_]32_'/4 ---=---=-..:=---- Olo_2S04-------=== 
3350 i T-1101KB I LL 265_'[ __ I 27_1Q_J_12_L' 31-40 3171_.µill~. _ ...all_;;_._ ____ 3J9_4 _________ --l--_ Olo 21ill!L__ ____ _ 
3216 SL-1082 . DT ' 2630 -r--' __J_ abs. 3166 , ! • 
3268--+--ISL-1088KB: DT f2651' , , 2800? 1 - ---3153 13219 -aTis-.-; 3238 ____ ~- --,- · ---norog 
3067 SL-1050KBI Nuc__r_-r4133 __ _:j __ 2538 °2547 '2972 - 299T __ , ab_;;_~a!JS::_J3003 __ .'..-.:..::==---,-- --0102632 
;~~~ :~t=i~!6~~1 -~~c ;:;}-t25-4y.:._i567? 12970---- ~~-~ -r~~h---~~H;6-__ ::::::r:.~~1- - · g;~ ;~!; 
3ill. !sL-10370-F-tc--t-2472 -~520-2540 · 12958--29tm 3052 abs. ! 2993 I ·-----oro26~2~6-.~.B-.-, 3~1~7~0----
3105 '8L-1035KB LL I 2464 i 2520 2530 · 2956-2984--, 3034- -~3046~ --------- 1 Ola 2614 
---,=,_-----=.--c-=~~~~"'7-~--=-.-------"==-o-~""--~-- --~----+-- ---~----~--- =-==--------+ ------------+----~- --"~~--------
3053 ISL-1053KB GR-N ' 2484 -~-"-~5_~_32Ci_ __()__abs_~.·- -~· _ ;ibs. · -297_5_ : _____ _j_ ___ j__ _ Olo 2634 ______ _ 
3120 SL-1043KB GR-X ___;_1~72~_2_~ ~6D_ _ __2_!.!86 1--"l':s._ __ a)J~~03~- ____ , ___ ~----O~o 2624 ______ _ 
;i~~ !~t=i~~~~~ Gn1iN_ ! ~!~6-r18 25~81~1~-:-m~-~:-l;~: ~~j;~: Im~ ~t=__: ____ -=-:~---1~lh-~0&:l066=rr-
3076 I SL-1045 DT ' ' ' ' 
3140SL-1050KB GR-N ' 2492 i 2550 ~~-~-ti2973:-3og:cf l ll_bS. ·al.lS.~--I 3646==--=----==--~~~-4-8 ___ -----
3170 SL-I049KB GR-N 2493 I 2548 ' 2558 . 2972 30 --~ , abs. abs.~O~Q--L-- ____ H_ l---- Olo 2644 __ 
3150 SL-1049KB GR-N 2490 '2544 I 2554 2950 abs. r:~abs. __ j 2974 ! __ • Olo 2638 
3176 SL-1057KB GR-N 2500 2552 ,2564~?4- aGS:d- a_l>s_~--abs.-13006 '~_____;_=-+-=::::=--.c:>lo--z1350 _______ _ 
3155 SL-1048KB GR-N 2491 2546 I 2556~74____:JQl)_Q___ abs. abs. : 3025 , · __j_ Ol0264li~-~--~~---
3305 SL-1056DF GR-N 2492 2546 · 2556 : 2960 2990 abs. . abs. . 3010 I Olo 2642 "B" 3210 
3159 SL-1045KB GR-N 2480 ! 2542 
1 
2560 I 2940 abs .. , abs.---"-a~;fij-~=+=------;-- Olo 2635 
3150 SL-1060KB NUC 2506 2558 I 2568 '2972 3002 abs. abs. po1~ +----_-_-_~_. -:_0"0_10-:-_=2_=5_5:4-:::_-:-_-:-_-:-_-:-_-:-_-:-_-:-_-:-_-:-_-:-_-:-_.--: 
3201 SL-1047KB GR-N 2495 2550 2561 2978 3010 3061 1 abs. , 3066 ' , Ola 2648 
---~------
3201 ;SL-1121DF ~_____l)_I__ -32go-·--_-_--- DT 
3239 I T-1066DE_ LL 
3240 lsL-1072GL 
~~-
3306 ' T-l 109DF DI 
3350 SL-1127DF Sam J. 
3243 
1
sr -1normv DT 
3237 SL-1061GL DT 
3249 SL-1063DF 2L 
3293 !SL-l 138DF DT 
3300 ISL-1116KB GR-N 
3071 SL-1043KB GR-N 2478 2532 
1 
2556 2960 2986 abs. 1 abs. I 3002 ' +-- 1 , Ola 2626 
3295 SL-1084KB NUC 2588 ' ! · 3186 abs. 3209 - I 
3262 SL-1084KB NUC 2595 2683 I 2706 '3o92-:--3~1~3=2··- ~3~19~0~-,c'-a'-,b-s~. -+=32~4~0c--',---J+-----+l----=o~10-2~7~4~3-------
3174 SL-1086DF NUC 2593 2643 12665 3066 i 3117 ab--,;-:-abs:- 3138--~--I Olo 2743 
3280 SL-1068KB GR-N 2557 2614 1 2634 3060 ' 3092 3147 abs. 3177 i 1 Olo 2710 
3250 SL-1058GL DT ! 2503 I --al-Js-.---1-3-1-34----+----+---+l----------
3162 SL-1057DF DT 2541 I -- 3TOG abs-:-·· ·3115 
1 
I 
3165 SL-1052DF LL 2534 2590 '2601 13024 3050 3110 abs. 3114 1 Olo 2686 
3279 SL-1062KB GR-N 2558 2604 I 2624 '3053 :i-o-94--+--c-31~4--7-,~a-b-s.~+-3-2-0-6-+---+-I --+!--~,e---0-1_0_2~7~0~9 _____ _ 
3150 SL-1050KB GR-N 2494 2548 I 2558 2968 abs. abs. I abs. 2992 '
1 
Olo 2642 
3153 SL-1042DF LL 2514 2572 , 2586 I 3006 3042 3090 I abs. 3116 I Olo 2664 
3228 SL-1056KB GR-N 2536 2590 ! 2602 3013 3062 3120 : abs. 3127 ! SO 3130 Olo 2btll 
3187 SL-1045DF GR-N 2502 2568 I 257~-+1_2_9_76 __ 3_0_1_2-+_a_b_s._,_I a_b_s_. -+-3-05~0-+----+-l ----+----,o_J,0 __ 2:_05•4 ______ _ 
3572 -- DT 2866 3463 ', abs. 3492 1 ' , 
3536 SL-1207KB DT 2855 I 3385 3440 i abs. 3464 , i 
3334 SL-1078DF GR 2592 2647 I 2660 3088 3118 ·:ni3~2--+l-a~b-s.-+-3~2~3~0--+---+--l--+---,<-cs=o~2=35~0-0~1-0~2=7~44~---
3132 SL-1051DF SamJJ. 2542 2648 I ' abs. abs. 3125 
3290 SL-1093KB GR-N 2609 2665 ! 2674 3108 I 3138 3188 
1 
abs. 3214 I Ola 2759 
3375 SL-1180DF NUC 2634 1 3134 3173 3226 I abs. 3286 I Olo 2778 
3533 SL-1151 GR-N 2730 2780 I 2793 3225 , 3270 3323 I abs. 3370 1 i I Olo 2880 "B" 3480 
3268 T-1087DF DT 2620 I i i 3154 3208 abs. 3242 
3450 T-1167DF GR 2769 2830 1 2850 3269 3310 3361 i abs. 3394 I 010 2926 
3545 T-1192DF DT 2760 i 3358 i abs. 1 3402 
3570 SL-1173KB DT 2731 I I 3260 3304 abs. 3310 I 1 Olo 2886 
3410 I : --+1~=--+---11---·-+--+--I ________ _ 
3380 ~s. i 3350 













2590 2646 I 2657 
! 
' I 
, Olo 2742 
3400 abs~.-+~3~30°'3---+----r---r------t--Ac.-~,.,.-------
3232 3070 i 3122 3176 i abs. , 3208 
SL-1069KB LL 
SL-1060KB GR-N 
2560 2620 12636 
2539 2600 i 2614 
I i Olo 271U "B" 3~U8 
I , Olo 2690 
3360 3152 3090 3142 abs_.______j___3_l6 
3237 3014 ! 3062 3114 ; abS. J 311·=7-+----+---
SL-1080KB GR-N 2570 2628 I 2646 3245 3053 ! 3098 3146 I abs. 3160 . i I Olo 2720 
36 MORROW COUNTY 
WELL DATA 
Sample, I Well I Date I Initial Pern1it, Location Sec. Lot. Operator Farm Name Daily or Tract No. 1 Completed I 
Div. No. I ' Gauge 
MORROW COUNTY (con.) I I '·~~~G1EilieLad9 !T~o0wNSnLLship(con) 11 -----=t=-·---H f- t --=- --=- -+: --=r -.:~~----P-185 SW Sec. 15S W. Vaught l J. Auld-- - ---i-Tf:-f~--+-- 500 BO AA __ _ P-165 NE Sec. 22S Ashland 0. & R. Co. l-+ J. Ba.ker--- I 9-26-63 t- 20~BO_&\, ~-== 
P-30 660 NL 660 EL NW Sec. 23S Houchins Drle:. Co. __ ___;_ __ 1_+~- Ferguso_11__ ___ , __ . 12-20-61 D & A . _ 
P-187 i 872 WL 1822 NL NE Sec. 23S _ Pil,,.rim 0. & G. Co~_, _l_ __ t-~-:' Stahl. _;_9-26~6~ ·. _Qji_A ______ _ 
P-146 1617 SL 630 WL SW Sec. 25 -LD_._B_Cl_berson _____ LJ--t_ C.QQEr_~VaiL ' 9-17-63---r- D &A __ _ 
P-104 ) 1973 EL 600 SL SE Sec. 26 Comanche Qll_ ___ ' _l 
12
:i.llia!!)L _____ __;__7_-_21-63T D & A ____ _ 
P-69 11595 SL 550 WL SW Sec. 26 W. Shrider . 1 R. Miller 4-4-63 · D & A 
P-279 1250 WL 100 NL SW Sec 27. Affeld & F_g_lese . '1-- -Holc=-_ ____ -_i~3-63 _. __ D.k_A_~=~--
P-87 I ROO ET R20 SL NE Sec. 27 RoJ'lll_&Jrvin _____ __;__t_--i---6-_Miller_ . 5-18-63 i D & A ___ _ 
P-265 350 SL 330 WL NE Sec. 34 Baines DrJg,__<:;'Q,__~~_lA I W, McLain 1_1_-10-~_ i D & A ___ _ 
P-231 597 NL 1072 WL SW Sec. 34 iHob'>.Q!l. Oil c:_Q.__ __ Ll__t_R._Beall ___ . _1,2_-_19-63 _l __ ___l2li ______ _ 
P-245 I 1596 NL 306 WL SW Sec 34 I Pros~rs, Inc. · lf ~R. Harper . _12-8-fil__,---g_&,A__ ____ _ 
p_ryoo ?.n ST i••~ wr SW Sec 34 J.T._W~.cl.-------+---1-. __ . drau.lil:...1'=. ___ 12_-__4_-_fil._-+--. _ _D_k_A___ -.----
P-247 340 SL 760 WL SW Sec. 34 _'._I.._ \lij,~ ____ I _1 __ Mosher Unit ~_l?_:-lji-63 ~-- D & L _______ _ 
P-288 1754 SL p05 WL sw Sec 35E -. T.r. l.--.S.Ll.t~Ll_C'Q.___----r 1 H. Mosher ______ 11-20-.63 I D & A 
P-233 ! 1600 NL 2270 EL NE Sec 35W ,J_! _Ma ms ----~- : L_ W Moore .__12-1~~63 . D & A . = ~.5___.JOO WL 250 '" SW "0 ~ ~"W ~nquin Pet. Co. -1/--r-E. Brinkman __;_ 10-17-63 1 700 BO AA 
_I>_-n" ·in"" WT ?"n "1 sw "M ~~W · "~M- .. in P<>L.Cu.___ 2 · E~ Jkinl>man , 11-19-63 I 960 BO AA 
P-286 2634 WL 1807 SL SW Sec. 35W Ashland 0. & R. Co. 1 -hCampbell-Ault 111-19-63 ] - _Q_ & A - ·-=--__::_:__-_:: 
P-138 : 330 SL 330 EL SW Sec. 35W H. Atha ; 1 -i--P· Edwards , 10-23-63--i- 50 BO AA 
P-237 90 SL 90 EL SW Sec. 35W H. Atha -+ 2 I 0:- Edwards 11-8-63 I 500 BO AA 
P-159 ! 200 SL 200 WL SE Sec. 35W H. Atha ____ ----t+=fl H. Hickson ~ 10-2-63 i 500 BO AA _ 
P-211 I 957 WL 268 SL SE 1 Sec. 35W H. Atha ____ 1 B. Scott __;_ _ _10-20-~ 500 BO AA 
P-210 .
1
. 1685 SL 944 WL SE Sec, 35W J. C. Cummins 1 Stover Comm. 11-8-63 I D & A 
P-314 1360 NL 350 WL SW Sec. 36 I Boxwell Oil Prod. 1 D. Bowen 1 12-15-63 : D -&
7 
__ A ______ _ 
I i ----t--------- : 
Harmonv Township -f-
~=i~5 : i~~.0~W·-~E-LL_3{-g~0~Ns_t----·-+--t-=~~~((_33~~--~--+-R~. _K~._P_ec·_ t~·-C~o._ 1 Graves-Brokaw ----i_J_:!:fl~-+ D~-- ---~---~~~~~~----+--~~~'""~'-+C=a~'~'a=l=ie~r~Oil Co. 1 M. Llovd ~·-il_-.c63i.--Jl--D=->&~A~--·--~=!i2 I~~~ ~t ~~~iL t=i2(~~Q) ~~nk. 0i>e~. GCo~o. i ~: :i:~; id ---t---~:o-=-;.~~;.::..~~:,..,2,.---1·--g~~'--~~------
P-36 
1
745 NL 668 EL L-13 Favette Drlg. C~_!__~. Lewi_s _____ 1:_3:-21-·5Z~-+----n~&--A----~ 
P-313 800 NL 555 WL L-18 (40) R. Wadkins · 1 D. Benedict ' 12-17-63 D ~----
P-268 · 259 NL 241 WL I L-20 (2Q Fulk Oil Co. 1 F. Korody -~.""5,,..---3+--~vl&J\ ______ _ 
Lincoln Townshio I 
P-361 1775 WL 1005 SL 
P-124 ) 800 WL 400 SL 
L-3 (lQ) Develooment Asso. 1 H. Asperrv 12-13-63 ~x----
L-4 (lQ J. Moore Inc. 1 A. Burr 7-21-63 -----rA-
P-257 960 WL 330 NL L-5 (lQ) Cavalier & Lake Shore 1 Brady-Foltz 11-14-63 D&A 
P-229 603 NL 645 WL L-7 (lQ) Tristate Prod. Co. 1 V. Nusser ' 11-'25-63 D&A 
P-186 ! 250 EL 150 SL 
P-227 1330 NL 330 WL 
L-12 10) Cavalier Oil Co. 1 C. Coo~r 10-1-63 D&A 
L-12 (lQ) Cavalier Oil Co. 2 C. Coooer 11-1-63 D&A 
·-
I 
P-174 900WL lOONL L-13 (1Q) Cavalier Oil Co. 1 0. Holland I 9-18-63 D&A 
P-202 1560 WL 900 NL L-13 10) Cavalier Oil Co. 2 0. Holland 10-20-63 lJ & A 
P-128 '1085 SL 1006 WL L-14 20) Kin-Ark Oil Co. 1 D. Kirkoatrick 11-10-63 D&A 
L-14 (2Q) Kin-Ark Oil Co. 2 D. Kirkpatrick 11-21-63 D&A 
L-15 10) J. Loffland 1 C. Packer 12-1-63 D&A 
P-258 1375 SL 720 WL 
_P-27~8c---t-<4~5"8~N~L:--c3~6~5~E~L=------1~-,,.-+.~-+=-=--=~-c--~---!-.-+-~=-~~-----+-~--.--=--b--=-~----
P-164 250 EL 350 NL L-20 (lQ) Jenkins & Kin-Ark 2 R. Heacock 8-30-63 D&A 
P-129 950 WL 660 SL L-21 lQ) Jenkins & Kin-Ark 1 R. Heacock 7-12-63 """ tiO AA 
P-145 1150 WL 600 NL L-21 (lQ) J. Moore Inc. 1 L. Smith 8-13-63 D&A 
P-144 1050 EL 600 NL L-21 (lQl R. K. Pet. Corp. 1 D. Cusick 9-11-03 oou BO AA 
P-156 20 SL 0 EL L-21 lC)) R. K. Pet. Corn. 1 c. Mann B-22-63 D&A 
P-180 541 WL 452 SL L·22 1C J. Moore Inc. 2 L. Smith 10-10-63 240 BO AA 
P-130 400 EL 400 SL L-23 1, R. Semmler 1 W. Snider 8-28-63 lJ & A 
P-320 842 WL 417 NL L-24 4<;; J. Moore Inc. 1 T. Williamson 12-2-63 D&A 
P-132 1025 NL 218 WL ! L-25 1' R. Kine: 1 T. Gantz 8-9-"6'3 D&A 
P-190 888 WL 789 NL L-25 4, Lake Shore P. L. Co. 1 D. Dunham 10.:5-63 IJ &A 
P-217 1260 WL 351 SL L·25 lC J. Moore Inc. 1 B. Cole 10-23-63 <!l:I tlU AA 
P-90 1175 WL 700 NL L-26 1C Gravtex DrlQ', Co. 1 c. Walter 5-8-63 134 J:jV AA 
P-106 640 EL 760 SL L·26 1' Gravtex Drl". Co. 2 c. Walter 7-1-63 WU BO AA 
P-199 858 WL 259 SL L-26 1C A. Hemohill 1 N. Heimlich 10-29-63 'iU tiO AA 
P-148 741 WL 172 SL L-26 lC A. Hemohill 1 Little Hollvwood 8-19-63 HU tlO AA 
P-243 386 SL 57 WL L-26 1<;; R. Kin" lA E. Click 11-7-63 200 BO AA 
P-62 660 EL 660 SL L-30W Jenkins Ene:. 1 c. Davis 2-16-63 D&A 
P-308 420 EL 141 SL L-32 10) J. Moore Inc. 1 D. Lorimer 11-26-63 lJ &A 
P-107 625 EL 750 SL L-33 10) Jenkins Ene:. 1 V. Denton 7-13-63 D&A 
P-166 760 EL 460 NL L-33NW Jenkins Ene:. 2 V. Denton 10-14-63 D &A 
P-178 1541 EL 370 SL L-36 2C Dev. Assoc. Inc. 1 Norlin,,.-Heskett 9-18-63 D&A 
P-134 878 EL 347 NL L-36 le; R. K. Pet. Coro. 1 Nor ling-Heskett 7-31-63 D&A 
P-465 80 SL 60 EL L-37 le; Lake Shore-Moore 1 F. McDonald 12-22·63 LJ & A 
P-509 1403 NL 60 EL L-37 lC Lake Shore & Moore 2 F. McDonald 12-22-63 D&A 
P-250 946 NL 96 EL L-38 2CI Patrick Pet. Co. 1 J. Wilhelm 11-22-63 D&A 
······-·-----~-- ' 




Ot Oeg Op! Ouc Orne Ole Sch Ser Sma Sc Sr Remarks Info. 
3126 SL-1052DF DT 2514 abs. 3115 
3355 lsL-1065KB GR-N 2550 2590 2623 3035 3074 abs. abs. 3125 Olo 2700 "B" 3310 
3353 lsL-1055KB NUC 2620 2654 2688 3122 3156 3208 abs. 3244 Olo 2771 
3491 lsL-1120KB GR-N 2668 2724 2736 3156 3196 3244 abs. 3252 Olo 2820 
3470 T-1152GL DT 2760 3285 3346 abs. 3370 
3370 SL-1155DF DT 2718 3317 abs. 3346 
3392 lsL-1093DF NUC 2622 2674 2687 3120 3161 3216 abs. 3256 Olo 2776 "B" 3355 
~170 SI -106R DT 2505 I obs 3050 
3281 T-1092GL DT 2598 3123 . 3179 abs. 3208 sso 3229 
____3_250 IST -1061GL DT 2564 3088 ; 3177 abs. 3188 
3241 'ST -10680F OT 2542 . 3131 abs. 3169 
noo lsr -1067"~ GR-N 2536 2590 2600 3014 3054 3117 abs. 3150 Olo 2684 
~129 l<::T -1Q~t;n1" r!l'>-N 2t;1R 2594 2612 3124 3062 3118 0 bs ? n1n 2688 
3177 SL-10620F NUC 2545 2602 2610 3036 3064 3124 1 abs. Olo 2694 
3275 SL-1122KB OT 2640 3155 3229 abs. 3264 
3234 SL-1051DF OT 2495 3010 3079 abs. 3125 
3146 SL-10320F GR-N 2448 2504 2514 '? 2920 2950 abs. abs. 2966 Olo "~"~ 
____ll2_Q IST -lO~R<iL DT 2470 "bs 3019 
3153 SL-1055KB GR-N 2497 2552 2562 2990 3017 '3076 abs. 3080 Olo 2648 
3093 SL-1051KB GR-N 2492 2546 2574 '2972 3011 3062 abs. 3082 Olo 2642 
3087 SL-1053KB OT 2487 3004 1 abs. abs. 3032 
3073 SL-10420F GR-N 2472 2526 2536 2958 abs. al3s. abs. '2976 Olo 2620 
3085 SL-1054KB GR-N 2496 2551 2568 2982 I 3008 abs. abs. 3037 Olo 2646 
3144 SL-10470F NUC 2490 2536 2556 3010 3031 3090 abs. 3122 Olo 2656 
3372 SL-1143GL OT 2460 I abs. 3280 
I 
' I 
3579 SL-1191KB NUC 2893 2946 2965 3386 . 3426 3476 abs. 3510 I Ola 304~ 
3504 SL-11360F Sa mp. 2820 -+filf 3380 abs. 3460 no log run 3458 S-11430F DT 2790 33 5 3378 abs. 3413 sso 3371-83 
3605 SL-11760F GR-N 2850 2908 2930 3350 . 3383 3434 abs. 3474 Ola 3006 
3912 SL-12360F NUC 3042 3092 3112 3557 3585 I 3640 abs. 3700 Olo ·'""l 
3706 T-1210?GT OT 2955 3555 abs. 3610 
1t;10 <::T-1174r.T nT 2A?.O abs 3450 
3295 SL-1062DF DT 2645 abs. 3205 
3392 SL-1070KB GR-N 2617 2674 2691 3087 3137 abs. abs. 3155 Olo 2769 
3361 SL-1106KB GR-N 2660 2715 2726 3150 3188 3235 abs. 3239 Ola 2811 
3338 SL-1097DF OT 2644 3180 3230 abs. 3258 
1?7t; ST _ rnonvc ""-N ?.626 2689 2702 3119 3158 3208 abs 3224 Olo 2778 
3222 SL-1087KB OT 2623 3142 3193 abs. 3204 
3245 SL-1071KB GR-N 2619 2678 2694 3114 3146 3195 abs. 3206 Ola ~77U 
3292 SL-1087KB OT 2648 3224 abs. 3238 Olo 2770 
3207 SL-1020KB GR-N 2448 2493 2522 2925 2980 3034 abs. 3088 Olo 2594 
3150 SL-1018KB DT 2440 2955 3027 abs. 3069 Ola 2586 
3377 SL-1087KB NUC 2650 2704 2717 3147 3180 3232 abs. 3264 Olo ~7~4 
3301 SL-1065KB GR-N 2596 2659 2670 3086 3123 3174 abs. 3190 Ola 2746 
3265 SL-1063KB GR-N 2563 2625 2637 3052 3082 abs. abs. 3130 Olo 2712 
3425 SL-1067KB GR-N 2570 2630 2644 3044 3094 3144 abs. 3160 Ola ~·1<!0 "B" j;J36 Slcr 33 76 
3226 SL-1065KB GR-N 2565 2624 2639 3032 3079 abs. abs. 3101 Ola 4IU 
3263 SL-1078KB GR-N 2607 2668 2682 3100 3132 3182 abs. 3190 Olo 2756 
3349 SL-1067KB GR-N 2562 2620 2636 3046 3080 abs. abs. 3132 Olo 2711 "B" 3344 
3374 T-1068GL DT 2600 3138 3145 3200 abs. 3234 
3265 SL-1065KB GR-N 2572 2620 2646 3060 3092 abs. abs. 3140 Olo 2720 
3242 SL-1044GL DT 2505 3116 abs. 3152 No log 
3345 SL-1032 DT 2503 3028 3080 abs. 3096 
3358 SL-1054KB DT 2538 3061 3114 abs. 3117 
3383 SL-1058KB GR-N 2533 2588 2608 3004 3054 abs.? abs. 3100 340 Ola 2680 "B" 3300 .f'lcr 3c 
3320 SL-1061KB GR-N 2539 2594 2613 3030 3061 abs. abs. 3108 Olo ~b!!!S 
3211 SL-1055KB GR-N 2536 2596 2610 3024 3064 3115 abs. 3138 Olo ;:6~4 
3365 SL-1053KB GR-N 2530 2580 2603 3015 3056 3106 abs. 3121 ·010 ;!0·10 ··o 0.0'11 
3198 T-1045KB GR-N 2524 2581 2598 3016 3047 3100 abs. 3109 Olo 2672 
3350 SL-1044DF NUC 2537 2592 2613 3040 3076 3128 abs. 3185 Ola 2690 "B" 3292 
3200 SL-1042KB GR-N 2502 2558 2578 3002 3039 3090 abs. 3146 Olo 2652 
3230 SL-1033GT DT 2485 2999 3096 abs. 3118 No log 
3258 SL-103BD1' OT 2445 3078 3110 abs. 3146 so 3140 
3344 SL-1113KB 8amn. 2700 3235 3287 abs. 3297 Ola 2852 No log 
3400 SL-1125KB GR-N 2716 2776 2793 3207 3247 3294 abs. 3303 Ola 2869 
3204 ISL-1050KB GR-N 2522 2582 2598 3018 3051 3104 abs. 3138 Ola ,;01.0 
3204 ISL-•nt;mcR DT 2523 3104 abs. 3139 
3421 SL-1136DF NUC 2728 2792 2806 3216 3:170 3320 abs. 3349 Ola 2884 













Mr~:,::::.:,:,'.::.:;1-----~---- -- -~s-- -- -=t1-=::_--=-==+==1---_____ _ 
P-225 11641EL147SL L-39(10) 1FulkOilCo. ~TH.Pfeifer 111-7-63 D&A P-140 1330 SL 280 E_L ~~B. Floto #' 1 1 J. Slawson ___ __ 8-26-63 D &A 
P-336 J 13o_p_N1_ 620 EL sec. 13 (30l ;Kin-Ark & Jenki_1:__ _i_:::p_._12mnlny _____ ::-::-..=e9:::3~ ---120-BOM--
~~~---r-c-~-N. Bloomfield Township I 1
1 
+---------------J__----j-----------
P-9l__ll586 NL 2470 WL NW Sec. 8 1Ketterman & Maison 1 I C. Ketterman _____ -~..§___ ,_ D~&~A __ _ 
P-1 [ 251 WL 1035 SL ~_Sec. 15 'I Midwest O. & G. Co. 1 I W. Chamb~i:s _______ ( __ \l::!Ji~-- D & ~ __ _ 





P-127 650 NL 620 EL L-1 (lQY Clinton Oil Co. 1 1 F. Mosher ______ -1- 8-27-~ D & A 
P-441 1339 EL 591 NL L-14 (lQ) Kin-Ark Oil Co. 1 D. Ba_r~-----~-15-_§_3 ' _ _l)_§l_a._ __ _ 
P-327 1225 NL 1350 EL _ L-14.(lOl Kin-Ark Oil Co. I 1 __ +Rillianlli__ ____ lJ2-31-63=+--__ 480_ BO AA 





170~· ~~001'§_~~ 1~2:~wn~~~ Sec. 9 -c. Ringler ii--1--Meiserrn -- ----J::-r1-g_9:~--ff&A _____ __ 
660 NL 700 WL ·--------~-_Sec. 18 Ferguson Oil_CQ,_ ____ .::;_l _ +_Q, __ Hollis _______ _j. 8-24-63-r D & A 
'1980 EL 660 NL SE Sec. 23 Comanche Oil Co. _j__L W. Mead +-3l.-£5-63__J_ D &_A~--
735 EL 660 NL NE Sec. 25 Fereuson Oil Co. I 1 L H. Hankins J_1::6-63 I D & A 
· I I 
P-71 2466ra_Tf~~sti:----sF:-sec:- is-- Pan Am. Pet. coJi -lD. if~sto~- --- -- 1 -3:4~53-~---D-&A _____ _ 
P-47 2250 WL 660 SL NW Sec. 18 
1 
Pan Am. Pet. Corp. ft]_ __ A ____ }V.iP.cthlgle~ __ : _ _:_ :~-_J__i_l-2_-62 __: -D-& A-------
-------J F~=~=~-= ==--=--=-=--=-==~--
P-117 1214~a:~in5~0;LTownshioNE Sec. 15S 'Ashland 0. & R. Co.+-1 - J- D.--Flsher------'--7~5::.5T-+---D&A 








Westfield Townshio i fJ 
600 WL 330 SL L-14 c. Ringler '• 1 _J:_g.-Re[lJ;1'rt 1z--s·::.50;_;._=D_& A --= 
1397 NL 755 WL SE Sec. 21 Fereuson-Bosworth I 1 : C. Martin7-11-63 , D &A 
330 NL 390 EL SE Sec. 21 K. Wehmever Co. ~- 1 I J. Henry ;1::-f:'_tg_ I _l)_Ji0 ____ _ 
300 NL 1200 WL SE Sec. 25 .:._ Wehm~~r_Co. _i-1-- 1-M,_~_()'!J!:!in +-4-20-6~__.i ___ _l)_~---
-----J--~-~. --~--~~- . -=---~ -- -t= 
E. Crawford - ------- 1 2-18-48 I D & A Nat. G. &o.~_ 
MUSKINGUM COUNTY 
Blue Rock Townshio 
I 780 EL 480 NL NE Sec. 11 
---+----+--------
Solt Creek Tnwnshin 
[ 528 WL 660 SI l\T1" Qar> 11) 






Nat. G. & O. Cor • 1 N. Wickham 1 5-14-47 1 D & A 
Indiana Gas CoI"Q. 1 S. Whitmire 9-14-46 D & A 
PAULDING cnn~ ·-···---+---+-----------+------+----------- - - -- - - +---
Brown Townsm -+~- . 
P--4-- l 330 NL 330 EL SW I Sec. 29 E. Mvers E. Sherry 110-5-60 D&A 
PERRY COUNTY 
Bearfield Townshi 




Deer Creek Townshi 
P-3 1.13 100 E 83°10' & MS-4016 _fl\ILMahon-Bullin. ''°"t' I "'"'"' I 7-31-63 I D & A 
5250 s 39° 35' J__ --l-----------------4----------J-. -----
i --t I Harris~n Townajilll__ i ·----:_-=-~-a==:===:::~:::==-------




Ot Oeg Op! Ouc Orne Ole Sch Info. 
I 
I 
3225 T-1045GL DT 2530 abs, 
3250 SL-1051KB DT 2535 3075 3130 abs, 
3152 SL-1024KB GR-N 2474 2529 2546 2960 3000 3052 abs. 
I 
3616 T-1200GL OT 2878 I 3478 abs. 
3775 T-1268GL Samo, 3040 3640 abs, 
~7fi0 ~T -l '<"<lll<l> NTJr '<llU<', ~1~(1 i ~170 ~fi89 "Hi"<ll ~f18~ oho 
i 
3246 T-10720F OT 2630 I 3125 abs. 
3181 SL-1013KB OT 2500 3078 abs. 
3346 SL-1035KB OT 2520 I 3087 abs. 
3026 T-10020F OT 2385 ! 2890 abs. 1 abs. 
i 
4129 T-1320GL OT 3368 I 3964 abs. 
4010 SL-13620F GR-N 3310 3358 3374 3795 i 3840 3904 abs. 
4188 SL-1378KB OT 3364 ' I 3970 abs. 
3836 SL-12960F GR-N 3168 3230 '3245 3663 i 3694 3760 abs. 
I 
4550 SL-1422KB LL 3344 3393 3422 3851 3889 3947 abs. 






3400 SL-llOOKB GR-N 2605 2658 2675 3101 3137 3194 'abs. 
3553 SL-1178KB GR-N 2770 2834 2849 3262 3288 abs. ! abs. 
2700 T-965GL OT 2076 2656? abs. 
3350 SL-994KB GR-N 2275 2330 2366 2739 2781 abs. , abs. 
4048 SL-995KB EL 2320 2378 2410 2800 2830 abs. abs. 
I 
3150 SL-1001KB EL 2350 2415 2450 2836 I 2874 2930 abs. 
' I 
6797 SL-9840F Samo. 5977 6065 6100 6580 6625 6715 i 6779 
6910 T-9270F Samo. 5758 5885 6500 6542 
6740 T-808DF Samo. 5800 5895 5930 6525 6608 
2585 T-7170F GR-N 1429 1647 1674 1892 1914 1948 1968 
6100 T-885GL Samo. 5209 5875? 5920? 
~5~6 SL-7220F LL 1704 1736 1779 2158 2188 2252 2276 
2615 T-705GL DT 1896 
I 


















I ! ,3794 
3967 4310 4390 












2363 2963 3078 
2305? 
















' Olo 2620 
I 
! 





issG 3916 Olo 3460 
' SO & W 3810 Olo 3320 
' 
. Olo 3502 "B" 4060 _lllcr 41 
1 Olo 3438 "B" 3990 Sier 41 
Ssh 4590 Sms 4750 P€ 4 
Gas Well in Newburg 
! 
'Olo 2758 "B" 3305 








"B" 3012 Sier 3 063 
80 "B" 3000 Ssh 36 
.Sms 3853 P€ 4005 




Olo 1710 "B" 2170 Slcr 2 190 
Olo 1845 "B" 2594 Slcr 26 55 
Ssh 3350 
so 2305-25 





Location Sec. Lot. or Tract 









I Jackson Township =r---1-==------
1
2700 S 39°40' & __ i MS-7947 IMcMahon-"'B_..u~ll=in="-on,,_+-~--t~M=._,,_C~ro,._m=a=n-----+~9_-=8--6~3~-+--~D_&~A~----
------+ 2400 W 83°5'. I 
i 
P-4 
Monroe TownshlQ___ 1 ---+·--+-----------+---c--,-,,---=-c-l---~~-----
P-_2 __ +_10 560 NL 20 290 WL two. MS-4290 -~~_QjJ Co ---+--1--+-_H_L__ 1-16-59 D &A 
i -i--- -t---+----------1-------+--------
---+----
PIKE C 0 UN~T~Y------+-- =±== I 
I 
Beaver Township ---=h.-~ --
_P_-1 ___ 1r-1_1_50_W_L_2_2_0_0_N_L ___ NW __ l>-Sec. 35 IE~Wh1t=e-'e'-'t-'a=l ___ +:~1-t--R~~-B=-a~s=t _____ -+-_6_-_1_4_-5_0_+--_D_&_A~----
I Benton Township 
D-1 ; 22, 150 WL 13, 000 EL twp MS-15593 Simpson"--"B-=r-=o=-s·~---+-1 _l~-+--'-A~u=r-'-v=il=-le~-------1- 1911 D & A 
I r--- i -----+-------~--------+---------t-----------+---1------------+-----+--------
I Mifflin Township 1 I ~S-'-1"-'3~4~-+] ~70~0~W-'L=--'2"-'1'-'0"'0-'S"-'L=---~tw~p=·+l-'M=S--7-'3~7~2---+=-Si=n=k=in=-S=-p=r~i=ng=s~O=il~C~-=o'+. ~l_::J--t-R=. B. Kessler 
1 
Newton Townshij:J___ +:; I 
1922 
D-2 22 200 WL 25 400 NL twl:l -- Ohio Fuel Gas Co.---+-2 I w. A. Wvnn NR D&A j ---+-- ~------ - - - ---- -I Pee Pee TownshiJ:l 
twp. I 
: I S-310 MS-490 !Waverly O. &G. Co. 1 I. Donaldson 7-14-09 D&A 
1 
18_,_TI;O NL 9000 EL I I i 
I Perry Township I ~2200 NL 24, 500 WL twp.
1 
-- IF. Rowe 1 R. Kessler I NR D&A 
I 765~c~to ~gJiin~br'.p -i t~-----S-287 Pico Oil Co. 1 Armintrout 1 1949 D&A ---i-- Sunfish Townshio I 
P-28 -1300 EL 13, 170 SL two. MS-13711 Shure Oil Co. 1 B. Williams I 10-7-63 D&A 
I I 
Tlninn Town<hin 
P-27 609 SL 609 WL SW Sec. 26 So. Triano:rle Oil Co. 1 W. Wooddell 7-15-63 D &A 
PORTAGE COUNTY 
Rootstown Townshio 
P-167 1134 SL 693 WL ____µcl5 East Ohio Gas Co. 1 C. Harville 4-16-63 D&A 
PREBLE COUNTY 
Jackson Townshio 
D-1 12 400 WL 4600 NL two. Sec. 9 Benedum-Trees 1 R. Morrow 1939 D&A 
Washino:rton Townshio 
D-3 8500 WL 20 700 NL two. Sec. 29 Dr. Tolliver 3 A. Christman 1929 D&A 
D-2 12 000 SL 11 000 EL two. Sec. 34 Eaton G. & O. Co. 2 J. Mvler 1886 D&A 
PUTNAM COUNTY 
Blanchard Townshio 
S-376A 250 SL 250 WL NE Sec. 22 Brown et al 1 L. McCullough 9-1-37 D&A 
S-97 1550 WL 1700 SL SW Sec. 22 Brown et al 5 W. Williams 12-5-37 D&A 
I 
Libertv Townshio 
S-156 500 WL 330 SL SW Sec. 29 Ohio Oil Co. 1 L. Barla"e 3-21-44 D&A 
RICHLAND COUNTY 
Butler Townshio 
P-259 1510 SL 
2000 WL SW Sec. 5 c. Rino:rler 1 R. Troxel 10-25-62 D&A 
I 
Jefferson Townshin 
P-278 660 SL 660 WL SW Sec. 19 E. McManawav 1 E. Solidav 9-16-63 D &A 









RICHLAND COUNTY 41 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Ot Oeg Opt Ouc Orne Ole Sch Ser Sma Sc Sr Remarks 
1760 2200 2280 
1600 1672 1710 2040 2080 2124 2152 2200 2710 GM~ G)J'±G : "B" G'±J2 l>lcr G'±)JU Ssh 3060 
r ~ 3180 no Sms 
i 
2855 2900 3254 3303 3406 3429 3763 
----o2~2~75=--~,-T~-~6~9~0~G-L--+~-D-T~~t--1-79-5---1~~--+-l8_4_5---i~~-+--~~+-1-9-75~+------ ----~+--~-+~~-+-~~+-S_O_&_W~a-t_2_2_7_5~~-~~ 
i 
1792 T-730GL Samn 1120 1232 1737? 1750? i 
2245 SL-594GL DT 1896 ! 2130 2150? 
3360 T-580GL Samo. 2190 2250 2600 2650 2795 : 2850 3110 
2300 T-1 loovL DT ltHl:J 
3429 T-703GL Samo. 2290 2920 3008 3350? 
l 
2920 SL-634DF GR-N 1818 1890 1944 2224 2274 2352 2436 2684 ' Olo 2062 "B" 2828 l;ilcr 2900 
3845 T-787DF DT 1612 2670 3242 3414 
7083 SL-ll 72KB GR-N 6214 6334 6864 6890 6960 abs 7024 Prod. in "Cl. " 
1630 T-1138GL DT 1136 1556? 1583? 
1750 T-1075GL DT 1122 
1642 I T-102~r!T 1 o~o 1545? 
1992 T-763GL DT 1336 Prod. in Ot 
~n?I"\ T-766GT So~n 1340 1988 abs.? 2000? Prod. in Ot 
3377 T-742DF Samo. 1436 1625 1661 2000 2015 2027 abs. 2070 24:J8 2616 26TI tssn "Mou . :sms "" 1" ....,_ ;1 338? 
' 
4339 SL-llllDF NUC 3599 3676 3685 4150 4186 4232 abs. 4272 "St. Peter Ss" 4254 r SO 
4400 T-1410DF DT 3635 4239 abs. 4280 
4284 T-1223DF NUC 3616 3689 3706 4155 4182 4236 abs. 4269 pay 4265-76 Olo 3785 

















P-276 330 SL 330 EL NW Sec. 21 Mammoth Prod. Co. 1 R. McConkle 7-25-63 D & A 
P-275 660 NL 405 EL NE S~e=c~. ~3~4 ___ 4'E"'''--'-Mccc~Ma=n=a~w~a~1v ___ +---=l-+--C~·~G=r~im~w~o=od, ______ +--_8_-_18_-_6_3---l---D-&--"'Af--__ _ 
-----"--- Madison Township 
D-1 I 1200 NL 1300 WL NW Sec. 22 __ NR -----------'--'-1--'-'P,_. • .___.,_Scholl 
I 
------~- Perry Township 
P-279 __ p 788 NL 1305 WL NW Sec. 25 
I 
Plvmouth Township 
P-277 1000 SL 900 WL SW Sec. 19 
P-271 1760 NL 365 WL NW Sec. 25 
Worthine:ton TowashiP 
P-268 393 EL 1750 NL NE Sec. 32 
Ho<>"on & Leonard J. Black 
i Johnson & Butler D. Dawson 
Hallion Pet. Co. F. Chamnion 
C. Rino-ler C. Remv 







~P_-_.,.2~70~-i-! _._1"-14~0'---"E'-'L,__.,6"6"'0_.S,,__.L,,__ _ -"S'-'-W'--+_S,,,e,__,c~3,,_,5,___-1-=-P-"a-'-'ri-'A"-'m"-"'-e"--r 1,,,· c"'a_,_,n_,P,_.e,__,t~-1---'l' _____ W. Mer tier 




25 BO 40 BW 
--- j___ ___________ ___, ______ --+-----------1---- ---------------l---------+-----------
--~R~QIS__8____{'fill_NT~Y~ ____ --!_------------f------------1----+---------------~-----+-----------
' Buckskin Township 
P-5 12, 900 N 39° 20' & Reliance Oil Corp. J. Fuller 6-25-63 D&A 
4800 w 83°15' ----r,,--------------+-------~--------------+---f--------------+-------+---------
1 Concord Township 
S-153 12, 500 W 83°10' & MS-407 Kissline: Bros. 1 W. Perie 1945 D&A 
10, 750 N 39°20' 
D-2 450 W 83°15' & MS-3975 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. E. Stookey NR D&A 
4150 N 39°25' 
Paint Township 
S-390 11,000 W 83°15' & MS-5011 Jones & Davis W. Richardson D&A 
2200 s 39°15' 
Twin ToWnship 
D-1 2000 E 83°10' & MS-2428 J. Davis M. Jones lnB D&A 
2900 N 39°15' 
----+-------------------+-----+----------+---+------------+-----+--------
------+--;;--,--~--~~-----1--------+----------~--t-----------+-----+---------
Un ion Township 
S-291 7350 w 83° 5' & MS-247 Glenwood 0. & G. Glenwood Park 6-3-38 D&A 
14 100 N 39° 20' 
SANDUSKY COUNTY 
Ballville Township 
P-10 300 NL 135 EL NE Sec. 17 C. Williams G. Gilmore lll!JU D&A 
P-103 990 EL 200 SL NE Sec. 31 Emme Oil Co. E. Tolento 6-T3.;o3 D&A 
Rice Township 
P-1 1900 EL 660 NL NE Sec. 31 W. Monte:omerv N. Hetrick 8-1-36 D&A 
Scott Townshin 
P-104 350 SL 1600 EL SE Se"- 21 R Mao-nire R. Lehman 6-30-63 D&A 
Townsend Tnwnshin 
1 ~2n 'lT 1000 WL NW Q,,~ 33 Eost Ohin Gas Cn_ V. Haff 11-17-60 D&A 
Woodville Township 








Ot Oeg Op! Ouc Orne Ole Sch Info. 
4496 SL-1182DF NUC 3595 3664 3680 4136 4162 4217 abs. 
4577 T-1200DF NUC 3735 3808 3828 4278 4302 4360 abs. 
I 
4233 T-1160GL DT 3534 4162? abs. 
4~fll ISL-1~9~nl< NJT" ~612 ~660 16QO 41~0 4170 4?.?f\ oh~ 
i 
3685 T-1082DF DT 2955 3570 abs. 
3601 SL-1078KB GR-N 2896 2978 3012 3404 3442 I 3494 abs. 
4642 SL-1213 DT 3925 4537 abs. 
4620 SL-1279KB LL 3420 3472 3495 3918 3964 4018 abs. 
4300 SL-1300KB LL 3394 3456 3470 3870 3922 abs. abs. 
2540 T-922DF NUC 1690 1754 1820 2084 2126 2188 2226 
2325 T-832DF Samo. 1730 1785 1830 2230 2284 
2087 T-818GL DT 1590 2064? 
1830 T-800GL DT 1475 
2275 T-685GL DT 1720 2275? 
2674 T-899DF Samo. 2054 2090 2135 2598 2621 
2126 T-645GL DT 1419 2000 abs. 
2115 T-676DF GR 1382 1970 2020 2060 abs. 
2796 T-590GL DT 1330 2122 abs. 
2084 T-669DF GR-N 1240 1942 1968 2020 abs. 
3123 SL-643DF GR-N 1861 1960 1977 2407 2457 2498 abs. 
2822 T-6~2DF So~n 1182 1457 1472? 1977 abs. 
I 
NR T-535GL DT 





















abs. 2512 2625 
1982 2052 2185 






I SO 4277-83 Olo 3760 
I Olo 3904 "B" 4480 
I 
i "St. Peter Ss" 4162? 
n1n 3773 "B" 4368 Sier 4 
Olo 3052 
I 
Olo 3577 "B" 4148 Sier 4 
Olo 3556 "B" 4150 Sier 4 
i 
' 
! Olo 1940 
I 
I 
1 TD in On! 
I 
Olo 2245 '? 
Prod. in "Cl." 
pt' 2701? 
ot (ls) 1250 "B" 2024 
..Sier 2069 
Olo 2050 Ssh 2895 Sms3 
pt' 3105 
..Ssh 2432? Sms 2600? flt' 


























SCIOTO COUNTY (con.) 
----r-------------+------------+--- --- - --------------- -- ------- 1------
------f--------------+------------~' --- ---- --- _ _J____ _ ___;_ _______________ --------- --+----
Green Township _:_ ___ _____ _ _ _J_ ___ --J __ 
S-437 SE; ::0 :::O::~~~-(~~:~ ~ ~= ' ~r~°''= ~-[-;;_-~==-&-A:~ _ 
I 330A~tm~6~0;~ship NW:p_e_c. -!_L __ ~A:-fiili!ies-------=-==:J-=-~tr_.__D~SV_ey~_ - m -- ---::_t_7~_:12 - _Q_&_!-_ 
I ---=j=-~~~ --=---~---==---==t==--~t-~~~------------------------ -- ---- ----_ __;E. McMana',~a_y___ : 1 --f-lh-Bemen_der_fer 11-18-52 _ __p_&_A -------- --==1------ . ---: ------ ----
--sunou-~o.- ; --1---·-tc:-Reifibo_tt __ ------ -· 3..:.2-T2 _ _,_ ___ n & A----------
-~;-~~i:E~~~-== : ~J--l.f.:_J~f;; _--~-~~~~-~~~ _11=r~~h-L ~-~~- ~~ ~~~-
p 56 
_ ____/\. Wes_t__ _ _ . 1 ; A. Clouse_ _ _ _ -+lQ-_2_6_-3_8 _ _, D & ~ ______ _ 
I 330 L 1650 NL NE_, Sec. 7 A. West I 2 } A. Clouse -j 1939 60 BO ~~31~6B ,~t~ E~w 2~0E~L ----N\V~~-~~Witc-0.---==--=~~-~It~J ~.-cz::~e_ -_ --~~i~~18~~=~f~f~o- ___ _ 
~=H 1m :t }gg0l~L ~! Jit_h-i~~IE~--~L--Lr~l~~~~=~~-~~------~J=~~ii:-=+=:1ii~~B\V ___  
D-6 11200 WL 1600 SL S\\-_E§<ec. 8 Sun Oil Co, ____ ----+-_§_ __ +--A1-l\llicheal_s _ _ _ . _ 2-_7-06 ' D & ,\_ ______ _ 
D-5 760 NL 330 EL NE Se~~--- Sun Oil Co_. ______ ~--1·----l- Y.__§<ji_rickel __ m ___ H_[2~1:1_!::r=_D~A _ H _ 
_l)_-_7___=:TuQ3_ NL 800 E_L ____ _§_J;:_ 1 _ _!3_ec. 28 1Edson _§0_0!1___ 1 I T. Baes ______ 1923 : --~-&~-----











o -SNLL ---- Sec. 9 1sun Oil Co. ____ ;_~ _ _j__l.__B_()rk _______ ·---'-J_:_l_8_:~1--+-~Gas:!_ ______ _ 
D-15 Sec. 9 ~n_ Oil Co_.__ · _3_+-I_.__Bork_____ 1prior_!_[l3_3+----[)_& A ________ _ 
o:r4u 400EL336NL--
1 
Sec. 9 -@In Oil Co. ~---t__!' Conrad 1-23-20 __ --l-__ f>_§lj\ ______ _ 
D-13 2150 EL 660 SL SE 1 8_ec. 9 SUn Oil Co. -~• _3 ___ -f_l_.__¥~a__gie_r _____ _J__2-14-~_:___ __ D_& A ________ _ 
D-16 2130 WL 1700 SL ~~~_._!§__ ___ Sun Oil_~'--------'--~---+-ff· Seiple 
1
. 12-12-21-J D &A 
~=i~ 11i~~ON;L9~~8~LSL ~~-~~-#--- ,~~~ g:: ~~: t+-. ~: ~~~i---------=r=H*-t----E i-~ --- -- --P-102 660 EL fillQ__§__~ ___ _§_\\'~. 35 !Plunkett & Shie1dSiT-E.lfush0ur ______ _2_:_1_5~&A-----
----1--~Hopewill Townsh_ip_ __ -----t- -+ __ :_----------~---+--__ --______ _ ~P~-~5=9---1~1~42=5c~W~L 468 NL NW jieh_j) Montei:IT_QiJ Co. ==t1 P. Dundore 7-4-~ D & A 
~=~~4 mo~~L~~~~--- -- ir 1E: ~~- ----lffitci;~~~~s_eL ____ q ;~~~~~f~r-steinme~~-~ITi~~-±-_--g-t.--~=====----_ 
D-39 
Bloom Townshi~--
P-35 300 EL 75 NL NE Sec. _9_::::--
·--·--
i Clinton Townshi[J 
-
D-1 330 NL 330 WL NE ___§_e_c:_.__4_ 
D-2 1650 EL 1050 SL SE Sec. 5 
D-3 2000 EL 850 NL SE Sec. 5 
D-4 650 WL 250 SL SW Sec. 7 
- --- w 
I I ------ ______________________ _,__ 
Jackson Township ___ -------~------
D-21 330 WL 330 NL SW Sec. 11 Sun Oil Co. ----- ----i--A:-ove=r=h=o-,~lt~-------+--4~-~2=-~20_--+_~D~&-A~----
S-746 800 EL 850 SL ____ fil\'_ Sec. ~L_-~kland Dev. Co. 1 M __ •___ Ha_m_m_e_r _____ --t-__ 1_93_8 _ ,___ __ D_&_A _____ _ 
T.D. Elev. 
Type 
Info. Ot I Oeg Opl 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
Ouc Omc Ole Sch Ser . Sma 
1-
I . ' I I 
SENECA COUNTY 45 
Sc Sr Remarks 
--~--!--------- -~ --- ------------,------
1 -----+--- 1 I _,__I --~ 
n ~r~~-~ -~1!!¥~l-- -€~--~~ :. m~ ·, --=-~ ~-== f==-:--=~"=~----:n -~~~-~~--_ ==--t= --~ ~g :~~Prod.Tr10t-2ci'f0~765 G C ___ DT- --ffiF+--- --- -- -- --· ----abs. ---Z063?-;----t-----. --------------
2059 T-744cci---samp. -1454TI:J43 · - --z046-abs.--z05:J-- ------ -++ . pay 2057-2059 
--~o93.::::_~T=-1_4_-6_cr::~=:--sa111£:_--:::::_1357 i _:_= 2058-=~~'· :2_o76_?_i-=-_-_-__ -__ --~ ----· 
209Q _.J.-_T-749.P_E'.+-_:;1iLnllk __ mH'1459 L5-1P_. ___ -~---· _:_?,06-2__ abs. 2077 ~ · _ 
2221 . T-746GL I Sa mp. 1465 2068 abs. 2082 · 219~ =1~gr~~f=mg-f-E1~~ }t~t:l5:~- ~- H--~-~~~~ ~~-} :~::-_:::~iZii~+=~=-=+-~;-:-.o-~-:--:-o-8_5 ____ _ 
------+------------+---·- ----+---- ---+ ----+ ----~------ -------;-------------·---+-
~ L;~~r ~~~-'.J= ~~f -~'~5,~~ :";i~-~~I -
__ 22135 -rr-779GLt-~JJT I 1f362 .J_ - ~-:-:--=J ---- ---+- ---_-:--::_=:;_:- _ __::_:__:::-:-- . ---_-_______ _ 
2257 . T-801GL DT . 1670? I I I 
2228 I T-795GL ~-bT--1578- --~- -1--· -------t- ---+-- -~ I 
2451 I T-815GL --DT-=~-----r---=----~ - 2'.l_O(!_? I abs-:--=-=-;_____ -r==--______________ _ 
~lf~i6gt g~ I 1670-----r--~-r--==~--t·-=:=.__:::;::::___ -di--
2264 T-80~GL DT 11606 I -+-------
1
2203? I abs. I -t----i-
2305 1 T-832GL DT I 1705 __ I___ --'------'---~-----1---------------
2427 SL-838KB NUC i 1724 11802 1820 2238 2276 2336 abs 2360 Ola 1898 
2M1n 'T-R40GL DT 1736 2361? obs -+---+l-~--+---------------
2568 SL-885KB NUC 1786 1866 1 1886 2318 2345 2406 abs. , 2424 , ' --'--- Ola 1961 ~lcr 2466 
i I I I I 
I I T 
2114 T-758GL DT 1448 I I i i 2088 r abs. 12106 ' ·Prod. in Ot 
21n T-751GL DT 1506 2120? i obs I 2128? I i 
??'? T-7?5n1" NTTr 1576 1651 I 167R 2095 I 2123 2182 abs 2197 ·Ola 1758 "B" 2197 
-22..3..8_ T-760G T nT I 15Q7 I +--:--
i I i 
2041 T-715GL DT 1291 
2043 T-760GL Sa mp. 1298 1331? I 2031 abs. 2038 
I I 
I I i 
2038 T-749GL DT 1348 I i 
1980 T-765GL DT 1306 1957 abs. 1962 
2234 SL-738KB GR-N 1450 1532 1552 1980 2020 2066 abs. 2095 i Ola 1636 
I 
I 1 i 
2187 T-685GL DT 1523 I 
2210 T-662GL DT 1570 2180? abs. 2200? 
2235 T-653GL DT 1530 : 
2217 T-702GL DT 1532 I Prod. in Ot 
2173 T-705GL DT 1547 
2257 T-704DF DT 1535 . 2152 'abs. 2158 I ' 2250 T-713GL DT 1535 abs. 2160? I 
2316 T-685GL DT 1517 I abs. i 2197? l 
2350 T-700GL DT 1537 I 
2187 T-670GL DT 1555 I I 
2440 T-695GL DT 1529 i 
2935 T-710GL DT 1535 ' IP€ 2780 • 
2084 T-715GL DT 1 
2130? T-723GL DT 1506 I 2111? i 
2097 T-685GL DT 1452 I Prod. in Ot 
2073 T-711DF Samo. 1459 1546 2050 abs. 2053 





Permit, Location Sec. Lot. Operator Farm Name Daily 
Div. No. 
or Tract No. Completed Gauge 
SENECA COUNTY (con.) 
--
Scipio Township 
P-25 550 WL 460 SL SW Sec. 13 Ohio Oil Co. 1 H. Bishop 9-5-42 D&A 
P-4fi 1025 SL 725 EL SE Sec. 33 F. Lvons 1 c. Goodin,,. 8-25-53 D&A 
SHELBY COUNTY -
Clinton Township 
S-408 NR NR NR NR NR 1885 D&A 
Perrv Townshio 
P-12 350 WL 330 NL Sw Sec. 24 ,Sun Oil Co. 1 D. Nelson 12-17-55 D&A 
Salem Township 




P-1052 1260 EL 1000 SL NW Sec. 11 Belden & Blake 1 J. Graber 10-19-60 D&A 
SUMMIT COUNTY 
Bath Townshin 
P-292 640 NL 550 EL L-21 Belden & Blake 1 J. Laughlin 9-22-55 D&A 
I 
I Franklin Townshin 
P-100 1700SL llOOEL SE Sec. 29 East Ohio Gas Co. 1 J. Kni!!ht 8-28-61 D&A 
UNION COUNTY 
Allen Townshio 
P-8 14 500 s 40°15' & MS-2979 Lauck Drlg. Co. 1 B. Merkle ti-<:8-tJ~ LJ &A 
5220 E 83° 30' 
P-3 400 E 83°30' & MS-3151 J. Adams 1 v. Brown 4-27-62 D &A 
24 900 s 40°20' 
P-6 4000 w 83° 25' & MS-3742 J. Adams 1 E. Holvcross 7-30-62 D&A 
4200 s 40° 15' 
P-7 11 250 SL 11 040 WL two. MS-3749 Lauck Dr!!!. Co. 1 L. Giles 5-18-63 D&A 
rJoibnn--~ Townqhin 
D-1 11 ROO W 83°15' M"1-6293 w Bell 1 L Grindell 7-31-56 D&A 
7300 N 40°25' 
Dorbv Townshin 
P-4 3100 w 83°20' & MS-15310 J. Adams 1 B. Snider :>-<:l-tJ<: LJ &A 
6000 N 40°10' 
Ii"'""" Town,.hin 
P-5 R?OO E 83° 30' & MS-12400-41 3 .T. An~ms 1 M. Carreker 6-23-62 D&A 
QQOO S 40° 20' 
Mill Creek Townshin 
D-1 3180 SL 3600 EL twn. MS-2997 Westbrook Bros. 1 w. Kil1rore 11-1-28 D&A 
Paris Tnwnshin 
D-10 ~~4 NL 11 340 EL two. MS-5503 Lauck Dr!!!. Co. 1 J._ Brooker 7-28-63 D&A 
Union Townshio 
P-2 3700 SL 17 400 WL two. MS-7474 H. H. & R. Corp. 1 Zenith Trading Co. 6-<:~-tJl LJ&A 
P-11 101 000 WL 81 000 NLtwp. MS-7770 Lauck Dr lg. Co. 1 M. Howard H-<:4-ti3 lJ "'}\ 
VAN WERT COUNTY 
Jennin!!s Townshio 
P-23 600 WL 375 SL Sw Sec. 7S J. Teeters 1 R. Miller 11-14-59 D&A 




Ot Oeg Op! Ouc Orne Ole Sch Ser Sma Sc Sr Remarks Info. 
3123 T-911DF Sa mp. 2056 2129 2638 abs. 2682 2804? 2898? 2962? 
2650 T-950GL OT 1995 2622? abs. 2646? 
1915 -- OT 1234 1710? 1830? at Sidnev 
3276 SL-1050DF GR-N 1318 1365 1390 1684 1727 1786 1822 1853 2282 2538 2596 .Sier 1916 Ssh 2808 
..Sms 2970 Pt' 3160 




7279 T-1152DF LL 6290 6390 6413 6968 ' 7010 7076 7150 7232? 
1 Olo 6520 
i 
' ! 
6101 SL-1175KB GR-N 5252 5330 5347 5845 5884 5960 abs. abs. 6000 Olo 5440 
I 





2793 SL-1015DF NUC 1446 1500 1526 1876 1918 1979 abs. 2030 2464 2610 2674 Olo 1572 "B" 2302 Sier 2 328 
2144 SL-1093DF NUC 1505 1555 1585 1930 1975 2030 abs. 2059 Olo 1630 
2333 SL-1043DF NUC 1525 1575 1605 1975 2UU3 2UoU abs. 2102 Olo 1653 'ts ""~u 
2190 ISi -1077DF NlJ(' 1486 1546 1575 1924 1970 2031 abs 2067 so 1490 Olo 1620 
?f\4'i 'T'-GA<!(;T n'T' 1A<;1 ?MR ohc 2040 
2271 SL-10420! NUC 1620 1685 1710 2070 2112 2165 abs. 2215 oio mm 
2156 SL-10780! NUC 1475 1530 1562 1920 1942 abs. abs. 1990 Olo 1606 
3060 T-970GL OT 1780 2987? abs. 3002? 
??4'i ISL-1031DF NUC 1556 1612 1642 2018 2044 2112 abs 2138? Olo 1696 
3352 SL-1001KF OT 1468 1538 1574 1926 1970 2026 abs. 2084 2564 2714 2778 ''B" nro Sier <:J:.::is Ssh 2 966 
Sms 3140 Pt' Jon:.:: est. 
?1f\A IST _aallnF NTH' 1AAA 1s12 1S4~ 100'i 1935 1990 "bs 2018 Olo 1586 
1776 T-R40GL OT 1191 1759 1776 so 1769 
48 WAYNE COUNTY 
Sample, I 
Permit, I 
Div. No. i 









VINTON COUNTY t 
-~--1=·~~--~~--~----·+-------~'---------+--•----------f---------+--------
1
1 Jackson Township __ ------~----------+'~-+--~-------+--~-~-1--~------~D--1~--+-'1=3-=-20=--W_L=---1'-'l~O~O.~N~L=---·---"-NW-+--S'-e~c~.~3_2 __ ~, o-=-h-i~o_F_u~e~l~G~a~s~C__,o~. _-+-1-+--A=.~G~a~r_r_et~t ______ l----_6_-2_4_-_2_0---+ __ D_&~A=------
_____ W-4fill Eli__i'_Q lJ N"-_.T_Y . .__ __ ---+------~---------+-----+--------------+------+----------
H. Selle~rs"-------+---=4...:-2,,.,8,,_-_,6,,,0-+ __ D.,_.&"":_<'A=-----
--------f- . ----- --------------------+------+-------------+-----+----------
-----+- Clear Creek Township 
_ P-=1_______. _u_2_~_8:-L_ ___ ~.saw sec~-~-----+ continental on co. 
: Deer fie Id Towns hi !----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~---_-_-:__;__-_-_-:__-_-_-_-_------+---.----1---------
Po> -t'"' T:~U:':,:::~~~:.;t Seo. 26N G. M>d,,,d,,o,,,x=------+_.1_+-G=-· _,_Ma=s,,,o"'n,___ ____ 
1
+---_.,9_-l"'lo...-_.,5,...6---+ __ D.,._.&-:...'.'A.___ _ _ 
D-1 -=+lQ.50 Ei~(Lil:L__ __ NE -S"'ec~-:--,-"'-5 _____ -_+1~NR~---------+~NR~-+~NR~---------lf--I _l.._,8~8~7--+j-~D~&~A.___ __ _ 
----~W~shington Townshin -- j 
=Q-2 ~----,15,450 EL SQQQ.ll_k___~~~M~S~-~23~1~3 __ --+NR~---------+--~l __ f---'H~.--"'M~c~K~a,_v ____ -+--~NR=---c--=D_,&=-'-'A ___ _ 
--12-_L_ ___ I 3400 1:;'.k__l30Q_J-l_L __ __tvm. MS-2.,,.2"'29,,__----1~NR,.,.__ ______ ----1___,l~-1---M,,.,_. _,G~i~lb"'e""r_,,_t ____ -+_~NR=--1------"D'--'O'.&-A~ ___ _ 
P-8 · 3950 EL 7650 NL twn_ MS-1~5=23~-f-'C'~on=ti~·n=e=n=t:il~O~i=l~C~'o~--1----l~-+-~W~ KittrEill@_ ___ -+-_5~-~2~.3'--~6=0---+_~D~&~A~----
-----~--------------+--------+,------------+---+----------+-----1'-----------
~~--1~3-3-~-i :~:;~~o~~;;~n;h,-. ;-~t s:-~-~-9 -~-t-0-.:.:h-.:.:i-o:.::::G-"°a-=-s-_,-C:o:.:..-_-_-_-4+_--=-l~~:~=D·~. _w~~e-y,,g"'-an~~d~t~C~o~m~-m:.:.:-.._.~~_,_+-1' ~1~2~-~9~--6::.:2~~~+-1_-~_D_&_A--~-------_ ~-f80 SL 1440 WL $c. 25 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. 1 D. Eberly 8-16-61 D&A-----
--~-----------+---+--------·---t------+----------~~~~,_1 -~~Canaan Township +------1-------------+-
P-1337 ! 1640 SL 1700 EL SE _,s;coe~c~. _,2Ci3 ___ +M;;=u""lv~a";n"'e,,_y-~P'-r'-e°"s'-'t-=-on=----+---OC1-+--J"'.~L~e~ngaSC-'ccchc:e-=-r----~f--T7:Z"--TI~-_,·ti..--2+---D;;_..-,&~:;c-A ___ _ 
P-1142 '1375 SL 1375 WL NW Sec. 24 j3_,_Mulvaney__ __ __,__1_+---J_._M_il_l_er ________ --+'-12~-~3~0~-~6~1--+---~D~&-A~~~~-
P~_!.!_4_3 J 750 WL 920 SL SE Sec. 24 B. Mulvaney 1 A. Winkc:.l..ce._r _____ +I ~1--2~3--~6~1-1--_---,;8~75~MCF AF 
P-1186 i 700 WL 2180 SL SW ' Sec 24 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. 1 F. Wilson 8-11-_6~1'-+-----=2-=-5__,B=-O"-_,A.o.cF=--__ 
P-117_5 I 330 NL 970 EL NW I Sec. 26 B. Mulva.~n,,_ev,_ __ _,___,1=--+-._.R~. __,R""u...,,,;.,.h._______ 4-21-61 D & A 
_P~-1~0~9~4~f--i1~2~5~5_W':':-"L'--::-'4~5~0~N=L"'------~NW~+-·~"'~oc.___,,3~6=---+C,._.__,,,,,nibe~rilmuil~l~er._ _ --t----"-1-t--'Jc..__~H~e~nd~e~r,,l~on~1 ~._ __ --l-~8-~l~3~--7'60~-1-----74-=-19~M=C"-'=F~N=a=t.=--
P-1195 1 1 QfiO <::T 2020 PL SE ' <::oP 36 I I"' Ohormi!lor 1 J Ramsaver 4-25-61 200 MCF Nat. 
P-1196 i 980 SL 550 WL SW SPc 36 C ""ermiller 1 R. Younker 6-1-61 200 MCF Nat. 




_· ~a Township I 
2 N. J. Ste i,.,_n'"'er.____ _____ -+ _ _,8,,_-_,1"'2~-=61"---+---'D"--"&'-'A_,__ __ _ P-71 I 1179 WL 273 SL ~Sec. 21 East Ohio Gas Co. 
-----------: --t----~-------------l---+-----------1-------1---------
____ ___, __ ~Con<'ress Townshin 
P-1333 1122 SL 1320 WL .<:E · "'"" R C Foir 12-10-62 D &A 
----·---+--=--~-=-~-=--~------1------+-----------+------l------------+-------+--------­
East UnionTown~-=oco-+~--=~--+=~~~------+-----+~~~~-------+~~~~-+--~~-----P-1153 I 650 NL 660 EL SW Sec. 23 Natol Corn. 1 H. Hackett f:l-17.::0U D & A 
Green Township 
P-1316 600 NL 900 WL SW Sec. 4 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. 1 E. lndermuhle 9-17-62 D & A 
P-1335 600 SL 149_2_W_L ____ NW __+-S_e_c_._5 __ ---+_A_tl_a_s_E_x~p_l.'---C_o~·-----+-1--+--_M_._K_a_u_f_fm_a_n ____ +-1_2-_6-_·6_2----11 ___ u&_A _____ _ 
P-1322 1000 WL 925 NL NE Sec. 5 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. 1 H. Riggenbach 10-5-62 12UU MCF AF 
-P---1~29~5=+-c-1-10-0 SL 180 EL SW Sec. 5 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. 1 Sollenberger-Rehm 4-12-62 <::JUU MCF AF ~P---o-1~32~4,----+=-99~2~N°"L----cl""1"'8~5-oW0=-L----7NW~+-s'°'e~c=. -6~----+==K=. =w~eh=m~ev=e=r"--''-"-----t----01=--+-=H=. "'E00bc..ce=r-=-s..,07le'---'~=--+~1-;1~-.::::6-=-6=2~-+---;..14.;.;oo MC F AA 
P-1327 1260 EL 1020 NL NE Sec_. _7 __ ---+0_h1_· o_Fu_e_l_G_as_C_o_. ----+-1-+-W_. _R_a_m_s~ay,_e_r _____ +---10_-2_!7_-_·6_2-+-___ u&_A. ______ _ 
P-1177 900 SL 800 EL NE Sec. 8 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. M. Horst ti-29-til 2U tlU r'!J 
P-1302 
1
1000 WL 660 SL NW Sec. 8 Ohio Fuel Gas Co. H. Snyder 6-6-62 llo'/ lVl\.:Y AY 
Mntnn Township 
P-1133 675 SL 1800 WL SW Sec. 7 Parker & Chaoman F. Rufener 11-25-60 D&A 
P-1230 660 SL 660 WL SW Sec. 19 Parker & Chanman 3 I. Shafer 8-12-61 D&A 
P-1326 1350 SL 1350 EL SE Sec. 33 Patten Drlg. Co. R. Ramseyer 2-9-63 D&A 
Plain Townshin 
P-1268 660 NL 660~E=Lc ___ ~S=E~r--"'S=ec~.'--=2=3 __ r0xfe=~or~d"'-'O~il'-"'C~o~. ____ +-1"----+--'D~o~d~e"'z--------+--"12=---~1~4~-~6~1-+ _ ____::D::__::&'-'Ac:__ __ _ 
_l':-1307 
Wavne TownshiR ___ -+------1------------'--.--+-..,-..==>=----+---..--...,..-=.--11----.-..,,,,-.-.."""'~~-
330 NL 660 WL~---~N~E-'--'~Se'-c=·~l----1~A=tl=ac~s~E=x~m=l'-. ~C=o=·-----t~l=--+--'-W~·-H=ar'-t=z-=-le=r=-------+~7-~-=-19'~--~~-+---~lJO~O_,_M=-C=-F=--cA.:.:F:____ _ 
P-1330 1300 WL 225 NL SW Sec. 1 Atlas Exnl. Co. F. Young 11-14-62 D &A ---------




Ot Oeg Opl 
I 









2933 SL-927KB LL 927 956 981 1296 1320 1387 1452 1870 2502 2641 2730 · Olo 1022 Slcr 2153? Ocv 820 
I 
12n T-R42GL DT : 1180? ~eter Ss" 1216-32 
1onn 'J'_7n?<;T n'T' 700? I ot Lebanon 
' 
I 
1428 T-917GL DT "St. Peter Ss" 1428? 
1414 T-936GL DT I "St. Peter Ss" 
2945 SL-945KB LL 973 1010 1033 1360 1387 1455 1526 1910 2536 2656 2750 Olo 1078 Slcr 2170 Ocy 8 60 




6200 SL-1080KB DT 5367 6030 . abs. 6094 1 Gas well in "Cl" 
6536 SL-1030DF LL 5500 5590 5640 6125 6173 6225 abs. 6294 1 Oil well in "Cl" Olo 5704 
''B" 6432? 
I 1 
5589 T-1104DF DT 4822 5508 abs. 5555 
5602 T-1030GL DT 4740 5456 abs. 5502 
5513 T-1040GL DT 4788 5457 abs. 5504 pay 5486-89 !RP 2050# 
5597 SL-1051DF GR 4764 4854 4908 5372 5412 5472 abs. 5506 Olo 4960 
5680 T-1115GL DT 4843 5542 abs. 5593 
5713 T-1175GL DT 4969 5658 abs. 5708 pay 5708-13 !RP 210011 
5734 T-1130GL DT 4958 5646 abs. 5684 pav 5675-84 IRP 140011 
5726 T-1180GL DT 4965 5664 abs. 5719 pav 5717-22 so 5722-26 
5749 T-1130GL DT 4952 5641 abs. 5690 oav 5702-12 
6919 SL-960KB GR-N 5160 5245 5298 5764 5808 5875 abs. 5934 6050 6178 6220 Olo 5350 Ssh 6362 
Sms 6765 P€ 0'1U0 
5336 SL-1031KB GR-N 4455 4520 4563 5016 5050 5100 abs. 5126 SG 5127 Olo 4614 
6400 SL-1124DF GR-N 5322 5430 5454 5950 5980 6036 abs. 6096 Olo 5517 "B" 6275 Slcr 63 84? 
5861 SL-1165KB LL 5069 5150 5194 5668 5715 5764 abs. 5822 Olo 5248 
5796 SL-1138KB GR-N 5004 5092 5128 5602 5646 5696 abs. 5753 Gas well in "Cl" sso b757 
Olo 5182 
5842 SL-1165KB GR-N 5040 5140 5166 5625 5682 5733 abs. 5778 nav 5875 Olo 5220 
5775 SL-1128KB LL 4991 5074 5118 5590 5635 5685 abs. 5730 rnv 5738-44 Olo 5172 
5792 SL-1146KB LL 4972 5058 5096 5564 5606 5653 abs. 5686 Olo 5148 
5976 SL-1133KB GR-N 4990 5090 5116 5588 5635 5683 abs. 5740 SSG 5706 & 5736 Olo 5170 
"B" 5872 
5809 SL-1141DF GR-N 5030 5120 5157 5628 5672 5720 abs. 5762 Olo 5210 
5747 SL-1085KB LL 4946 5028 5072 5544 5589 5638 abs. 5682 pay 5704 Olo 51Z6 
5637 T-982DF GR-N 4750 4830 4872 5334 5380 5433 abs. 5484 Olo ""z" "H" :1:1nu 
5737 SL-1055DF GR-N 4804 4892 4928 5374 5435 5496 abs. 5550 Olo 4980 ''B" 567.i 
5750 SL-987DF NUC 4946 5542 5588 5638 abs. 5696 
5622 T-1104DF NUC 4731 4814 4849 5320 5364 5414 abs. 5472 Olo 4914 ''B" 5578 
0977 SL-116RKB LL 4986 5074 5108 5576 5618 5682 abs. 5689 nav btilJl Olo 5ltiU 
"B" 5876 Slcr 5936 
5815 SL-1142GI DT 4972 5653 abs. 5674 














wayne Township (con.) 
1 c. uoermiller IA 7-2U-t51 
t-------------
1 20 BO AF P-1235 630 NL 11uu WL l'W :;ec. l D. Fetter 
She llenberger-Landrv 7-8-63 I 75 BO & 500 MCF AF ~P_-=13~6=0__,~1262 EL 680 SL SW 
P-1105 500 EL 500 SL NW 
Sec. 2 1Kin-Ark Oil Co. 1 
Sec. 2 Mulvanev & Obermiller 2 H. Kasserman 9-4-60 I D &A 
P-1314 1100 SL 850 WL SE Sec. 2 Atlas Exp!. Co. 1 H. Yates 8-30-62 848 MCF AF 
---~~t----~-~--------t--------------l------------l----f-----------------+-------1---------
______ W~o=o=st=e=r_T=o~wn~=s=h=i~o--1------------1-----------+----





J effe rs on Townshin 
1
, 
990 SL 330 WL NE Sec. 18 McClure Oil Co. 1 F. KasnPr . 9-14-59 I D&A 
Madison Townshin 
P-30 330 SL 330 WL NE Sec. 5 McClure Drlir. Coro. I 1 L. Barnhart 
~P_-=31~_+-5~0=0-=S=L~3=30~~E~L~---~S=E--+-'S=e~c~. -'l,c51---___ .MQI!_~ 0. & G, Co. 1 M. Grimm 
--1 --~------------!-----~'---------
I WOOD COUNTY 
' --r--------
----+----------------- ----
Continental Oil Co. lA C. Ebersole NW Sec. 29 
----~ BJnnm 'T'ownshin 
P-206 990 NL 330 EL T-1-62 I D&A 
Center Township 
----:--L-ibe--r-ty_T_o_w_n_s-hi-p---1--------- -------------1----1---------------l------l-----------
D-1 1000 EL 330 SL SE Sec. 10 Sun Oil Co. 11 S. Whitacre Nrt D&A 
S-626 600 WL 675 SL SE Sec. 12 J. Brailey S. Killian D&A 
S-1580 660 NL 660 EL NE Sec. 15 Ohio Oil Co. 1 D. Cory 8-3-Uo u "'1\ 
Mont!lomerv Township 
D-2 330 WL 2400 NL NW Sec. 15 Sun Oil Co. 10 W. Pa!mer 2-10-H D&A 
----t-~P~errysbl!_I'gTownshin 
S-119 1050 W L 990 SL -=SW~+ _ _,S,~e=c~. _,2=21---_+A~dr~i=a=n-'O=·~&-'G=··_C ,_0·~· ___ ~·-1"----+--'-W-'--'.'--"G'-"r-"e-=ll:.::e.__v ____ +---'1=-=9--"4=2--+---=D=---=&-=A-=-------
Plain Township -----t-:---+-=---=---------+~~-=--o=-+----c~~-----
Sun Oil Co. 1 H. Cross 7-19-39 D & A S-53 1500 NL 2310 WL NW Sec. 13 
P-203 lr.rontlev Cn. 1 L. Snit._,l,,e,,_,r1---____ -+--,--'-7-'-20_7,_-_,,6'-"2--+--'D'°--::&::cA~----
E McManawav 1 S. Porter 12-24-56 D & A 
330 NL 330 WL NE <:a~ 18 
P-l~a 1 ROO WL !i2!i ST SW SPr 22 
-~----+-~P~Tnumshin 
S-131 990 EL 1200 SL SE Sec. 5 Goodwill 0. & G. Co. 1 L. Shinew -:!-23-:f9 D & A 
_D_-4 __ __, 330 NL 330 EL NW Sec. _1_4 __ +B_a_r_n_u_m_&_H_u~g~h_e_s_·1_-+ __ l--t-_R_._H_a~y_e_s_"'·-----F-pri_o_r_t_o_l9_3-+-_D_&_A ___ _ 
WashinP-ton Townshin 
P-211 330 NL 1420 EL NE Sec 32 Continental Oil Co. D. Euler 8-23-62 D&A 
WYANDOT COUNTY 
Antrim Township. 
D-1 470 EL 1000 SL SE Sec. 9S Loiran Gas Co. G. Martin D&A 
P-ln!i 660 NL 6RO WL NJ<' Qnn 17 Flntn-Brase I 1 Abnett 9-16-63 D&A 
S-4 330 EL ~~o SL SE <:0 ~ 28 I Walterman B. Chatlain 11-15-41 D&A 
n-~ !;10 <!T 770 J<'T ""' "'nn 33 "' r ••n-n R J Brnwn 3-25-53 D & A 
_D~-~3---+-=33=0~W~L~3=3~0~S=L~--~N~W'-'-+~S=e~c~3~4~--l-'<Su~n_Qj,~l~C~o~-----11---l~---1--"L~._B~ra~n~d~t-----+----'1~9-=4=5---l-_~D'-=&-=A_,_ ___ _ 
S-99 990 NL 1650 WL NW Sec. 18 Ohio Oil Co. 1 N. Heck 5-15-42 D & A 
P-170 SW Sec. 34 Gibson Oil D~i~v~. -----+-1-+--H"--. _P_ac..h_l ______ +--1_1_-_l_0-_6_3_1--_D_&____:_A:__ __ _ 




Ot Oeg Op! Ouc Orne Ole Sch Info. 
5775 SL-1145KB DT 4960 5643 abs. 
5700 SL-1140KB DT 4915 5596 abs. 
5943 SL-1135DF NUC 4912 5000 5032 5502 5540 5603 abs. 
5718 SL-1140KB DT 4938 5609 abs. 
I I 




2885 SL-889DF GR-N 2337 2578 2591 2820 2838 2864 2876 
' 
3122 SL-868DF GR-N 2472 2726 2742 2980 3010 3030 I 3047 
3175 SL-876GL DT 2572 3118? 3143 
I 
2226 SL-726KB GR-N 1043 1266 1312 1680 1710 I 1754 'abs. 
' 
I : 
1875 T-671GL DT 1121 I 1820 abs. 
' ' 
2360 SL-698DF NUC 1424 2052 2080 2116 abs. 
I 
1870 T-682GL DT 1202 i 
2927 T-690DF Sa mp, 1204 I abs. 
2262 T-685GL OT 1198 I 
1951 T-688GL OT 1179 ! 1904? abs. 
2058 T-645GL SamP. 1253 1987? ? abs. 
2185 T-6780F Samo. 1115 1408 1448? 1745? 1765? 1793 abs. 
2373 T-671DF LL 1416 1674 1706 2080 2100 2134 abs. 
1 Q~~ T-67Rr.T OT 1270 abs. 
2460? T-6830F Samo. 1129 1803? 1836? 1868 abs. 
2000? T-675GL OT 1163 1885 abs. 
2615 SL-668KB LL 1444 1713 1743 2118 2140 2170 abs. 
2471 T-948GL OT 1780 2405 abs. 
2534 SL-901DF NUC 1710 1760 1782 2194 2240 2299 abs. 
2390 T-9120F Samo. 1745 1815 1840? 2220? 2260? 2345 abs. 
1982 T-855GL OT 1340 1918 abs. 
2001 T-855GL OT 1381 1961 abs. 
2801 T-870GL Somn 1321 1390 1420? 1808 1830? 1885 abs. 
2089 T-8180F GR-N 1291 1390 1402 1760 1804 1859 1 abs. 
?4~1) T-R4Rr.L nT 1714 2398 abs. 






































1915 2120 2238 
1874 






Olo 5087 "B" 5786 Sier 5 906 
i ruiv 5631 
' ' so 5763 
! 
: 
, Olo 2632 
' 







· Prod. in Ot 
2425? · Ssh 2520 '? Sms 2653 pt' 2 899 
2285 
i SO at 1541 
Prod. in Ot 
: 
i 
Olo 1757 Sier 2323 
I 




Sms 2675 Pe 280 
"B" 1889 Sier 19 
0 
69 
52 WYANDOT COUNTY 
WELL DATA 
Sample, 
Sec. Lot. Well Date 
Initial 
Permit, Location Operator Farm Name Daily 
Div.No. 
or Tract No. Completed Gauge 
WYANDOT COUNTY (con.) ----
Jackson Township 
S-171 330 NL 330 EL NE Sec. 36 Dibble & Miller 1 P. Parsell 3-7-47 
Dn-___ 
Marsailles Township 
S-297 990 WL 330 SL SW Sec. 13 R. Temple 1 W. Morral 8-31-39 D&A 
Richland Township 
----------,-- I I ---
S-49 330 EL 460 SL SE --~~c, __ !L -~ Oil Co. ' 1 R. Kear 5-19-41 D~---- --
Salem Townshin 
P-166 1200 SL 330 EL SW Sec. 12 Harris Ene:ineerine: 1 Commissioners 9-9-63 D&A 
Ride:e Township 
P-43 200 WL 730 SL SW Sec. 25 R. Jones 1 w. Walters 1935 D&A 
~- : 
Salem Township 









' i ---+---~ 
~- ,, 















I ~ I I ---- I r -----+- --i 
WYANDOT COUNTY 53 
GEOLOGICAL DATA 
T. D. 11 Elev. II Tlnypf e ! Ot Oeg I Op! I Ouc ! Orne Ole I o. i I I Sch Ser Sma Sc Sr Remarks 
-- +-- ---l----1----t----i-- +-J_------~----t-----+:--+---+--~----
----r- ----- --r--- ----, ---t----, -----+--+------+----+---+---+----+---+-----------
::Ji_(l__32_~T-910GL_j_ San_l_!J~345T==-' --1?~-? -, 1_9_3_2--+_a_bs_._,_! 1_9_7_0--+_2_33_5_?---+-2_6_5_5_?+------1~_$~m_s_2_90_0_?_P€ _ 3_04_0 _ 
==-~~--:-:----=--+~- -- ----=-~--=-+- --:==_:--i--1 . 
_ __ill_Q-+T-882c_;L=-t_l)_L_-t1_3_2_8+-------- j----,r-----+_~1=90=5~?-t-. a~b-s-. -+~1=92=0~?-t---+------1c----r. =sw~=19=2~0~------
=~-- ~±_--===-L==--= • - 1----"----+---+-, ---+--________,--+--, ---+----+----+-~;--------
==9~~-T-864DF i _san11~ I 1=05 11393 . ____ -+1---+l __ --+'-18_6_5---1-a-b_s._+-18_8_8---1---t-'---+----+--·----------
-'''"---!r-s,-2Dtm . ''" F =f= +m•_.Jrn45 '''· rn65 i "" ,, .• '"" 
189G T-85 5G L _IlL -----r--;-;;I l 3fo I --:----~~_:__:_+~,_-_-_-_--:__--:_-_-_-_--:__--++--_-_--:__-_--:_-_--:_-_-_--++_-_-_-_-_:-_-_-_-__ +,_--_--:__-_-_+'.:;s;;w_:_;:1=8-~7-o;:_:__:__:__:__:__:__:__:__:__:__:_-= 
I I ' --~'----+-'---+----+---+---+-----------~---:-:~~_'l'_-~~===t:--=~--+' --_-r+'=====:11=8=6=4==j=ab=._s--::__.--::__--=--r-=._'1~8~8~5_-_+,_'--::__--::__--::__--::__:--::__--::__--::__--::__-~~'-====I =================== 
---r~~- , -+ : __1_3'7_7___~~ LL --t-1352 11~30 i 1~1850 1882 , 1940 abs. I 1960 
I ! ; -l- I I 
_-- +--~~-~-----=t---+------1=__---+--+--;- --1---+-'-=--=-=--=--=-.=,-=--=-=~-:=-=--=-=~-=-=-=--=-=-:-r:__=--=-_-+-+-_-_ - __,--t_-_-_-__ - _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-
==+= i _±-+-- -----+-----i------'c----+----+---+----+----------' ~+-~-------+-------+-----+----t---t---~--i----c-----+,---+---+-----t----+-----+----------
---~-------~-----+-----;'----+----+---+------j---,----+----+---+---+---+----------
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